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 ABSTRACT

Although John Dewey wrote extensively on the subject of the dignity and centrality 

of the everyday experience as the basis for the construction of knowledge little has 

been written explaining or depicting examples of this concept. This study attempts to 

establish how John Dewey’s stated educational theory finds a vernacular and artistic 

expression in the life experiences of Woody Guthrie. Dewey’s theoretical concepts of 

experience, continuity, and interaction are used as the analytical framework through 

which multiple examples of Guthrie’s expressed works are analyzed. The analysis 

animates and clarifies Dewey’s thinking while concurrently expanding the 

understanding and significance of the artistry of Guthrie. While utilizing Guthrie as 

an exemplar the study emphasizes Dewey’s conceptualization of the artistry involved 

in everyone’s learning process.  Lastly, the study reconnects Dewey’s theory of 

democracy and education to the artistically lived life experiences of all learners and 

citizens.
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Chapter One:

Introduction

On June 1, 1952 the American philosopher and educational theorist John Dewey 

died at the age of ninety-two. Funeral services were held in the nondenominational 

Community Church in New York City. Dewey, writing in A Common Faith, set out 

to establish his conceptualization of God as a unification of the actual and the ideal 

“that is essentially imaginative in origin” (43). Dewey elaborates his point by stating, 

“The unification effected through imagination is not fanciful, for it is the reflex of the 

unification of practical and emotional attitudes. The unity signifies not a single Being, 

but the unity of loyalty and effort evoked by the fact that many ends are one in the 

power of their ideal, or imaginative, quality to stir and hold us” (43). “[T]here is no 

such thing as religion in the singular. There is only a multitude of religions” (7). “If I 

have said anything about religion that seems harsh, I have said those things because 

of a firm belief that the claim on the part of religions to posses a monopoly of ideas 

and of the supernatural means by which alone, it is alleged, they can be furthered, 

stands in the way of the realization of distinctively religious values inherent in natural 

experience” (27-28). 

On July 22, 1952 Woody Guthrie, singer, writer, and artist, was transferred to the 

Brooklyn State Hospital where, on September 3, he was diagnosed as having 

Huntington’s chorea. Upon admittance to the hospital Guthrie was asked what 

religion he was; Guthrie responded: “All, all or none” (Goldscheider “In a Quest, 
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Arlo Guthrie Finds Himself Back at that Church” A14). Guthrie was forty years old. 

For Guthrie, even though he would live another fifteen years, the diagnosis, and with 

it the realities of his own mother’s deterioration and eventual death from 

Huntington’s chorea, signaled the beginning of the end of his active life. In a ten -

page letter written to his newborn niece in 1937, Guthrie offers the following words: 

“May you realize […] the allness (sic) of God. May you glance into various world 

religions and philosophies and form a conception of true worth and value as a highest 

standard of worthy purpose” (Bray Reflections: The Life and Times of Woody 

Guthrie 10-11). Earlier in the same letter Guthrie advises his niece: “Experience is 

your best teacher. Let your knowledge be for living and living a quest for knowledge. 

Go. See. And do” (Bray 7). 

Objective

This ecumenical intersection of John Dewey and Woody Guthrie is but one point of 

similarity between these two seemingly disparate figures in American education and 

music history. Thematic comparisons of Dewey’s and Guthrie’s various works, 

including their political and social messages, produces a noteworthy list of shared 

ideals and principles. While the existence of parallel and complementary ideas may 

serve to bridge the gap between these men, a focused inquiry into the educational 

significance of Woody Guthrie requires an examination that extends beyond a one-to-

one comparison of traits, episodes, and sentiments. To extend the analysis of 

Guthrie’s works beyond the realm of similarity and comparison with Dewey’s theory 

requires a clear and convincing argument to be made for the significance of such an 
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examination. Furthermore, for any consideration of how such a study has any bearing 

on the field of educational philosophy, or on the body of knowledge associated with 

the social foundations of education, it will be necessary to clearly establish the 

objective of the study, which is to analyze the numerous and varied works of Woody 

Guthrie and to expose and articulate how core Deweyan principles of education are 

embedded in Guthrie’s work. The study will attempt to establish how Dewey’s stated 

educational theory finds a vernacular and artistic expression in Guthrie’s lived 

experience. Additionally, the study will join in the conversation concerning the 

questions of what is worth knowing, and what is worth doing, by reconnecting the 

problems of education to our own, individual lived experiences.   

Dewey’s Creed

The argument for the relevancy of this research to a broadened understanding of 

educational foundations is aided by what amounts to personal statements of 

educational philosophy by both Dewey and Guthrie.  Dewey’s My Pedagogic Creed

is a seventy-three paragraph proclamation that “became the manifesto of educational 

reform in the twentieth century” (qtd. in Hillesheim and Merrill 232). Each of the 

seventy-three paragraphs begins with the assertion, “I believe.” The opening 

paragraph; Article I - What Education Is, states:  

I believe that all education proceeds by the participation of the individual in 

the social consciousness of the race. This process begins unconsciously 

almost at birth, and is continually shaping the individual’s powers, 

saturating his consciousness, forming his habits, training his ideas, and 
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arousing his feelings and emotions. Through this unconscious education the 

individual gradually comes to share in the intellectual and moral resources 

which humanity has succeeded in getting together. He becomes an inheritor 

of the funded capital of civilization. The most formal and technical 

education in the world can not safely depart from this general process. It can 

only organize it or differentiate it in some particular direction. (Hillesheim 

and Merrill 233)   

Martin Dworkin characterizes the credo as: “At once a personal declaration and a 

revolutionary manifesto […].” (Dewey on Education 19). While discussing the credo, 

Dworkin describes Dewey as “passionately, even flamboyantly, confident of his 

vision of the nature, purpose, and inevitable progress of education” (19). Central to 

the vision put forth in My Pedagogic Creed is Dewey’s conviction that, “education is 

the fundamental method of social progress and reform” (Dworkin 30). Robert 

Westbrook points out that Dewey called upon the “language of the social gospel”  

when articulating his “beliefs about schools and teachers […] outlined in his 

pedagogic creed [and] were thus less beliefs about what was than about what might 

be” (John Dewey and American Democracy 109). What was, as pointed out by 

Dewey, was that “[t]he school system has always been a function of the prevailing 

type of organization of social life.” Westbrook continues the thought by stating, “If 

schools were to be made agencies of social reform rather than agencies of social 

reproduction they would themselves have to be radically reconstructed.” (109). 

Writing in the first issue of the journal, The Social Frontier, Dewey’s article, “Can 
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Education Share In Social Reconstruction?” challenged teachers specifically, and 

education in its entirety, to call into question the abuses of the status quo and “be 

partners in the construction of a changed society” (Dewey 1:11-12). The challenge 

before Dewey was one of not only transforming the ends of education, but also the 

means of education, which would in effect also transform the larger society. 

Guthrie’s Charge

In December, 1944, Woody Guthrie was hired by radio station WNEW, in New York 

City, to do a fifteen minute show on Sunday afternoons at 4:45 p.m. . Woody wrote a 

twenty-four paragraph script; fifteen of the paragraphs begin with “I.” During his 

opening broadcast he “begged the listeners to send in cards and letters asking the 

station to give him thirty minutes each week instead of fifteen, he described his 

background and set out, in concise and memorable fashion, his musical philosophy” 

(Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 298-299). Guthrie’s insistence for more airtime was 

recognition of the constraints and the possibilities of radio. Critical of the popular 

music of Tin Pan Alley and of the stereotypes that hillbilly and regional musicians 

were expected to portray, Guthrie asserted:

   I hate a song that makes you think that you’re not any good. I hate a song 

that makes you think that you are just born to lose. Bound to lose. No good 

to nobody. No good for nothing […]. 

   I am out to fight those kind of songs to my very last breath of air and my 

last drop of blood.
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   I am out to sing songs that will prove to you that this is your world and 

that if it has hit you pretty hard and knocked you for a dozen loops, no 

matter how hard it’s run you down nor rolled over you, no matter what 

color, what size, you are, how you are built, I am out to sing the songs that 

make you take pride in yourself and in your work […].

   I could hire out to the other side, the big-money side, and get several 

thousand dollars every week just to quit singing my own kind of songs and 

to sing the kind that knock you down still farther and the ones that make fun 

of you even more, and the ones that make you think that you’ve not got any 

sense at all. But I decided a long time ago that I’d starve to death before I’d 

sing any such song as that. The radio waves and your jukeboxes and your 

movies and your song books are already loaded down and running over with 

such no-good songs as that anyhow. (Born to Win 223-224) 

     John Reddy amplifies Guthrie’s point by stating: “While [composers like] Cole 

Porter, Noel Coward and Lorenz Hart were writing sophisticated lyrics about high 

society, Woody was writing simple, rough-hewn songs about the dispossessed and 

migrant workers”  (Woody Guthrie: Father of the Folk Singers 232).  For Guthrie, the 

music was street level and local. Guthrie sums up his lyrical preference by stating: “I 

would rather sound like the ash cans of the early morning, like the longshoremen 

yelling, like the cowhands whooping, and like the lone wolf barking” (Reddy 232). 

Guthrie believed in music that “people made up to help them do more work, to get 

somewhere in this old world, to fall in love and to get married and to have kids and to 
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have trade unions and to have the right to speak out your mind and about how to 

make this old world a little bit better place to work in” (Guthrie Born to Win  222). 

“Artists,” Dewey tells us, “have always been the real purveyors of news, for it is not 

the outward happening in itself which is new, but the kindling by it of emotion, 

perception and appreciation” (The Public and its Problems 84).  Music for Guthrie, 

like education for Dewey, was envisioned as a means, a movement, and a medium 

through which to bring about change. 

Good For What?

The theme of music as a social and political tool committed to an expressed cultural 

consciousness is examined at length in Robbie Lieberman’s My Song Is My Weapon: 

People’s Songs, American Communism, and the Politics of Culture, 1930-1950. 

Lieberman’s research explores the historical and theoretical context of “a small group 

of left-wing cultural workers [of whom Guthrie was a member] organized to sing out 

for labor, civil rights, civil liberties, and peace” (Lieberman xiv). The group called 

themselves People’s Songs. The musicians that comprised People’s Songs “drew on 

the traditions of abolitionists, labor organizers, populists, socialists, and others who 

had used songs in their efforts to change the world” (xvi). Guthrie’s involvement with 

People’s Songs was brief as was the actual existence of the organization itself. While 

actually only in existence from 1946 to1949, People’s Songs warrants mention given 

the explicit nature of the group’s mission and involvement in cultural work. Like 

Dewey’s critique of “traditional modes of education and its insistence on passivity 

and the perpetuation of calcified ideas and second-hand knowledge” (Dewey 
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Experience and Education 62), Guthrie, before, during, and after his involvement 

with People’s Songs, sought to offer, as Lawrence Goodwyn states, “a mode of 

conduct antithetical to the social, economic, and political values of the received, 

hierarchical culture” (qtd. in Lieberman xvii).  Guthrie’s songs advocated for a better 

world for the workers of America, where the children have three square meals a day, 

and a person has a job at honest pay. Guthrie offers an example of what Raymond 

Williams identifies as “counter-hegemony,” in both “residual” and “emergent” forms 

of activity. Williams explains residual as, “a reaching back to those meanings and 

values which were created in actual societies and actual situations in the past, and 

which still seem to have significance because they represent areas of human 

experience, aspiration, and achievement which the dominant culture neglects, 

undervalues, opposes, represses, or even can not recognize” (Marxism and Literature

123-124). “Emergent activity,” according to Williams, involves “finding new forms 

or adaptations of forms” (126). Lieberman makes the connection between residual 

and emergent activity in reference to the group associated with People’s Songs. The 

same point can be made concerning Guthrie singularly in that “[Guthrie] saw 

[himself] as both recovering a tradition and adding to it by writing lyrics that 

commented on current political issues and implicitly suggested visions of an 

alternative future” (Lieberman xix). 

     Guthrie’s extensive musical knowledge ranged from: church music, Irish ballads, 

cowboy songs, Indian whoops, hillbilly songs, traditional songs, blues, yodels, 

shanteys, string band reels, square dance calls, Mexican folk songs, work songs, 
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railroad songs, union songs, not to mention his variations and improvisations  

exercised on these and most any other musical style. “After spending a week with 

Guthrie, [the noted ethnomusicologist and song collector], Alan Lomax, felt that there 

was no need to go out collecting folklore anymore; all he’d have to do was hang 

around Guthrie and half of America would spill out” (Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life

157).

      Many of Guthrie’s songs are reworkings of traditional compositions. Guthrie’s 

most recognized work, for example, “This Land Is Your Land,” uses the melody of 

the traditional song: “My Little Blue Eyes.” Guthrie’s “Pretty Boy Floyd” is derived 

from the traditional ballad know as “John Hardy.” “Roll On Columbia” follows the 

same tune as Huddie (Leadbelly) Ledbetter’s “Good Night Irene.”  Pete Seeger offers 

the following description of Guthrie’s approach to songwriting:

His method of composition was to pound out verse after verse on the 

typewriter, or in his precise, country-style handwriting and try it out on his 

guitar as he went along. Later the song would be pruned down to usable 

size. He put his rhymes to tunes which were, more often than not, amended 

versions of older folk melodies. Woody showed us all that folk music was 

not simply a group of old songs, no matter how nice, but rather was a 

process-which had been going on for centuries-in which ordinary people not 

only handed down traditional music but continually reshaped it to fit new 

situations. (Guthrie Roll On Columbia, The Columbia River Collection 77) 
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     Throughout much of the late 1930s Guthrie sang and presented his own sagebrush, 

cornpone philosophy, much like fellow Oklahoman Will Rogers, on various radio 

shows in southern California. “The warm, homespun style of the show found a 

natural audience in Los Angeles. The city was filled with people who missed their old 

lives on the farm” (Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 92). By 1937 though, Guthrie’s 

cornpone philosophy had become more social commentary. Writing music based 

upon his own experiences from the dust bowl, the migrant camps, the hobo jungles, 

and union meetings, Guthrie’s songs merged the residual with the emergent. “On one 

of his visits to the migrant camps […], Woody found that one of the more popular 

songs was a bouncy, jolly, Baptist hymn called: “This World Is Not My Home,” 

which had been made popular by the Carter Family:

           This world is not my home

                I’m just a-passing through

                My treasures and my hopes are all beyond the blue

                Where many Christian children

                Have gone on before

                And I can’t feel at home in this world anymore.

                (Klein119)

     Joe Klein goes on to tell of Guthrie’s reconstruction of the song based upon his 

own experience. Guthrie was hearing and experiencing songs in a different, more 

involved, way. Guthrie “was beginning to understand that the effect of his song was 

to tell the migrants to wait, and be meek, and be rewarded in the next life. It was 
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telling them to accept the hovels and the hunger and the disease…not to strike…not 

to fight back” (Klein 120). Merely putting new vapid rhymes to old songs did little to 

enhance the experiential meaning. Guthrie wanted his music to build up people’s 

understanding, help rebuild their own sense of purpose. To the familiar Carter Family 

tune Guthrie penned a song called: “I Ain’t Got No Home”:

              I ain’t got no home

              I’m just a ramblin’ a round

              A hard workin’ ramblin’ man, I go from town to town

              The police make it hard 

              Wherever I may go

              And I ain’t got no home in this world anymore.

              Now as I look around

               It’s mighty plain to see

               This wide wicked world is a funny place to be

               The gamblin’ man is rich

               And the workin’ man is poor

               And I ain’t got no home in this world anymore. 

(Guthrie The Nearly Complete Collection of Folk Songs 35). 

     In 1939, Charles Seeger, noted musicologist and father of Pete Seeger, was the 

assistant to the director of the Works Progress Administration’s, Music Project. In an 

essay directed to his field worker personnel in the Resettlement Administration 

Seeger advised his staff: “The main question […] should not be “is it good music?” 
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but “what is the music good for? And if it bids fair to weld the community into more 

resourceful and democratic action for a better life for themselves, their neighbors and 

the human race, then it must be conceded to be good for that” (qtd. in Lieberman 39).  

William James’ pragmatic thought was built upon a similar philosophy: “The whole 

function of philosophy ought to be to find out what definite difference it will make to 

you and me, at definite instants of our life, if this world-formula or that world-

formula be true” (James 45). 

      For the purposes of this study, the question becomes one of the educational 

significance of song, prose, and poetry. Dewey speaks to the question by delineating 

what makes an experience an educative experience. Writing in Experience and

Education Dewey states: “Every experience is a moving force. Its value can be judged 

only on the ground of what it moves toward and into” (38). One of the key factors 

that Dewey identifies as the basis for the good that is to be derived from experience is 

dependent upon the quality of the experience. “Just as no man lives or dies to himself, 

so no experience lives or dies to itself. Wholly independent of desire or intent, every 

experience lives on in further experiences” (26). For Dewey, “education is based 

upon experience and educative experience is seen to be a social process […]” (59). 

“The principle that development of experience comes about through interaction 

means that education is essentially a social process” (58).  Dewey acknowledges that 

not all experience, musical or otherwise, is merely, through the experience, educative. 

“Any experience is mis-educative that has the effect of arresting or distorting the 

growth of further experience. An experience may be such as to engender callousness; 
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it may produce lack of sensitivity and of responsiveness” (25-26). Interestingly, the 

label; “folk song,” as discussed by Oscar Brand, in his book The Ballad Mongers: 

Rise of the Modern Folk Song, adheres to a criteria similar to that of Dewey’s 

educative experience. Brand states that “to merit the title, a folk song has to have 

weathered the process of oral transmission: it is the product of evolution, and is 

dependent on the circumstances of continuity, variation, and selection.” “In other 

words, the important factor is “Where did the song go after the moment of 

composition?” (5).  By determining the significance of song, or the good of music, or 

the effect of the musical cultural product, the educative dynamic of the musical 

experience takes on a recognizable form. 

   Richard Pascal’s article, “Walt Whitman and Woody Guthrie: American Prophet 

Singers and Their People,” reiterates the aforementioned principle of the social role 

of the artist when ascribing to Guthrie an artistic and social lineage with Walt 

Whitman. Speaking of Whitman’s view of the social role of the artist, Pascal states 

that the artist “must inspire and instruct the people, awaken in them a sense of their 

own dignity and wisdom.” To learn from a poet such as Guthrie necessitates an 

experience of engagement and meaningful transaction. It is not, as Pascal points out, 

“an encoding of truth or a methodological instruction according to didactic rules.” 

The authority of the poet to teach and to influence, according to Pascal, has more to 

do with “imaginative uses of language” (49).  Walter Okshevsky explains it as “[l]ife 

happen[ing] in the shape of music.”  “More importantly, pedagogically and 

existentially, this life encounter [can leave us] with a deeper openness to the 
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possibility for [emphasis in original] experiencing […] now with a deeper capacity 

for a certain kind of openness-for/towards a world and oneself” (“Understanding as 

Self Understanding: Recovering the Question” 12).

    Both Dewey and Guthrie were prolific writers as well as activists and leaders in 

their respective fields.  To examine the full extent of Dewey’s and Guthrie’s thought 

and involvement on matters concerning democracy, labor, race, equality, or 

community, extends far beyond the limits of this study. A brief consideration of 

Dewey’s thought involving the capacity of art in the overall bringing about of the 

Great Community sheds light on the scale with which Dewey was working when he 

spoke of the full extent of what he meant by art, community, democracy, and 

communication:  

We have but touched lightly and in passing upon the conditions which must 

be fulfilled if the Great Society is to become a Great Community; a society 

in which the ever-expanding and intricately ramifying consequences of 

associated activities shall be known in the full sense of the word, so that an 

organized, articulate Public comes into being. The highest and most difficult 

kind of inquiry and a subtle, delicate, vivid and responsive art of 

communication must take possession of the physical machinery of 

transmission and circulation and breathe life into it. When the machine age 

has thus perfected its machinery it will be a means of life and not a despotic 

master. Democracy will come into its own, for a democracy is a name for a 

life and enriching communion. It had its seer in Walt Whitman. It will have 
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its consummation when free social inquiry is indissolubly wedded to the art 

of free and moving communication. (The Public and its Problems 184)

Genuine Communication 

Thomas Alexander, writing in John Dewey’s Theory of Art, Experience and Nature: 

The Horizons of Feelings, rejects claims that passages like the above display Dewey’s 

utopian romanticism, and asserts that for Dewey “the ideal of communication 

accomplished on the highest artistic levels is both a rigorously demanding and 

sobering project.”  “Genuine communication,” Alexander goes on to state, “is only 

achieved through a creative transformation of experience which involves the 

combination of a rich cultural matrix, the critical use of intelligence, and the active 

struggle to establish continuity or growth” (274). The scope of this study will be a 

more modest undertaking. Still, the study will attempt to clearly and imaginatively 

communicate an expanded understanding of education and of the relationship of 

theory and practice.  

     The impetus for this research can be traced to this writer’s reading of Dewey’s, 

Democracy and Education, and the experience of finding a lyrical quality to Dewey’s 

text. That a lyrical interaction with Democracy and Education reveals more about this 

writer than it may about Dewey’s writing is a fair consideration, especially given the 

criticism that is often leveled at Dewey’s writing. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 

pointedly remarked that Dewey wrote as “God would have spoken had He been 

inarticulate but keenly desirous to tell you how it was” (qtd. in Westbrook John 
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Dewey and American Democracy xiii). Spencer Maxcy states, “Dewey’s writing style 

was never known for its clarity. Convoluted, difficult to follow, and often wandering 

from topic to topic in almost free verse format […]” (“John Dewey and American 

Education” 6). Maxcy’s reference to Dewey’s tendency of writing in an “almost free 

verse format” touches upon elements that I experienced during readings of 

Democracy and Education. The notion of free verse connotes the process of 

generation, improvisation and animation, wherein something is being fashioned and 

brought in to being that is an amalgamation of various sources. Robert Westbrook 

writes that Dewey’s Democracy and Education was a culmination of publications 

during a ten year span focusing on the problems of education. Westbrook goes on to 

state that Democracy and Education  was “not only his [Dewey’s] most important 

book on education, but […] the closest attempt he [Dewey] had made to summarize 

his entire philosophical position” (John Dewey and American Democracy 168).  

Musically, such an amalgamation can take on the form of what is referred to as a suite 

or a song cycle. In such a context the grouping of numerous songs is formed and 

assembled to express a cohesive whole. Each segment, each song, tells a part of a 

larger story. Guthrie’s 1940 RCA Victor recording, Dust Bowl Ballads is an example 

of a song cycle. Each of the thirteen songs conveys a story within a story. The songs 

tell of Guthrie’s travels and observations during the great dust storms during the 

1930s and his migration, along with thousands of other Oklahomans, to the promised 

land of California. Dave Marsh describes the songs “as possessing unity […] a unity 

that comes from Guthrie discovering in himself the voice of one man who arises out 
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of a mass of people who have been dislocated from their homes and much of what is 

familiar” (Guthrie, Dust Bowl Ballads, Buddha Records, liner notes essay by Dave 

Marsh).  Marsh describes Guthrie’s voice arising from his understanding of “what 

happened on the inside” of everyday men and women.      

      Phillip Jackson offers an interpretation of Dewey’s pedagogical style “as a form 

of artistic endeavor” (John Dewey and the Lessons of Art 187). Jackson, citing 

recollections from students of Dewey, characterizes the process of Dewey’s teaching 

as creative thinking. Jackson asserts that Dewey would have elaborated on this 

characterization by pointing out that “all genuine thought must [emphasis in original] 

be creative, at least for the individual thinker. If it is not, it is little more than the 

discharge of old habits or the mechanical recall of what others have thought” (186).

Here, as Dewey implies, the materials being transformed into creative and artistic 

expression are ideas and words. “[M]en in general,” Dewey states, “are not aware that 

they have been exercising an art as long as they have engaged in spoken intercourse 

with others” (Art as Experience 240).

     While addressing the poetry of Matthew Arnold and Robert Browning in the essay 

Poetry and Philosophy, Dewey poses the question: “How do they [poets] affect us 

who go to them to learn of life” (The Early Works 114)? “What alembic does the poet 

possess that he may apply ideas to life with the assurance that in poetry the ideas are 

the fact, while the same ideas in the hands of the philosopher are unverifiable, 

discredited dogmas, shaken creeds, or fallen traditions” (Dewey 118)?   How are 

Dewey’s questions to be responded to? Fredrick Amiel, writing in the introduction to 
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Carl Sandburg’s, The American Songbag, offers the following response to a similar 

consideration as those put forth by Dewey: “The reader,” Amiel writes, “desires in 

the poet something better than a juggler in rhyme, or a conjurer in verse; he looks to 

find in him a painter of life, a being who thinks, loves, and has a conscience, who 

feels passion and repentance’ (The American Songbag 2). In other words, the reader 

desires a sense of authenticity from the poet, a sense that something is being  

communicated genuinely.  Similarly, as James Taylor asks in his book, Poetic 

Knowledge: The Recovery of Education, “how often, if ever, do we encounter some 

setting, some person, some song, some moment where we can say within our hearts 

and minds that the experience was ‘something very much like perfection?’”(174).  

Furthermore, who, having experienced such a setting, person, song, or moment could 

then be able to re-express such a perfect interaction for others to experience also?

      While acknowledging the centrality Dewey assigns to  poetry’s capacity for 

interpretation, revelation, and sustenance, little is mentioned pertaining to specific 

and central elements of Dewey’s educational theory that find expression within the 

works of specific artists. Believing, as I do, that the essence of Dewey’s theory 

centers around the process of creation and re-creation and that this process finds its 

most dynamic expression in the arts (although not confined to the arts, but is 

expanded to encompass all complete life experiences) where then can a person find 

an example of these theoretical tenets being articulated through a lived experience? It 

is important that the following distinction be clear, throughout Dewey’s book, Art as

Experience, numerous examples are provided of how painting X, poem Y, or statue Z 
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provides the viewer with the opportunity to experience the creative object. Nor does 

Dewey restrict his artistic examples to a specific medium. In Art as Experience, 

Chapter 10, The Varied Substance of the Arts, Dewey examines a wide range of 

materials and mediums typically associated with artistic expression.  But the point 

Dewey is emphasizing here is not the centrality of precise classification of the arts. 

Nor is Dewey assigning priority to the medium being manipulated; in fact, he argues 

just the opposite. Dewey refers to rigid classifications as inept “because they distract 

attention from that which is esthetically basic – the qualitatively unique and integral 

character of experience of an art product” (217). The importance of the art of 

communication and the perpetuation of a democratic community lies at the center of 

Dewey’s thought. Once again, Alexander’s assertion that “genuine communication is 

only achieved through a creative transformation of experience which involves the 

combination of a rich cultural matrix, the critical use of intelligence, and the active 

struggle to establish continuity or growth” (John Dewey’s Theory of Art, Experience 

and Nature 274) bares repeating. The magnitude of the importance Dewey attributed 

to the idea of “genuine communication” is captured in his proclaiming that “all 

communication is educative” and “all communication is like art” (Democracy and

Education 8, 9). “Society,” Dewey says, “exists through a process of transmission 

[…] by means of communication.” “Without this communication of ideals, hopes, 

expectations, standards, opinions, from those members of society who are passing out 

of the group life to those who are coming into it, social life could not survive” (6). 

What remains unstated, however, is where and how central elements of experience, 
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continuity, and transaction in Dewey’s educational theory find expression through an 

artist’s work. The objective of this study involves the articulation of these central 

elements of Dewey’s educational theory through the works of Woodrow “Woody” 

Wilson Guthrie. 

Finding the Continuity

From a 1952 journal entry entitled “Educate Me” Guthrie writes: 

              I never sung or made one ballad song to entertain you.

              I made all my stuff up to tell you and

              To educate you

              I’m an educator

              Not any entertainer.

              (Pastures of Plenty  242)

     Uncovering basic Deweyan premises in the works of Guthrie enhances the 

understanding of Dewey’s thought by providing an example of the continuity of 

Dewey’s thought with a lived, integrated mode of experience and creation. As 

mentioned earlier, Dewey placed the artistic process at the core of his educational 

philosophy. Guthrie proclaimed his work to be that of an educator. The educator is 

portrayed as an artist; the artist is presented as an educator. The examination of how 

educational theory finds lyrical expression and musical expression seeks to find an 

educational and theoretical basis that extends the level of viability and 

meaningfulness of both domains. 
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     This study spans the distance that often exists between theory and practice. The 

research and analysis undertaken in this study seeks to expand the range of where to 

find evidence of Dewey’s educational philosophy. By this I mean to suggest that in 

addition to the classroom, the educative viability of Dewey’s educational theory finds 

expression wherever people are creatively, and meaningfully, experiencing life.  The 

construction of knowledge, and the assignment of labels, extends beyond the 

boundaries of formal education, reaching into all human experience. The key 

educative elements of continuity, experience, transaction, and meaning are best 

understood as recognitions of central themes and undertakings that involve the 

creation of meaning and the act of conveying meaning to others. “When 

communication occurs,” Dewey states, “all natural events are subject to 

reconsideration and revision; they are re-adapted to meet the requirements of 

conversation, whether it be public discourse or that primary discourse termed 

thinking” (Experience and Nature 166). The point is illustrated later within the same 

paragraph; listen to Dewey’s words as he communicates his meaning: 

Events turn into objects, things with a meaning. They may be referred to 

when they do not exist, and thus be operative among things distant in space 

and time, through vicarious presence in a new medium. […] In addition to 

their original existence, they are subject to ideal experimentation: their 

meanings may be infinitely combined and re-arranged in imagination, and 

the outcome of this inner experimentation-which is thought-may issue forth 

in interaction with crude or raw events. Meanings have been deflected from 
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the rapid and roaring stream of events into a calm and traversable canal, 

rejoin the main stream, and color, temper and compose its course. (166-167)

     In the works of Woody Guthrie one can witness both the process and the person 

involved in the act of creating and expressing meaning. The analysis conducted 

within this study provides insight into the keen recognition of Guthrie’s own sense of 

communicating meaning to others, be it carried out directly, or vicariously. Similarly, 

as suggested earlier, the analysis amplifies Dewey’s equally keen recognition of the 

experience, and the re-creation of experience, that is human learning.  “By this 

fashion,” Dewey states, “qualitative immediacies cease to be dumbly rapturous […].” 

“They become capable of survey, contemplation, and ideal or logical elaboration; 

when something can be said of qualities they are purveyors of instruction. Learning 

and teaching come into being, and there is no event which may not yield information” 

(Experience and Nature 167).

     In effect, what emerges is parallel to Dewey’s main point in Art as Experience, 

that the aesthetic valuation and expanded learning to be derived from art is 

encompassed in the cultivation of an appreciation and understanding of the process of 

creation and in the self reflection act of recognition on the part of the observer in the 

process of observing or experiencing the work itself. For Dewey, the two situations 

are one and the same. Both are acts of creation and art, and both are educative. This 

study aims at a deepened appreciation of the artist as an educator and the educator as 

an artist. 
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Creating Experience

One way to think of the aforementioned observer-as-creator process is to envision the 

development of the research process undertaken for this dissertation as an origami. 

After a series of folds and creases are applied, the paper eventually ends up resembling 

something quite different than it did initially, yet remains the same piece of paper. A 

once vague idea is transformed and reconstructed through the medium of paper.

   By constructing an environment [this research project] in which Dewey’s writing can 

be encountered in direct application with the arts, in this case via Woody Guthrie, 

Dewey’s philosophical constructs find application and are themselves experienced as 

artifacts of the creative, artistic process. A new perspective emerges that allows 

Dewey’s ideas to be viewed as an artistic creation that can be further examined through 

the deepened appreciation and cultivation of Dewey’s own educational thought.1

1 . The analogy of folding, or unfolding, should not be construed as a representation of 
Dewey’s idea of education or learning. In fact, Dewey places the conception of “education as 
unfolding” in direct contrast to his idea of the educative process being “a continuous process 
of growth” (Dewey Democracy and Education 59). According to Dewey, the idea of 
“unfolding” is “conceived of as a completion, perfection” (61). Therefore, any growth, 
progress, or operations “lack meaning on their own account,” […] and possess significance 
only as a movement toward [emphasis in original] something away from what is now going 
on” (61). Such an arrangement undermines the centrality of the individual’s experience and 
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As mentioned earlier, the union of poetry and philosophy is not a novel idea. The 

centrality that poetry and the arts hold on Dewey’s educational thinking is well 

established. Speaking in honor of the centenary of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s birth, 

May 25, 1893, Dewey commented: “It is [a] significant irony that the old quarrel of 

philosopher and poet [about who in truth shows the meaning of life] was brought off 

by one who united in himself more than has another individual the qualities of both 

artist and metaphysician” (Donoso “The Transactional Relationship Between Poetry 

and Philosophy According to John Dewey” 95). Dewey’s understanding of the terms 

art, poetry, and music  are expansive as evidenced by his calling for; “A catholic 

philosophy based on understanding of the constant relations of self and world amid 

variations in their actual contents would render enjoyment wider and more 

sympathetic” (Jackson John Dewey and the Lessons of Art 111).  Dewey, writing in 

Art as Experience, goes on to point out that the material, or physical media utilized in 

the formation of a work of art, is of “relatively minor importance.” “Marble must be 

chipped; pigments must be laid on paper; words must be put on paper.” “Only by 

progressive organization of “inner” and “outer” material” in organic connection with 

each other can anything be produced that is not a learned document or an illustration 

of something familiar” (74, 75). New creases and folds can now be applied to the 

paper. What is stated is now finding expression and form for others to respond to.

subsequent construction and reconstruction of knowledge. In an unfolding environment “the 
pupil generally has no initiative of his own in this direction, the result is random groping after 
what is wanted, and the formation of habits of dependence upon the cues furnished by others” 
(62).
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Relevancy

The experience of learning and understanding Deweyan educational theory through 

the works of Woody Guthrie exemplifies what Phillip Jackson calls the “spirituality 

of art-centered experience” (119). Even though Dewey warns of “a conceptualization 

of art that “spiritualizes” it out of connection with the objects of concrete experience,” 

he goes on to articulate a spiritualization that “is not a degrading and Philishtinish 

materialization of works of fine art, but a conception that discloses the way in which 

these works idealize qualities found in common experience” (Dewey Art as 

Experience 11). “A conception of art,” Dewey goes on to state, “that sets out from its 

connection with discovered qualities of ordinary experience will be able to indicate 

the factors and forces that favor  the normal development of common human 

activities into matters of artistic value” (11).  

     As for the encounter with Guthrie, this study broadens the scope and impact of 

Guthrie’s cultural work and reinforces the prospect for learning and constructing 

meaning through varied and divergent contexts. Similar to the series of “folds” that 

transformed the experience with Dewey into new and altered avenues of 

understanding, the “creases and bends” that emerge in the research pertaining to 

Guthrie result in a deeper understanding of Guthrie himself and of the education that 

is to be derived and experienced from all persons and situations when approached in 

an artful manner. Dewey, Jackson points out, “does not legislate the subject matter of 

art. Nor does he prescribe its form. What he argues against are those conceptions of 

art that deny the interactive nature of experience-including theories that divorce art 
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from common experience, placing it on a pedestal or in a world of its own” (John 

Dewey and the Lessons of Art 113). James Taylor, in his book, Poetic Knowledge: 

The Recovery of Education cites a paraphrasing of Friedrich Nietzsche, which shares 

a similar caution concerning the detrimental results that can arise from a 

disconnection of the common with that of the poetic experience: “Poetry is dead and 

the uneducated specialists have killed it by making it extraordinary, uncommon and 

in their own image, eccentric” (qtd. in Taylor 174). Furthermore, Dewey, like 

William James before him, was critical of philosophy that was removed from the 

utilization of everyday living and benefit. Dewey positions this idea as a keystone 

formulation in his overall philosophical thought when he defines philosophy “as the 

general theory of education” [emphasis in original], and then establishes “[e]ducation 

[as] the laboratory in which philosophic distinctions become concrete and are tested” 

(Democracy and Education 338, 339).   

      To directly address the matter of the relevancy of this study to educational 

foundations necessitates allowances for moving beyond what is typically construed as 

being foundational. Allowances are needed in the context of the specific subject 

matter of this study and in terms of what is implied by foundations. While the 

transmission, duplication, and eventual mastery of discrete bodies of facts and 

information associated with the study of the foundations of education are needed and 

warranted, in and of itself such a representationalist view of education restricts and 

underestimates what lies at the center of educational foundations. This study aligns 

with the more axiological concept of education that Anthony Petruzzi discusses in his 
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article, “Hermeneutic Disclosure as Freedom: John Dewey and Paulo Freire on the

Non-representational Nature of Education.” “Authentic educative situations,” 

Petruzzi states, “create a context in which the process of inquiry becomes the practice 

of freedom” (2). Education in this light becomes, Petruzzi continues, “an event that 

discloses a process of humanization. The process of humanization is not a value in the 

sense that it is foundational, static, and unchanging in its cultural manifestations; but 

rather, the process of humanization unfolds through critically reflective practices as a 

value that is identifiable only as a process: freedom” (2). 

     In Charlotte Cross’ review of Lydia Goehr’s book, The Quest for Voice: On 

Music, Politics, and the Limits of Philosophy, the author, Cross points out, seeks to 

reconnect contemporary understanding of music to the ancient “aspirations of 

mousike.” For the Greeks poetry was a part of the larger concept of music (Cross 

367).The elements of philosophical theory, music, and freedom are synthesized in 

what Lydia Goehr recounts as the ancient Greek notion of mousike. Philosophically, 

the expression of mousike is an activity of liberation and freedom that involves 

artistic creation particularly through poetry. Goehr’s main point, according to Cross, 

is to “shift the emphasis in the notion of musical autonomy from the dominant 

concept, which focuses on the musical work itself, to “the matter of people engaging 

with music either as an individual or social assertion of […] their subjective freedom 

[…] to be musical” (367). To assert a “subjective freedom to be musical” is to 

experience the integrity of one’s own power and sense of being in the world, to be 

creative, to construct knowledge and meaning. 
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     This study presents another voice, another participant, in the creative work of 

understanding the formation of who we are as creative, free people, and as learners. 

By examining Guthrie’s assumed and assigned role of educator, this study is adding 

its voice to the conceptualization that all learning is self learning. This is a learning 

which is not exclusively self, nor reclusively self, but within the social context, and, 

as Hans-Georg Gadamer points out, of “the experienced quality of relationships” 

which gives rise to the “reciprocal character of self-education” (“Education is Self 

Education” 534). Furthermore, the discussion acknowledges the constructivist nature 

of educative activity that involves the act of inquiry “into [one’s] own ways of being-

in –the- world” (Petruzzi “Hermeneutic Disclosure as Freedom” 4). If an individual’s 

way of being in the world incorporates “[a] critical disposition [in] the active process 

of inquiry, knowledge achieves an incarnate mode of existing to the extent that one 

recreates his or her own self-understanding of one’s social context. Freedom is the 

active participation in the creation and recreation of one’s environing social 

conditions through critical thinking” (Petruzzi 23). This study reflects the 

participatory nature of the power that is derived from the freedom within the 

educative experience. Dewey saw such freedom as a power to frame purposes, to 

evaluate desires, and to serve the needs of humanity. In effect, the study serves to 

flesh out the point made by James Hillesheim and George Merrill that, “Dewey was a 

man of ideas and a man of action-one of those rare individuals who is able to 

incorporate into his own life both theory and practice” (Theory and Practice in the 

History of American Education 232). Far from being something rarified and removed, 
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the educational foundations put forth in this research puts theory to work.  Both 

Dewey and Guthrie, as Richard Rorty writes in his essay “Hermeneutics, General 

Studies, and Teaching,” “were taking on the problems which the community around 

them had inherited. They were inventing new forms of communal life by inventing 

new songs, new discourses, new politics” (from Cahn Classic and Contemporary 

Readings 531). 

   Always one to resolve dualisms and bridge dichotomies, Dewey challenges us to 

recognize the creative undertaking of practice as well as theory. Although Dewey 

acknowledges the existence of differences between theory and practice, both, 

according to Dewey, are creative undertakings that can provide the audience with a 

growth enhancing experience. From Art as Experience Dewey states:

There is another great difference between expression and statement. The 

latter is generalized. An intellectual statement is valuable in the degree in 

which it conducts the mind to many things all of the same kind. It is 

effective in the extent to which, like an even pavement, it transports us 

easily to many places. The meaning of an expressive object, on the contrary, 

is individualized. […] It has a local [emphasis in original] habitation. (90) 

     A look into the work of these two individuals creates the opportunity to converse 

with them, to be creatively engaged with both the stated and the expressed art of their 

work, and to respectfully respond in a similar manner. I hope to effectively contribute 

to the larger conversation relating to the study of foundations of education by 

constructing this study in a manner that is concurrently general and local, wherein 
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both the theoria and the praxis are meaningful and thus can be part of the educative 

experience for those who might interact with the study. I concur with the idea that 

philosophy, or foundations of education, for that matter, are not what philosophers or 

educators do. Nor is art or music something artist or musicians do. Both embody a 

quality, an intention, to creatively examine and experience meaning more fully.  For 

the study of educational foundations to remain relevant and meaningful, the field will 

need to continuously, and creatively, find ways for learners to artistically experience 

and interact with the stated and the expressed works which comprise the study of the 

foundations of education. 

      It is the intention of this writer to pursue and communicate the research 

experience in a manner that will move beyond the confines of “a learned document or 

an illustration of something familiar” (Dewey Art as Experience 75). An analysis of 

Guthrie’s poetry, prose, and art will add distinct qualities and concentrated meanings 

to key points of John Dewey’s educational theory. The transformation of theory, and 

its lived practice, will entail a progressive organization and imaginative modification 

through the material medium of writing (74-75). In the pages that follow, the 

examination of a life lived by an uncommonly common, yet fascinating individual 

will extend the service of philosophy to the realm of the local and the everyday, and 

shed light on the dynamic of the artful life that presents itself for others to more 

readily experience, cultivate, and share.
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Overview

In this introductory chapter the reader was introduced to the main theoretical elements 

of John Dewey’s educational philosophy. Additionally, the chapter established 

Woody Guthrie as the experiential field through which Dewey’s educative principles 

of experience, continuity, and interaction will be examined. The second chapter, 

Approaches to Inquiry, will lay out the various research methodologies incorporated 

into the study. The process of the research itself will be examined as an illustration of 

Dewey’s experiential continuum. The Literature Review in Chapter 3 will focus on 

both primary and secondary sources pertaining to the analysis and interpretations of 

Guthrie and his work. The range of sources will include: recorded music, 

autobiography, biographies, key bibliographies, classroom curriculum materials, 

masters and PhD research, and scholarly books and journals. These are the materials 

through which the research will be synthesized to revel and communicate the work of 

the study.  Chapter 4, Dewey’s Theoretical Statement, will present the stated 

explanation of Dewey’s concept of the educational experience. Key primary and 

secondary sources addressing Dewey’s concepts of experience, continuity, and 

interaction will be analyzed and synthesized throughout the chapter.  Chapter 5, 

Guthrie’s Educative Expression, interprets the expressed, creative works of Woody 

Guthrie through the Deweyan understanding of learning and growth. Chapter 6, 

Conclusion, acknowledges the essential dynamic of reflection to the overall 

experience of meaningful learning. Lastly, the concept of “an experience” will be 
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examined and applied to the idea of “creative democracy” as well to the enriched 

understanding of John Dewey and Woody Guthrie. 
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Chapter Two: 

Approaches to Inquiry 

Recollections of hearing my grandfather sing “Little Red Wing,” or “Oklahoma 

Hills,” while he went about the various chores and routines of farm work, established 

an early musical connection to the songs of Woody Guthrie. The significance at the 

time was not the composer or recording artist of the songs. The relevance had more to 

do with the experience of my grandfather actually singing. Listening to him sing cast 

him in a different light. While not a cruel or mean-spirited man there was an 

atmosphere of sternness about him that certainly overshadowed those instances of 

spontaneity and lightheartedness that seemed to find expression in rhythm and song. 

Musical expression moved the relationship and communication beyond the taciturn 

that so often dominated the social interactions while on the farm. These musical 

interludes offered metaphoric glimpses of an autonomy and freedom that were 

otherwise unexpressed or inexpressible.

Antecedents

“Everything that is experienced is experienced by oneself, and part of its meaning is 

that it belongs to the unity of this self and thus contains an unmistakable and 

irreplaceable relation to the whole of this one life” (Gadamer Truth and Method 67). 

The experience of music in my “life-world” has, and continues to have, significance 

and meaning. Once again, from Truth and Method, Gadamer emphasizes the 

significance of experience by pointing out that “its meaning remains fused with the 

whole movement of life and constantly accompanies it” (67). Music as a constant 
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accompaniment and experience throughout the movement of my own life has formed, 

in Dewey’s words, a basis for which I may “connect [my philosophical reflections] 

with the affairs of every-day primary experience” (Experience and Nature 32).

      Formative experiences with music, whether in the home, church, school, or social 

group have left a trail of educative encounters that have formed an intellectual 

groundwork and an expanded sense of social consciousness.  Songs conveying 

sociological and psychological themes of injustice, societal critique, rebellion, unity, 

identity, transformation, awakening, hope, history, and persuasion stand in the 

foreground of my recollection. It is not that music of sheer expression or 

entertainment is not a part of my own musical experience, or part of this research for 

that matter. At the forefront, the music that remains, the music that communicates, as 

Serge Denisoff describes in Sing a Song of Social Significance, are songs of social 

meaning and relevance. These songs endure in my reflective processes and therefore 

continue to influence my current thinking. The educative encounters experienced 

through songs of both social and personal significance have, according to Dewey,

“contributed to building up experiences that are worth while” (Experience and 

Education 40) Dewey cautions that not all experience is by and of itself educative. 

Educative experience requires, “experiences that live fruitfully and creatively in 

subsequent experiences” (Dewey Experience and Education 28). More will be stated 

in Chapter Four regarding Dewey’s concepts of growth and continuity, but for now, 

let it be said that the relationship between my earlier musical experiences and 
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“opportunities for continuing growth in new directions” provides an initial basis for 

the understanding of music as being educative (Experience and Education 36).

       Another element in the directionality of my experience with music involves the 

transition from incidental learning experiences to self-directed learning experiences.

Malcolm Knowles describes self-directed learning as “a process in which individuals 

take the initiative, with or without the help of others, in diagnosing their learning 

needs, formulating learning goals, identifying human and material resources for 

learning, choosing and implementing appropriate learning strategies, and evaluating 

learning outcomes” (Self-Directed Learning 18). Perhaps the best example of my 

particular self-directed learning has been the elective course component of the 

doctoral degree program. The summation of these various formative endeavors has 

culminated into what is presently the (temporary) summative experience of a doctoral 

dissertation.  Within each of these interactions arose an expanded understanding of 

my own lived experience and more importantly the enhanced understanding of the 

lived experience of others as conveyed through music, poetry and art.  In Jim 

Garrison’s 1998 review of Raymond Boisvert’s book: John Dewey: Rethinking Our 

Time, Garrison underscores Boisvert’s citation of “passages where Dewey says quite 

explicitly, that philosophical discourse partakes of both scientific and literary 

discourse.” Boisvert, Garrison goes on to point out,  captures the “deep meaning of 

Deweyan reconstruction” when he writes: “The human task is to make a “cosmos” 

out of “chaos,” and to do so Dewey thought we must articulate a “composed tale of 

meanings.” Garrison then concludes: “Scripts for such stories are to be found 
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wherever and whenever we can, and new scripts are made by troping old scripts”

(http://edrev.asu.edu/reviews/rev4.htm). Writing in the Translators’ Introduction to

Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy, The Literary Absolute: The Theory of Literature in 

German Romanticism, Phillip Branard and Cheryl Lester examine “the question of 

literature and of its relation to the philosophical,” stating that “the moments at which 

literature makes its most comprehensive gestures of authenticity invariably 

correspond to its greatest dependency on philosophy.” And therein, Barnard and 

Lester point out, “philosophy summons literature just as effectively as literature 

summons philosophy” (Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy xiv, xv). Martha Nussbaum, 

writing in Cultivating Humanity: A Classical Defense of Reform in Liberal

Education, amplifies the same theme of “becoming a sensitive and empathic 

interpreter” and how “education at all ages should cultivate the capacity for such 

understanding” (Nussbaum 63). “Music is yet another text through which to nurture 

the “narrative imagination [and to] pursue questions of the examined life” (146). 

From “Ethics,” The Later Works, Volume 7, Dewey presents his corresponding view 

when he states:

It is sympathy which carries thought out beyond the self and which extends 

its scope till it approaches the universal as its limit. It is sympathy which 

saves consideration of consequences from degenerating into mere 

calculation, by rendering vivid the interests of others and urging us to give 

them the same weight as those which touch our own […]. To put ourselves 
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in the place of others, to see things from the standpoint of their purposes and 

values, to humble, contrawise, our own pretensions and claims […] is the 

surest way to attain objectivity or moral knowledge. (270)

Imagination

“Imagination,” writes Dewey “is the chief instrument of the good.” “It is more or less 

a common-place to say that a person’s ideas and treatment of his fellows are 

dependent upon his power to put himself imaginatively in their place” (Art as 

Experience 348). “Were it not for accompanying play of imagination,” says Dewey, 

“there would be no road from a direct activity to representative knowledge; for it is 

by imagination that symbols are translated over into a direct meaning and integrated 

with a narrower activity so as to expand and enrich it” (Democracy and Education

245-246). Imagination, be it narrative or otherwise, multiplies our perspectives. 

Experiencing music or literature in the context of empathy or differing perspectives

extends these elements of complex interactions (i.e., empathy and multiple 

perspectives) into the realm of moral imagination. “When old and familiar things are 

made new in experience, states Dewey, “there is imagination” (Art as Experience

267). Continuing, Dewey says that “When the new is created, the far and the strange 

become the most natural inevitable things in the world” (267). Empathy and differing 

perspectives thus become part of the skill and the appreciation for what is good for us 

and others. 
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Dee Russell discusses the dynamic of imagination in the context of Dewey’s 

laboratory school as being “the power of imaging in constant interactive formation 

and as the raw material that is formulated into organized experience” (“Cultivating 

the Imagination” 193, 201). Elaborating the point further, Russell states: “As 

connections suggested by our own prior experience or by social instruction the 

working of imagination is a meeting of the individual and the social.”  “It’s 

emotionally colored association persists throughout our lives as a loose way of 

organizing experience in dramatic story form” (193). 

     In order to creatively take on the task of inquiry a person needs to persevere 

through doubt and to suspend judgment. The psychologist Rollo May refers to such a 

task as a creative struggle and describes the endeavor as the “paradox of courage.” By 

this May means, that within the imaginative and creative act there lies the “seeming 

contradiction that we must be fully committed, but we must also be aware at the same 

time that we might possibly be wrong” [emphasis in original] (The Courage to Create

11). “Creative courage,” May goes on to state, “[…] is the discovering of new forms, 

new symbols, new patterns on which a new society can be built.” “Every profession 

can and does require some creative (and imaginative) courage” (13).

Approaching Methodology

Much of the focus of this study involves the study of relationships. It is also  about 

interpretation, meaning, and understanding. As presented in Table 1 numerous 

approaches to research were implemented.  
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Table 1

Research methods and key procedural developments

Method Development

1. Heuristic Incubation of heuristic, theoretical model, and research 

question. 

2. Literature  review Secondary sources, bibliographies. Joining the conversation.

3. Expanded 

literature review

Primary sources, extended secondary sources discography, 

research question formation. Appropriate documentation of 

materials.

4. Thematic analysis Pattern formation. Classification schema. Credible 

relationships/creative continuity. Synthesis of essential 

information.

5. Historical/social 

research

Conceptualization. 

6. Educational 

theory 

Development of model. Detailed analysis. Theoretical 

treatment of material.

7. Archival research Broadened primary source inquiry. Commitment.

8. Interview Expanded context. Research question revision.

9. Participatory 

activity

Expanded context. Creative experiential basis.

10. Cycles of Reconstruction/interpretive cycles. Sustained focus on 
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interpretation objective.

11. Reflection Whole-to-part/part-to-whole perspectives. Integration.

12. Dialogue Receptivity. Question realization.

The various methods of research used throughout the project are decidedly 

qualitative in their approach. A central dynamic running through this research project

has been the evolution of awareness and understanding that is manifest in subsequent 

cycles of inquiry, questioning, and reflection. While not adhering to a definitive 

hermeneutical approach the research does incorporate key elements of what is 

referred to as the hermeneutic circle as an interpretive devise to engage the works of 

both Guthrie and Dewey. The notion of engagement with the works of Guthrie and 

Dewey is significant. The key theoretical basis for this research project combines 

central tenets of pragmatism in concert with elements of moderate hermeneutic 

interpretational approaches, both of which place engagement and interaction at the 

center of understanding. 

     “Poetry,” as Garrison states, in his article “The Crossroads of Poetry and 

Prophecy,”  “in the classical Greek sense of poiesis [italics in original], or calling into 

existence, is about constructing, deconstructing, and reconstructing the world” 

(http://www.ed.uiuc.edu/EPS/PES-yearbook/97_docs/garrison.html). Garrison, 

Philosophy of Education 1997). This interplay between construction and 

reconstruction, between the artistic statement and the artistic expression, and between 

the past and present, signify the doing, the experience, and the engagement that is 
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paramount to Dewey’s theory of learning as well as to the central dynamic found in 

interpretative approaches like that advanced by Gadamer. The fusion of horizons of  

hermeneutic approaches to interpretation with that of Deweyan pragmatism is offered 

by Dewey himself when he states the following in reference to a poet and his poetry:

“If there are messages […] it is only because these other messages bring us word 

from a more abiding, a more human world […]” (Dewey “Poetry and Philosophy”

122). Dewey is speaking about an intersection or crossroads where the meaning of 

one world or horizon is conveyed across a boundary to that of another. Similarly, as 

Richard Palmer points out in his lecture: “The Relevance of Gadamer’s Philosophical 

Hermeneutics to Thirty-Six Topics or Fields of Human Activity,” such a message 

across boundaries is what hermeneutics means. Recalling the Greek god Hermes, 

Palmer identifies hermeneutics as being “closely tied to the character of Hermes.” 

Referring to Hermes as a “guide across boundaries,” “the god of gaps,” “a bridge,” “a 

mediator,” Palmer aligns Hermes with the outsider. “It is from the standpoint of this 

marginal zone,” Palmer suggests, “that the great artists, writers, and social critics 

have been able to look past the social forms in order to see society from the outside 

and to bring in a message from beyond it” (“The Liminality of Hermes and the 

Meaning of Hermeneutics” http://www.mac.edu/~rpalmer/liminality.html). As stated 

earlier, Dewey recognizes the educational dialogue that can exist with art; still, he 

offers the following caution that is equally applicable to this particular examination of 

approaches to research. From Art as Experience Dewey states:
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Poetry teaches as friends and life teach, by being, and not by express intent 

[…]. It is by way of communication that art becomes the incomparable 

organ of instruction, but the way is so remote from that usually associated 

with the idea of education, it is a way that lifts art so far above what we are 

accustomed to think of as instruction, that we are repelled by any suggestion 

of teaching and learning in connection with art. But our revolt is in fact a 

reflection upon education that proceeds by methods so literal as to exclude 

imagination and one not touching the desires and emotions of men. (349-

350) 

     Wilfred Carr explores how the modern methodical approach to educational 

research evokes a sense of self-understanding and perspective towards 

education/schooling in contrast with that of the pre-modern style of philosophical 

theorizing. “Method,” Carr points out, “shapes the self-understanding in terms of 

which educational researchers make sense of what they are doing, defining their 

cultural identities and legitimize their social role” (“Philosophy and Method in 

Educational Research” 204). Carr confronts the modern transformation of “education 

into schooling” and the resultant turn of events where “the notion of educational 

inquiry as a species of ‘practical philosophy’ has become obsolete and educational 

research has been reduced to a mundane technical expertise in which non-technical, 

non-expert questions about the role of education in creating the good society are no 

longer recognizable” (208). While stressing the importance of organization and 

orderliness to the dynamic of thinking, Dewey emphasizes that: “Thinking is not like 
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a sausage machine which reduces all materials indifferently to one marketable 

commodity, but is a power of following up and linking together the specific 

suggestions that specific things arouse” (How We Think 39).  

     An examination of the philosophical and educational linkage between Guthrie and 

Dewey avails itself to multiple approaches to understanding. By addressing the 

educative implications of Guthrie’s work through the educational tenets of Dewey’s 

theory the research encompasses the expansiveness of the art-centered experience and 

the implications for society. In Cornell West’s The American Evasion of Philosophy: 

A Genealogy of Pragmatism, West presents Ralph Waldo Emerson as the focal point 

to understanding John Dewey’s pragmatism and conversely sites Dewey in reference 

to and in explanation of Emerson.  West brings the reader to the critical intersection 

of Dewey’s pragmatism and its requisite expression and application for and to human 

needs. “Dewey understands Emerson’s evasion of modern philosophy as neither a 

simple replacement of philosophy by poetry nor a sophomoric rekindling of the 

Platonic quarrel between poetry and philosophy. Instead, this evasion is to be 

understood as a situating of philosophical reflection and [emphasis in original] poetic 

creation in the midst of quotidian human struggles for meaning, status, power, wealth, 

and selfhood.” “What poetry and philosophy have in common is that both exemplify 

the heights of human intelligence at work, the best of conscious and reflective human 

activity” (West 73).
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Paths of Inquiry

In order to converse philosophically and poetically with the research an approach to 

inquiry was needed that could be agile and creative and still exercise a coherency that 

would culminate in recognizable and shared understanding. “The junction of the new 

and old,” Dewey points out, “is not a mere composition of forces, but is a re-creation 

in which the present impulsion gets form and solidity while the old, the “stored,” 

material is literally revived, given new life and soul through having to meet a new 

situation” (Art as Experience 60). Simply stated, the research process needs to be 

transformed into a meaningful experience. 

Heuristic Incubation. The formation of the research question has its antecedents 

in the sum of each of the above mentioned situations and experiences. Each 

successive interaction with music added to the meaning and understanding of the next 

interaction and brought about a heuristic. Gadamer captures an insightful way of 

considering this development when he refers to Nietzche’s statement that “all 

experiences last a long time in profound people” (qtd. in Truth and Method 67).

Gadamer goes to explain that “they [experiences] are not soon forgotten, it takes a 

long time to assimilate them, and this (rather than their original content as such) 

constitutes their specific being and significance”(Truth and Method 67). The period 

of time during which I have been assimilating my experiences with music can now be 

described as a heuristic incubation phase. Clark Moustakas explains it as:

The heuristic researcher is not only intimately and autobiographically related to the 
question but learns to love the question. It becomes a kind of song into which the 
researcher breathes life not only because the question leads to an answer, but also 
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because the question itself is infused in the researcher’s being. It creates a thirst to 
discover, to clarify, and to understand crucial dimensions of knowledge and 

experience. (Heuristic Research Design 43) 

This gestation period formed the basis for my own sense of wanting to know, to 

understand, and to challenge and commit myself to the process of inquiry.  

Literature Review. The range and volume of potential sources for secondary 

materials for Guthrie and Dewey cover a wide array of publications, mediums, and 

spectrums. Limitations brought about by sheer volume, the focus of the research, and 

manageability required editorial criteria that adhered to an alignment with the purpose 

of the study and the associated research question. Joe Klein’s 1980/1997 biography, 

Woody Guthrie: A Life, although a secondary source, provided a valuable 

bibliography for the research. Klein’s writing was supported and enhanced by the 

Woody Guthrie Foundation and Archives, 250 West 57th Street, New York, NY, 

which provided Klein access to the then private archives of Woody Guthrie.

The search for secondary sources pertaining to John Dewey was aided by the work of 

Phillip W. Jackson’s, John Dewey and the Lessons of Art, 1998. Jackson’s analysis as 

well as his bibliography provided essential support for the study. Robert B. 

Westbrook’s, John Dewey and American Democracy, 1991, was another important 

secondary source. Various databases and online search engines were utilized 

throughout the research process. Access to the Center for Dewey Studies at 

http://www.siu.edu/~deweyctr was a productive resource. Similarly, The Pragmatism 

Archive at http://www.pragmatism.org allowed for expedient surveys of materials. 
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Search engines like ERIC, Lexus Nexus, Google and OCLC FirstSearch provided 

significant extension and reach to the literature review process. 

Expanded Literature Review. Access to primary and secondary sources was 

aided by the bibliographies produced by Richard Ruess, Alan Lomax, Joe Klein, The 

Library of Congress Citations, and the Woody Guthrie Foundation and Archives. In 

Ruess’ 1968 bibliography of Guthrie, five hundred and one entries are listed, eighty-

one of which are identified as primary sources. 

     As large as the potential source material for Guthrie has proven to be, the materials 

available pertaining to and by John Dewey border on the overwhelming. Although 

not exclusive, a chronological review of primary source material of John Dewey,

which spans the years 1890 to 1939, is examined later in Chapter Four. The review 

will serve to bridge the gap between theory and practice, and between that which is 

stated and that which is expressed.  Further analysis of Dewey’s concepts of 

experience, continuity, and interaction will be conducted throughout the readings. 

Additionally, specific focus will be given to the recurrent theme of the artistic 

experience which is evident in much of Dewey’s writing. The review will seek to not 

only dissolve the dichotomy that at first presents itself regarding Dewey and Guthrie, 

but also between that of our understanding of the artistic experience and learning.   

Thematic Analysis. The range of potential sources for secondary materials 

covers a vast array publications, mediums, and spectrums. While initially wanting to 

be inclusive as possible, limitations brought about by sheer volume, the focus of the 

study, and manageability required editorial criteria that adhered to an alignment to the 
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purpose of the study and the research objectives to be used in source selection. As 

described below, the need to “make sense” of the numerous materials become 

paramount

Max Van Mannen describes “theme analysis” as referring to “the process of 

recovering the theme or themes that are embodied and dramatized in the evolving 

meanings and imagery of the work.” “In order to come to grips with the structure of 

meaning of the text it is helpful to think of the phenomenon described in the text as 

approachable in terms of meaning units, structures of meaning, or themes” 

(Researching Lived Experience 78). For the purposes of this research the following 

four statements from Van Mannen (88) provide insight to the role and necessity of 

thematic formations by addressing: 

1. The needfulness or desire to make sense.

2. The sense we are able to make of something.

3. The openness to something.

4. The process of insightful invention, discovery, disclosure.

Once a particular source was reviewed with the above criteria in mind, the text 

was   organized into an appropriate topical thematic unit congruent with the outline 

and thesis of the research. The themes include: Teaching/Learning, Common 

Man/Class, Continuity/Relatedness, Experience/Meaning, and Art/Music/Poetry. 

Finally, the materials were analyzed in terms of their congruence and agreement with 

the three core concepts of Dewey’s educational theory: Experience, Continuity and 

Interaction and were then integrated into meaningful structures and assemblages. The 
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development of the aforementioned thematic units focused the selection process and 

addressed Van Mannen’s process of inventing an applicable theme structure as well 

as discovering the themes embodied within the materials.

Thematic analysis of the various texts was carried out throughout the research. 

Likewise, transcription and analysis of numerous sound recordings was an important 

undertaking during the research process. Although not exhaustive, the range and 

totality of recordings researched does represent the chronological range of Guthrie’s 

recorded material. Furthermore, the importance of the recorded material to this study 

is significant. Again, as pointed out by Van Mannen, the openness to recovering 

themes combined with the “sense we are able to make of something” contributed 

noteworthy insights to the study. The sources included recordings from such varied 

venues as radio programs, The Library of Congress, the Smithsonian Institute, labor 

rallies, war rallies, presidential campaigns, studio recordings, out-takes, live 

performances, interviews, children’s programs, dance performances, and an opera. 

While the vast majority of the recordings analyzed for this project were primary 

sources performed by Guthrie himself a small but significant body of secondary 

source recordings was included in the interpretation of Guthrie as an educator. 

Selected recordings by Pete Seeger, Phil Ochs, Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, Ani 

DiFranco, and Steve Earle are used to add to the dialogue and support the objective of 

the study. 

As an extension of the thematic analysis a dialogical approach to hermeneutics 

allowed for an expanded element of inquiry and interpretation on the part of this 
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writer/reader and the between the writings of Guthrie and Dewey. By stating the 

objective of the study as I have I am in effect projecting a meaning, a prejudgment 

upon the study. Therefore, a crucial requirement of this writer will be to establish a 

“fusion of horizons” (Gadamer) in relation to the significance of this project within 

the limits of what the text will allow and confirm. Within the confines and 

requirements of the research key Deweyan ideas must be identified and presented in a 

manner which simultaneously speaks to recognized and established understandings 

and must also be combined with and to a new and different context of application. 

The ideas put forth in this study are the combined understandings of Dewey and 

Guthrie as developed within the historical tradition as well as the specific process of 

interpretation directly experienced during the research process.  The to-and-fro 

between the stated and the expressed requires the play and openness of conversation. 

“Experience is always [emphasis in original] open to further experience – without 

end. There is no finality in understanding and interpretation” (Richard Bernstein, qtd. 

in Cambridge Companion to Gadamer, Dostal, ed.  276).

Historical/Social Research. To completely avoid the historical and social context 

within which both Guthrie and Dewey lived and worked would significantly limit the 

elaboration of the thesis of this research. Furthermore, such an omission would be 

antithetical to the theoretical basis as put forth by Dewey and Gadamer that this 

project is based upon. Anthony Petruzzi in his article “Hermeneutic Disclosure as 

Freedom” succinctly captures this idea by pointing out that:
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The mode of experience that Dewey calls continuity is a description of the              

hermeneutic circle of understanding. The expanding and growing circle of           

understanding grounds itself in tradition only to destroy and construct a new 

projection of its self-understanding […]. Experience must concomitantly 

look back at the historical “has-been” in order to be able to modify it and 

construct a futurity in the projection of new understandings. 

(www.wmc.edu/academic/library/pub/jcp/issuell-1petruzzi.html) 

Dewey, writing in Experience and Education, explains that  “the principle of 

continuity of experience means that every experience both takes up something from 

those which have gone before and modifies in some way the quality of those which 

come after” (35). Dewey then offers the following excerpt from an unnamed poet to 

illustrate the idea:

all experience is an arch wherethro’

Gleams that untraveled world, whose margin fades

For ever and for ever when I move. 

(Experience and Education 35)

To undertake a thorough and exhaustive review of the historical and social  

writing pertaining to Guthrie and Dewey is well beyond the scope of this project. Key 

sources have been identified and have served to provide a necessary backdrop for 

contextualizing this study. Robert Westbrook’s John Dewey and American

Democracy (1991) and Richard Pells’ Radical Visions and American Dreams:

Culture and Social Thought in the Great Depression Years (1998) provide crucial 
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historical, political, intellectual, and biographical insight into John Dewey. American 

Education: The Metropolitan Experience 1876-1980 (1988) by Lawrence Cremin 

offers an indispensable analysis of the history of American education as well as 

American social history. Michael Denning’s The Cultural Front: The Laboring of

American Culture in the Twentieth Century (1996) examines the history of the 

artistic, intellectual and cultural formations brought about and in to being during the 

last century. Great Day Coming: Folk Music and the American Left (1973) by R. 

Serge Denisoff, My Song is My Weapon: People’s Songs, American Communism,

and the Politics of Culture, 1930-50 (1995) by Robbie Liebermann and Robert 

Cantwell’s, When We Were Good (1996) establish important perspectives on the role 

of music, the roles assumed by the artists, and the roles assigned to them.

Educational Theory. The theoretical and perceptual focal point of this study is 

composed of three elemental tenets derived from Dewey’s educational theory. 

Dewey’s overarching theory of an education designed on the basis of experience is 

the first element incorporated in this study. The second and third elements: continuity 

and interaction, further define Dewey’s conceptualization of experience. Dewey’s 

writing dealing with experience is extensive and an exhaustive review of the subject 

over the decades during which Dewey reiterated the concept is beyond the scope of 

this study. While several sources pertaining to the understanding of experience are 

cited throughout the study the primary definitional basis will be derived from 

Dewey’s little volume of 1938 entitled Experience and Education. 
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Before presenting the definitions of these three Deweyan concepts, an 

understanding of the concepts will be enhanced by some associated thoughts. Dewey 

offers the following considerations:

We often see persons who have had little schooling and in whose case the 

absence of set schooling proves to be a positive asset. They have at least 

retained their native common sense and power of judgment, and its exercise 

in the actual conditions of living has given them the precious gift of ability 

to learn from the experiences they have. What avail is it to win prescribed 

amounts of information about geography and history, to win ability to read 

and write, if in the process the individual loses his own soul: loses his 

appreciation of things worth while, of the values to which these things are 

relative; if he loses desire to apply what he has learned and, above all, loses 

the ability to extract meaning from his future experiences as they occur? 

(Experience and Education 48-49)

At the end of the next paragraph Dewey posits the following: “We always live at the 

time we live and not at some other time, and only by extracting at each present time 

the full meaning of each present experience are we prepared for doing the same thing 

in the future” (49).

The density of the above statement requires a reflective pause. Dewey urges us to 

“stop and think.” “For thinking is stoppage of the immediate manifestation of impulse 

until that impulse has been brought into connection with other possible tendencies to 

action so that a more comprehensive and coherent plan of action is formed” (64). To 
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stop and think is a disarmingly simple proposition. Yet when exercised with 

conviction one can sequence through the experiential continuum. By stopping and 

thinking at various points in the research process I was able to  experience (living at 

the time we live) the research involving Guthrie and Dewey. Each successive 

reconstruction of new material cast the looping spiral of past knowledge into the new, 

creating continuity and by  experiencing the present meaningfully and preparing for a 

meaningful future. Within the overlap of the past with the present, at the point of 

interaction, the present experience results in learning and growth by extracting its full 

meaning. 

Vincent Vaccaro summarizes Dewey’s educational philosophy quite succinctly: 

“Human experience is both continuous and interactive. The theory of experience 

allows for continuity of experience over time (past, present and future) and for 

interaction of experience between the personal and objective components of learning” 

(from Vaccaro, Summaries of Various Educational Philosophers, The National 

Teaching and Learning Forum. Vol. 11 No. 4 2002).

Dewey intertwines these three concepts throughout Experience and Education, in 

effect constructing a reading environment wherein the reader must actualize the very 

principles of continuity and interaction to fully extract Dewey’s meaning. The 

following passages from Experience and Education, as well as the preceding 

contextualizations, are presented as the definitional basis upon which the analysis 

Guthrie’s work will be conducted. Dewey stressed that not all experience is of 

educative quality. As illustrated in the above quote from Experience and Education
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48-9, experience can in effect result in mis-education. “It is not enough to insist upon 

the necessity of experience, nor even of activity in experience. Everything depends 

upon the quality [emphasis in original] of the experience which is had. The quality of 

any experience has two aspects. There is an immediate aspect of agreeableness or 

disagreeableness, and there is its influence upon later experiences” (Dewey 27). 

Dewey goes to point out that, “Every experience is a moving force.” “Its value can be 

judged only on the ground of what it moves toward and into” (38).  Continuing, 

Dewey states, “An experience is always what it is because of a transaction taking 

place between an individual and what, at the time, constitutes his environment […]” 

(38). Dewey acknowledges the private and the public intricatecies of meaningful 

experiences. Referring to an earlier usage of the word interaction, Dewey states that 

interaction “expresses the second chief principle for interpreting an experience in its 

educational function and force.” “It assigns equal rights to both factors in experience 

–objective and internal conditions.” “Any normal experience is an interplay of these 

two sets of conditions” (42). According to Dewey, “even when a person builds a 

castle in the air he is interacting with the objects which he constructs in fancy” (43-

44). “The two principles of continuity and interaction are not separate from each

other.” “They intercept and unite.” “They are, so to speak, the longitudinal and lateral 

aspects of experience” (44).

One way to think of these three central components of Dewey’s educational 

theory is to imagine them forming the melody of this research. They provide the 
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interpretational theme and recognizable consistency utilized throughout the analysis 

of the various resources assembled for this study. 

Archival Research. In March, 2002, I traveled to New York City to conduct 

research at the Woody Guthrie Foundation and Archives, located at 250 West 57th

Street. I spent three full days at the archives aided by archivist Felicia Katz. “The 

collection contains more than 15,000 items of primary and secondary source material, 

including Woody’s original song lyrics, notebooks and diaries, manuscripts, personal 

papers, artwork and recordings” (Woody Guthrie Archives). In advance of my arrival 

I utilized the Archival Finding Aids that are located on the Woody Guthrie 

Foundation and Archives web page, http://www.woodyguthrie.org.

In addition to the three days spent at the Guthrie Archives a full day and evening 

was spent conducting research at The New York Public Library on 42nd Street and at 

The New York Public Library for the Performing Arts at 66th and Broadway.

Additional archival research involved traveling to the State Museum of History in 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, April 19, 2002. The museum was hosting the 

Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition; This Land Is Your Land: The Life and

Legacy of Woody Guthrie. Photographs, artifacts, film footage, and excerpts from 

various published and unpublished sources were featured and noted by this writer. An 

exhibition text was obtained and additional secondary sources were collected at the 

State Museum of History Library. 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress has compiled an on-line 

collection of Guthrie materials: Woody Guthrie and the Archive of American Folk
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Song: Correspondence, 1940-1950. Most of these particular materials are 

correspondence between Alan Lomax and Woody Guthrie. These materials were 

accessed at http://www.memory.loc.gov/ammem/wwghtml/wwgbib.html.

Another source of archival material pertaining to Woody Guthrie was the 

Benjamin A. Botkin Collection of Applied American Folklore and Special 

Collections, located at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The collection contains 

personal correspondence between Botkin and Guthrie as well as numerous secondary 

sources in the form of journals, magazines, and pamphlets. Requests for selected 

materials were submitted and received. The Botkin Archives was accessed on-line at 

http://www.unl.edu/libr/spec/services.html.

The Wilcox Collection of Contemporary Political Movements in the Spencer 

Research Library located at the University of Kansas contains a large assemblage of 

left and right wing political literature. Several issues of the topical song magazine 

Broadside were researched which contained articles about Guthrie as well as 

reprinted articles by Guthrie himself.

Interview. On Wednesday, March 20, 2002, I conducted a semi-structured 

interview with Nora Guthrie, Director of the Woody Guthrie Foundation and 

Archives, and daughter of Woody Guthrie. Prior to my visit to the archives I had 

contacted Nora Guthrie and research assistant Felica Katz describing my project and 

requesting an opportunity to interview Nora Guthrie. The interview took place in 

Nora’s office, which is part of the Archive located at 250 West 57th Street, New York, 

New York. The interview lasted approximately 45 minutes and centered around 
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Nora’s understanding of Woody as an educator. Nora pointed out that the impetus for 

the archives was in fact to educate the public of the works of Woody Guthrie and that 

much of the various archive-sponsored projects are specialized learning projects. 

Additionally, most if not all visitors and researchers who come to the archives are in 

effect engaging in learning. She did speak at length, however, on the topic of the 

conceptualization of her father’s work from an educational/ theoretical point of view, 

noting that this was something new. She directed questions back to me pertaining to 

John Dewey and the relationship of Deweyan concepts to Woody’s work as opposed 

to any other educational thinker. The ensuing dialogue allowed for explorations of the 

central roles that creativity and experience have in both Guthrie’s and Dewey’s 

understanding of learning. Nora described her father as a “full circle teacher.” “He 

taught through living life, learning from everyone and everything around him. School 

or education existed where you or he was at” (from interview with Nora Guthrie, June 

20, 2002). 

Participatory Activitity. On February 15, 2002 I attended the performance of 

Arlo Guthrie, Woody Guthrie’s second son from his second marriage. Also 

performing was Arlo Guthrie’s daughter Sara, Woody Guthrie’s granddaughter. The 

performance was held at the Carlson Theatre, Johnson County Community College, 

Overland Park, Kansas. Notes were taken throughout the concert. Numerous 

references were made to Woody Guthrie by both Arlo and Sara. 

In addition to attending musical performances I have included other direct 

participant activities as part of the study. By taking on the task of learning to play the 
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guitar, specifically the music of Woody Guthrie, and writing song lyrics, this writer 

has extended the learning environment of the project to more closely examine the 

experience of expressing ideas and knowledge through music. 

Cycles of Interpretation. The course of the research required the integration and 

synthesis of a wide range of materials and mediums in order to bring about a coherent 

investigation of educative meaning and understanding. Neil Pollock, writing about 

developments in library science research, describes such an undertaking as “an art of 

interpretation - more so than the science of interpretation. It operates in an 

environment of uncertainty, within a complex web of parts and wholes and the 

availability of extensive choices […]”

(http://neilpollock/info_sciencehermeneutics.html). 

Deborah Kerdeman describes the uncertainty and complexity associated with 

hermeneutic inquiry as a “conceptual conundrum” and cites Gerald Bruns depiction 

of hermeneutics as “a loose and baggy monster” (qtd. in Kerdeman “Between 

Interlochen and Idaho” 241). Later in the same paragraph Kerdeman, again citing 

Bruns, goes on to point out that the study of understanding, interpretation, and 

meaning is not purely and simply one thing and is multiple and highly conflicted 

(241). Shaun Gallagher observes that the use of hermeneutic devises “does not supply 

a specific method to be used in interpretation, but clarifies the conditions under which 

interpretation and the use of method can occur” (Hermeneutics and Education 55).  

The conditions under which interpretation occurred in this study allowed for an on-

going sequence of question and answer, reconstruction of thoughts, and ensuing 
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considerations accompanied by new questions. Gadamer, when examining the 

priority of the question asserts; “We cannot have experiences without asking 

questions” (Truth and Method 362). “The lack of precision in the expectations 

generated by hypotheses in the hermeneutic disciplines,” Ronald Bontoke points out, 

“does not mean that their method is not experimental […]” (Dimensions of the 

Hermeneutic Circle 188). “As our reading of a text or series of historical events 

grows more confident, our expectations also grow more precise. As we gain 

familiarity with the details of our subject matter, we find ourselves increasingly well-

placed to make the sort of precise predictions which it would have been 

presumptuous to have made at first” (Bontoke 118). Gallagher supplies an important 

insight that helps bridge critical elements of the Deweyan theoretical basis of this 

research with that of the interpretational approaches utilized throughout. Gallagher 

underscores the “hermeneutic principle that all interpretation [ideas] involves 

application” (Hermeneutics and Education 164) and coordinates this internal and 

external experience with Dewey’s concern for the practical application of ideas in a 

situation. In Democracy and Education Dewey makes the point that:

Thoughts just as thoughts are incomplete. At best they are tentative; they are 

suggestions, indications. They are standpoints and methods for dealing with 

situations of experience. Till they are applied in these situations they lack 

full point and reality. Only application tests them and only testing confers 

full meaning and a sense of their reality. (168)
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What emerges from the research is not a distinct set of findings disconnected from 

the life experience of the researcher. Instead, the approach to inquiry undertaken here 

attempts to contribute new understanding and ideas associated with the works of 

Dewey and Guthrie which are a direct result of the life experience of the research 

process. According to Brendan Hogan, anything other would result “not [as] an 

interpretation but a mechanical reproduction, a willful misrepresentation, or habitual 

misidentification of others, an event, or a text due to habits and beliefs that are below 

a level of experience available for criticism” (“Imagination, Interpretation and a 

Pragmatic Hermeneutics”

www.americanphilosophy.org/archives/2002_Conference/2002_papers/pd-7.htm ).

In its broadest sense the research project can be presented as a series of cycles, or 

expanding circles, marked by successive interpretations, reconstructions of meanings, 

and new understandings of the subject matter. The sequence of interactions pertaining 

to the works of Woody Guthrie have progressed from the episodes as described above 

with my grandfather, to camp-song sing-a-longs of “This Land Is Your Land,” to 

initial understandings of folk music and folk songs, to Guthrie’s influences on other 

artists, to his involvement with labor and social justice, to broader considerations of 

the man as an artist, poet, philosopher, as a father, husband, son, brother, and person, 

to an interpretation now of Guthrie as an educator.

A similar cycle of a broadened conceptualization and refinement has been 

encountered with the works of John Dewey throughout the research. My initial 

interpretation and understanding of Dewey begins with him as an educator. From that 
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conceptualization emerged an understanding of Dewey as a social philosopher, then 

citizen, activist for social and political justice, poet, and ultimately then as an artist.2

With Dewey, as with Guthrie, the ongoing conversation progressed through a series 

of questions and answers and redefinitions of the man himself as well as my 

understanding of the ideas being examined in the research. It is important to pause 

here and once again give consideration to Dewey’s principles of continuity and 

interaction. Stated briefly, continuity means that “every experience both takes up 

something from those which have gone before and modifies in some way the quality 

of those which come after,” whereas interaction emphasizes the importance of the 

situation the learner is experiencing in the interplay of both the objective and internal 

conditions which comprise her or his environment (Dewey Experience and Education

35, 42, 43).  Gadamer describes the process this  way: “We approach a topic with 

some pre-conceptions, or projections and this projection is then examined and revised 

in the face of what “the things themselves” reveal to us, and we return to a further 

exploration in the light of this new understanding” (Truth and Method 267). Paul 

Fairfield adds that “Gadamer stresses the contextual, circular movement of 

understanding between part and whole. Interpretation involves a back and forth 

movement between the text as a whole and its individual parts” (Theorizing  Praxis: 

2 Ralph Waldo Emerson envisions the ever-evolving prospect of learning and understanding 
as expanding concentric circles. From his essay “Circles” Emerson writes; “The life of man is 
a self-evolving circle, which, from a ring imperceptibly small, rushes on all sides outwards to 
new and larger circles, and that without end.” […] “Every ultimate fact is only the first of a 
new series. Every general law only a particular fact of some more general law presently to 
disclose itself.” […] “The result of today, which haunts the mind and can not be escaped, will 
presently be abridged into a word, and the principle that seemed to explain nature will itself 
be included as one example of a bolder generalization” (Emerson Essays and English Traits
155).
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Studies in Hermeneutical Pragmatism 40). “This process of circular integration,” 

Fairfield goes on to say, “endeavors to harmonize the whole with the parts […] the 

basic movement […] is an unending process of anticipating meaning and confirming 

or revising this in light of what emerges in the course of interpretation” (40-41).

Reflection. The progression of thought and the on-going reconstruction of ideas 

relating to the objectives of this study eventually found its way into considerations 

pertaining to the writing process itself. As stated earlier, the conceptual revisions that 

occurred in the analysis of Guthrie as an educator and for Dewey as an artist found 

parallel observations in this writer’s direct experience with the overall project. The 

importance of the product of the research became enhanced by the work of the 

research itself. To claim that the research project was conceptualized from the very 

beginning as an activity of artistic creation would be false. However, the work of the 

research, the formulation of the ideas, “the emergence of understanding and an 

accounting for its conditions of possibility” (Fairfield Theorizing Practice 33), cast 

the research project, or more accurately the role and workings of the researcher, in a 

different light. Perhaps this result, stemming from the work of interpretation and the 

testing of anticipations, is what Gadamer is alluding to  when he states that his “real 

concern [is about] what happens to us over and above our wanting and doing” (Truth 

and Method  xxviii).    

Only by periodic pauses and observation of the work, and the process of the work 

itself, did the possibility of something beyond mere formality emerge. The reflective 

moment positioned the research and writing project as an experiential medium with 
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which I found myself both composing and performing. Dewey refers to such a 

moment as “the unexpected turn.” These moments, these times when the mind rests 

and is open and aware, are “something which the artist himself does not definitely 

foresee is a condition of the felicitious quality of a work of art; it saves it from being 

mechanical.” “It gives the spontaneity of the unpremeditated to what would otherwise 

be a fruit of calculation” (Dewey Art as Experience 139).  Getina J. van Schalkwyk, 

in her article, “Music as a Metaphor for Thesis Writing” (2002), explains the 

experience as follows:

The thesis is like a composition and the researcher the composer. The process or
intentional activity is a co-creative dialogue (some kind of doing) between the
researcher (a doer), the body of scholarship and the conceptualizing of theoretical 
propositions for a coherent model (something done) within a given context. In this 
process of “doing something” the researcher becomes aware that timbre (tone or 
inflections), pitch (slant or bias), time (duration) and dynamics plausibility and 
forcefulness) of many viewpoints may differ, although they merge together in the co-
construction of new arguments and viewpoints. The rhythm is set in the alternation 
between supportive and new arguments, whereas the melody is found in the flow of 
clear and precise language. On the whole, through the intentional activity of 
conceptualizing the coherent representations of the research, propositions and 
suppositions are bounded together in harmony, and ideas alternate similarly to the 
different related tonalities in a musical composition. (The Qualitative Report, Vol. 7, 

No. 2 June 2002)

Woody Guthrie put it this way: “Music is just a handy way to say what’s on your

 mind. No mind no music” (qtd. in Edgmon My Favorite Things About My Brother

Dialogue. Max Van Mannen points out that “once transcript themes have been 

identified by the researcher then these themes may become objects of reflection in 

follow-up […] conversations […]” (Researching Lived Experiences 99). The 

dialogue with the research takes on qualities of question and answer, give and take. 
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The conversation with the research material, Van Mannen says, “is oriented to sense-

making and interpreting of the notion that drives or stimulates the conversation.” “It 

is for this reason that the collaborative quality of the conversation lends itself 

especially well to the task of reflecting on the themes of the notion or phenomenon 

under study” (98). Dialogue with the text and materials of Guthrie and Dewey 

provokes new interpretations and conceptions from which the meaning of a work of 

art - be it song, poem, essay, idea, or a life - is understood in the context of its 

creation and also the context of the viewer. Where these various contexts meet and 

interchange, preconceptions are transcended and existing understandings are altered 

through the experience. The dynamic of dialogue in this sense assumes similar 

dimensions as that of experience. “The dialectic of experience has its proper 

fulfillment not in definitive knowledge but in the openness to experience that is made 

possible by experience itself” (Gadamer Truth and Method 355). The experience of 

dialogue Gadamer points out, “means to allow oneself to be conducted by the subject 

matter to which the partners in the dialogue are oriented’ (367). In this case the 

partners - Dewey, Guthrie, and myself - are oriented to an understanding and 

diffusion of education that has at its center a pragmatic valuation of experience and 

conceptualization of the importance of the individual in the creation of his own 

understanding and learning. Gadamer writes; “In the experience of art we see genuine 

experience induced by the work, which does not leave him who has it unchanged, and

we inquire into the mode of being of what is experienced in this way. So we hope to 
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better understand what kind of truth it is that encounters us there” (Truth and Method

100).

With each consecutive cycle through the sources, challenges and alterations to 

prior understanding were encountered. Likewise, initial research questions were 

transformed, not so much in explicit language but more so in implicit meaning. For 

instance, during the initial stages of incubating the research topic the idea of 

examining the works of Woody Guthrie through the educational theory of John 

Dewey, while a novel idea, seemed straightforward enough and adhered well to 

formalized notions of propriety for a research project. For every conversation with the 

text the subsequent experience with the same or different text was altered and so too 

was the context and meaning of the research topic and associated questions. Gadamer 

explains the give and take in his observation: 

It is true that a text does not speak to us in the same way as a Thou. We 

who are attempting to understand must ourselves make it speak. But we found that 

this kind of understanding, “making the text speak,” is not an

arbitrary procedure that we undertake on our own initiative but that , as a question, it 

is related to the answer that is expected in the text. (Truth and

Method 377)

Parameters

To arrive at a research question that asks: how does the educational theory of John 

Dewey find expression and animation in the life and works of Woody Guthrie?, 

requires an evolving shift in orientation brought about by conversation and reflective 
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thought. Gadamer captures much of this occurrence when he states: “Ideas do not 

occur to us entirely unexpectedly. They always presuppose an orientation toward an 

area of openness from which the idea can occur-i.e., they presuppose questions […] 

we say that a question too “occurs” to us, that it “arises” or “presents itself” more 

than we raise it or present it” (Truth and Method 366).

As indicated in Table 1, several research approaches were utilized in this study. 

“In sum,” as Abraham Kaplan says, “the aim of methodology is to help us to 

understand, [emphasis in original] in the broadest possible terms, not the products of 

scientific inquiry but the process itself ” (The Conduct of Inquiry 23). In effect, the 

overall approach to the research serves to create the conditions for understanding the 

research question. With this in mind, the conclusions drawn from the study have a 

limited generalizability. Similarly, it should be pointed out that, “no interpretation, 

then, is ever carried through to its ideal terminus. But if in actual practice each 

interpretation must be broken off at some point, this should nonetheless be done in 

the awareness of the necessity of reopening our interpretation if relevant new 

evidence comes to light” (Boneteke Dimensions of the Hermeneutic Circle 239).   

Furthermore, to contend that another researcher can replicate similar meanings and 

understandings originating from the research question that formed the thesis of this 

study would, on the basis of just the question itself, be unlikely. Max Weber states 

[methodology] “can only bring us reflective understanding of the means which have 

demonstrated their value in practice by raising them to the level of explicit 

consciousness; it is no more the precondition of fruitful intellectual work than the 
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knowledge of anatomy is the precondition for correct walking” (The Methodology of 

the Social Sciences 115). However, if provided with the procedural components 

outlined above, access to the associated literature and materials, and prompted by an 

approach to the subject that is conversant and open to the developments that emerge 

from the dialogue with the topic, then the likelihood of acknowledging and 

experiencing the project as educative seems probable.

Considerations

Writing in Dimensions of the Hermeneutic Circle, Ronald Bonetekoe advises that:

“The open-ended process of interpretation […] should be entered upon in a spirit that 

is at once resolute and playful” (240). In so doing, the dialogue undertaken through 

the research process and between the works of Guthrie and Dewey will invariably 

find a particular individual meaning and expression. From the allure of the initial 

idea, to the transformation brought about by the research process, the study will next 

review the literature [ materials] to begin the formation of a stated and expressed new 

understanding.
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Chapter Three:

Literature Review

Woody Guthrie’s self identification as an educator is not the sole justification 

for the label or title of educator to be ascribed to him. Although it is the intention of 

this study to extend the conversation pertaining to the understanding of Guthrie as 

an educator, it is recognized that to do so requires the voices of others who have 

experienced Guthrie and his works and then spoke of those experiences and the 

various situations, interactions, and reconstructions that served to create those 

perceptions and meanings. The experience of reviewing the literature produces a 

series of reconstructions of interpretations and understandings similar to that 

encountered throughout the overall methodological approach to the research. 

Chapter Three will be a review of the literature pertaining to Woody Guthrie

exclusively. Chapter Four, Dewey’s Theoretical Statement, will feature an analysis 

of the primary source materials pertaining to John Dewey. Key to the review and 

analysis of the Dewey-related literature will be a focused examination of the 

centrality of the artistic experience found throughout Dewey’s writings. Chapter 

Three is divided into four main sections. The first section; Conceptual Schema, 

introduces theoretical concepts utilized within the organization of Chapter Three 

and throughout the study. The second section, Primary Sources, is divided into three 

subcategories: Autobiography, Archival Materials, and Collected Works. The third 

section, Secondary Sources, is subdivided into eight categories: Musical Materials, 
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Biographies, Bibliographies, Lesson Plans and Curriculum Materials, Supporting 

Articles, Masters Theses and Dissertations, Scholarly Books, and Journal Articles. 

The final section; Shaping the Material, is an overview of the chapter and a prelude 

to Chapters Four and Five.

Conceptual Schema

The outline displayed at the beginning of this study assists the reader with the 

organization of the outer shape of the chapter and serves as an aid to learning. While 

the sections which comprise the Literature Review are laid out in a sequential order, 

the deeper aid to learning lies in an awareness of how the various elements of the 

literature are connected and communicate with one another. Using Dewey’s 

terminology, the “inner”- materials; the theoretical ideas of continuity, experience, 

and interaction - need organizational consideration so that they may be expressed 

clearly through the “outer” materials of written words on paper. “As the writer 

composes in his medium of words what he wants to say, his idea takes on for 

himself perceptible form” (Dewey Art as Experience 75). Dewey describes the 

modification of these “inner” and “outer” materials as a transformation. Dewey goes 

on to point out that “only by progressive organization of “inner” and “outer” 

material in organic connection with each other can anything be produced that is not 

a learned document or an illustration of something familiar” (75). By constructing 

the literature review with this conceptual schema in mind the interaction between 

prior and subsequent bodies of thought serves to illustrate how understanding is an 

integrative activity and highlights the educational experience of movement from one 
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interaction of literature associated with Woody Guthrie to another. “It is by way of 

communication,” Dewey observes, “that art becomes the incomparable organ of 

instruction, but the way is so remote from that usually associated with the idea of 

education, it is a way that lifts art so far above what we are accustomed to think of 

as instruction, that we are repelled by any suggestion of teaching and learning in 

connection with art” (Art as Experience 347). Heeding Dewey’s cautionary 

observation of the less than obvious connection between art and learning, the 

sequential organization of the Literature Review is but one more aspect being 

utilized in support of the objective of this study.

Throughout the following ten sections a review and analysis of pertinent   

literature dealing with Woody Guthrie will be presented. Particular emphasis will   

be placed upon the identifiers and labels others have used to communicate their 

understanding and meaning of Guthrie’s work. Likewise, attention will given to 

conceptualizations expressed explicitly or implicitly throughout the literature which 

speak directly to an understanding of Guthrie as an educator. The literature review 

serves to identify and articulate the existence, or absence, of any expressed 

theoretical/ educational thought involving the art and experience of Woody Guthrie. 

Chapter Three is organized in to two main categories: the first, Primary Sources, 

contains three subsections, the second, Secondary Sources, contains eight 

subsections.
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Primary Sources

Autobiography. Guthrie’s autobiography, Bound for Glory, specifically the 

reviews of the book, provide the first component to the literature review. Published 

in 1943, Bound for Glory received noteworthy praise from New York book 

reviewers. The New York Times daily reviewer, Orville Prescott, proclaimed: 

“Woody Guthrie might well be an American folk hero all by his own self.” “Woody 

is on fire inside, a natural born poet […].” wrote Horace Reynolds of The New York

Times Book Review. Reynolds also compared Guthrie to the Irish playwright, Sean 

O’Casey. Clifton Fadiman’s review in The New Yorker wrote: “Someday people 

are going to wake up to the fact that Woody Guthrie and the ten thousand songs that 

leap and tumble off the strings of his music box are a national possession, like 

Yellowstone and Yosemite, and a part of the best stuff this country has to show the 

world.”  Louis Adamic of The Saturday Review referred to Guthrie as “a natural, a 

born artist, and like Whitman, Guthrie believes in people” (Adamic 1).

The title of Guthrie’s Seeds of Man: An Experience Lived and Dreamed, is a 

revealing summation of the book. The book tells the story of a six hundred mile trip 

Guthrie took with his father, his uncle and his older brother to the Big Bend region 

of southwestern Texas along the Rio Grande River. The four men set out from 

Pampa, Texas in search of a silver mine that Guthrie’s grandfather had come across 

years before. The writing itself is equal parts fact and fiction. William Doerflinger, 

in the Editorial Note section of the book, highlights several of “the events and 

characters that are imagined or embroidered” (Seeds of Man 8-9). Furthermore, the 
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significance of the experience that Guthrie, who was nineteen at the time, had on this 

trip is recurrent throughout his life. The autobiographical prose reveals Guthrie’s 

affinity with the land, his musical expressiveness, and connectedness with the people 

he is with.

Archival Materials. The Woody Guthrie Archival Materials in the Library of 

Congress, prepared by Rachel Howard, 2001, offers “correspondence, drawings, 

essays, film clips, photographic images, song lyrics, sound recordings, and writings 

of Woody Guthrie” (Library of Congress, Woody Guthrie Archival Materials, 

http://lcweb2loc.gov). Of particular note is the Woody Guthrie Manuscript 

Collection which features correspondence between Woody Guthrie and Alan Lomax 

dating from 1940-1950. In total, fifty-three separate manuscript items are available 

in electronic format for online access. These are accessed at http://memory.loc.gov

and are labeled Woody Guthrie and the Archive of American Folk Songs: 

Correspondence, 1940-1950. The collection is both a source of primary Guthrie 

material and an insightful source to Lomax’s relationship with Guthrie. 

The private papers of Woody Guthrie were made public by the establishment, 

and subsequent opening, of the Woody Guthrie Foundation and Archives, located at 

250 West 57th Street, Suite 1218, New York, New York. The archives house over 

10,000 items, the vast majority of which are primary source materials. The Woody 

Guthrie Foundation and Archive also has an extensive on-line web site 

( www.woodyguthrie.org ) featuring detailed aids for accessing the collection and 

the various collection databases as well as for accessing the archive staff. The 
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wealth of primary materials available online, and other documents that were 

examined by this writer in person, were, needless to say, invaluable to this research. 

Collected Works. Prior to public accessibility to the Guthrie Archives and 

Foundation, the primary source materials pertaining to Woody Guthrie were his 

recordings and the accompanying liner notes, Guthrie’s autobiography and other 

writings, and the three collections of his writings and drawings identified here. 

Woody Guthrie: Born to Win (1965) presents seventy-one writings dating from 

1942 to 1954. Typifying the range of topics covered are Guthrie’s thoughts and 

reflections on Einstein’s theory of relativity, including “Einstein’s Theme Song,” in 

which Guthrie espouses: “If I cain’t go east nor west, If I cain’t go north nor south, I 

can still go in and out, I can still go round and round” (193).

     From May 12, 1939 to January 3, 1940 Guthrie wrote articles in a column called 

“Woody Sez” for the People’s World newspaper. In 1975 Guthrie’s articles were 

compiled and edited and made available in book form entitled, Woody Sez. Many of 

the articles feature Guthrie writing in a contrived, semi-literate, voice, many feature 

an accompanying cartoon or illustration drawn by Guthrie. Of note is Guthrie’s 

alignment with, but non-allegiance to, the American Communist Party. Insightfully, 

Guthrie sums up his activist, yet non-partisan politics by declaring, “I aint a 

communist necessarily, but I have been in the Red all my life” (153).

Pastures of Plenty: A Self – Portrait. The Unpublished Writings of an American 

Hero, Woody Guthrie (1990) represents the expansion and cataloging of materials at 

the Woody Guthrie Archives. The collection is derived primarily of material created 
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by Guthrie from when he arrived in New York City, in 1940, to his first years of 

hospitalization in the early 1950’s. The content of the works revel Guthrie 

exercising his  confidence as a writer as well as exposing more intimate details of 

his private life. The following untitled poem at once captures Guthrie’s awareness

of himself and his artistic role while at the same time putting himself in the place of 

the listener. From Pastures of Plenty Guthrie writes:

You elected me to this office 

Of a poet and a singer

And I think I know

What you want me to do here

Things are said in history

And they are said again

And these of today

Have got to be said

Said again

Because today is our first time 

To say

What we are today—

And I will say 

And sing of these things 

These things

That you fight for today.
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(Guthrie xi)

In addition to his prolific writing, Guthrie chronicled and expressed his ideas 

through various modes of visual arts. From his earliest sign-paintings and political 

cartoons to his sensuous watercolors and abstract brush strokes, Guthrie’s visual 

artwork paralleled and often accompanied his written and musical art. Prior to 2005, 

only a small percentage of the more than six hundred art works compiled in the 

Woody Guthrie Archives and Foundation had ever been made public. In the fall of 

2005 Nora Guthrie along with Steven Brower released over three hundred of 

Guthrie’s drawings in Woody Guthrie Art Works: The Journals, Drawings, and 

Sketchbooks of an American Original. Brower describes the collection as “at once 

illustrative, abstract, socially conscious, bawdy, comical, and serious […] and is an 

integral part of his overall creative métier” (Brower and Guthrie 22).

Secondary Sources

The richness of the secondary sources accessible through the Woody Guthrie 

Foundation and Archives is also noteworthy. Updates and notifications of special 

projects as well as research projects being conducted at the archives are posted 

regularly on the Archives website: “Many different kinds of researchers do work in 

the Woody Guthrie Archives.” “The questions researchers ask show the breadth of 

Woody’s life and interests” (from Woody Guthrie Foundation and Archives, 

Archives Activities Past, www.woodyguthrie.org/archives  October 4, 2001). Some 

current research projects are investigating songwriting and political campaigns. 

Guthrie, it should be noted, wrote and performed songs to support presidential 
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candidate Henry Wallace in 1948, and U. S. senate candidate Stetson Kennedy in 

1950. Of note is the work recently done by the British singer song-writer Billy 

Bragg in collaboration with the American roots-rock band Wilco, interpreting 

unpublished lyrics and poetry, and setting Guthrie’s words to new music. During 

this writer’s time at the archive, contemporary folk artist Ellis Paul was involved in 

a similar project for his then upcoming recording, The Speed of Trees.  

Musical Materials. The bulk of the materials examined in this section are 

recordings of Guthrie’s music. Utilizing Guthrie’s music as source material in the 

literature serves three purposes: First, Guthrie’s primary medium of communication 

and artistic expression was through the medium of song. To neglect this material is 

to overlook the main body of Guthrie’s work. Second, the music, and the 

corresponding responses documented by those who have experienced Guthrie’s 

music, establishes a viable transition between the primary sources cited above and 

the secondary sources that will follow. Lastly, the span of time, and the topical 

range, over which the music and its influence cover, is indicative of the theoretical 

dynamic of Dewey’s concepts of experience, continuity, and interaction.   

Writing in the introduction for the informational booklet that is inserted in both 

Folkways Records Volume 1 and Volume 2 of: Songs to Grow On, Composed and

Sung by Woody Guthrie, Beatrice Landeck states, “Children need music to grow 

on- - music which they can take to their hearts and make part of their lives. As a 

child listens to the records, he will act out the lyrics, sing, and dance, and clap hands 

in response to the irresistible charm of the artist [Guthrie]. The songs stimulate both 
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the imagination and the creativeness of a child and introduce him to ways in which 

he himself may make music” (Landick from Songs to Grow On, Vol. 1 & 2, 

Composed and Sung by Woody Guthrie).  Moses Asch, owner and producer of 

Disc, Asch, and Folkways Records, describes Guthrie as a “character”- a character 

who “was singing not only words and expressions, but meanings. There was a deep 

philosophy in each song – of the rights of man, of brotherhood, of the inner feelings 

we all want to express ourselves […].” (Woody Guthrie: Original Recordings 1940-

1946. Warner Brothers Records BS 2999, 1977).   Bob Dylan extends this idea on a 

personal level. “I read his book [Bound for Glory]. ---I thought Bound for Glory

was the first On The Road, and of course it changed my life like it changed 

everyone else’s.” Later Dylan writes, “I was completely taken over by him. By his 

spirit, or whatever. You could listen to his songs and actually learn how to live, or 

how to feel. He was like a guide” (Folkways: A Vision Shared, OC 44034). On Bob 

Dylan’s first record, simply entitled Bob Dylan, song five, side B, “Song to 

Woody,” “is dedicated to one of his [Dylan’s] greatest inspirations, and written 

much in the musical language of his idol [Guthrie]” (Stacey Williams, from Bob 

Dylan, Columbia Records, PC 8579, 1961). 

For many writers the directionality of Guthrie’s music was historical. Dave 

Marsh describes Woody Guthrie’s songs in the 1940 recording, Dust Bowl Ballads, 

as “deserv[ing] their place among the greatest American stories and songs. These 

songs are not only historical; they are history itself, history being that which links 

present to future” (Woody Guthrie: Dust Bowl Ballads, Buddha Records, 
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7446599724 2, 2000). Peter Guralnick, also from the Folkways: A Vision Shared

album, expresses his experience with Guthrie’s music as a continuum. “What is 

important is not to miss the message, which is that the connections exist. In a broader 

sense, this is all that history comes down to: the passing along of what is important 

from one generation to the next. These songs are important, both in their continued 

remembrance and in their continued evolution.” The 1998 release entitled Mermaid 

Avenue, by British singer-song writer Billy Bragg and the American based roots-

rock band Wilco of previously unpublished poems and lyrics discovered in the 

Guthrie Archives exemplifies Guralnick’s assertion. Writing in the notes to Mermaid 

Avenue Billy Bragg speaks of giving Guthrie’s words a new sound a new context. 

“The result,” Bragg says, “is not a tribute album but a collaboration between Woody 

Guthrie and a new generation of songwriters who until now had only glimpsed him 

fleetingly, over the shoulder of Bob Dylan or somewhere in the distance of a Bruce 

Springsteen song” (Mermaid Avenue Elektra 62204-2, 1998). As part of the 1996 

induction ceremonies of Woody Guthrie into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and 

Museum in Cleveland, Ohio, numerous artists gathered to “give props to the songs 

and stories of one of America’s most outspoken and influential artists” ( ‘til we 

outnumber’em  Righteous Babe Records, RBR 019-D, 2000). The booklet enclosed 

in the ‘til we outnumber’em recording is filled with essays celebrating the vitality 

and relevancy of Guthrie’s work. Ronald Ehmke calls Guthrie “the first singer-

songwriter, the first modern-day protest singer […] .” Later, in the same essay 

Ehmke quotes Ani Difranco and her caution to not “turn him [Guthrie] into a 
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stereotype and hang him in a museum somewhere. Woody is too important to 

mummify. In order to do his work, his life and his spirit justice, people have to 

approach him with a vibrant, unpredictable, spontaneous kind of attitude.” Robert 

Santelli, Vice President of Education and Public Programming, Rock and Roll Hall 

of Fame, points out that, “Anyone who has ever written a lyric or sung a song about 

the plight of a poor person or the struggle of a people against oppression and 

injustice, or about the fight for freedom and human dignity, stands on the side that 

Woody stood on. There is a bond that exists between these singer-songwriters and 

Woody Guthrie that is undeniably strong and right.”  

From 1937 to 1950 Alan Lomax served as the director of the Archive of 

American Folk-Song at the Library of Congress. Upon meeting Guthrie in 1940, 

Lomax “had the feeling that there was no need to go out collecting [emphasis in 

original] folklore any more; all he’d have to do was hang around Woody and half of 

America would spill out” (Klien Woody Guthrie: A Life 157). During a three-day 

period in March 1940 Lomax recorded and interviewed Guthrie at the Department of 

the Interior studio in Washington DC. In the liner notes for the Woody Guthrie

Library of Congress Recordings Lomax asserts that “he [Guthrie] is the best ballad-

maker to come down the American ‘pike and […] in many ways he was the most 

truthful and the most talented man of his generation.” Lomax goes on to compare his 

experience of reading Guthrie’s prose “in the same way I was once absorbed by the 

first chapter of Joyce’s Ulysses, except that what Woody had to say meant far more 

to me” (Lomax in Library of Congress Recordings Rounder CD 1041/2/3, 1988).
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Former Director of Libraries, University of Tulsa, Guy Logsdon, writing in the 

four volume collection of Woody Guthrie songs, The Asch Recordings Volume1, 2,

3, & 4 , Smithsonian Folkways Recordings, 1999, begins his introduction to the 

recordings by pointing out that; “There was once a time when I thought I had 

listened to as many Woody Guthrie recordings as anyone. But no longer do I believe 

it.”  Logsdon, like Lomax, conveys a deep respect for the sheer wealth of knowledge 

that Guthrie possessed. “The Asch Recordings,” Logdson states, “showcase 

Woody’s creativity and talent as well as to demonstrate his vast knowledge and 

mental storehouse of country/western/folk music” (Logsdon, from the Introduction, 

Woody Guthrie: The Asch Recordings Volume 1, Smithsonian Folkways 

Recordings, CD 40112, 1999).

In 1977 RCA Records released Woody Guthrie: A Legendary Performer.  Guy 

Logdson wrote the illustrated booklet. While providing the reader with a concise 

biography of Guthrie, Logdson also asserts several characterizations of Guthrie and 

offers the following consideration:

     The power of Woody as a songwriter, poet, and novelist has often 

     overshadowed Woody’s folk artistry. He was a folk artist with a vast

     repertory of material, not just songs but stories, sayings, regional speech,

     and all genres of verbal lore. His usage of his folk roots and his 

     utilization of folk tunes for his melodies were the source of inspiration

     and strength in his works. As a singer of folk songs, he is worthy of

     serious study and attention. ( Woody Guthrie: A Legendary Performer,
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     RCA Records CPL1-2099(e), 1977)

The notion that there is something more to Guthrie’s work than what meets the 

ear, or that his material warrants further examination, is also expressed by Robert 

Shelton, folk music writer-critic for The New York Times. On the back cover of 

Woody Guthrie’s “We Ain’t Down Yet”, Cream Records 1977, Shelton states: 

 We must look beyond the songs to find the full importance of Woody

 Guthrie. As a song-maker, he has earned the stature he deserves. But his 

 reputation as a writer, poet and philosopher is still underground and must

 be brought into the light. When his songs, poems, and essays are studied

 in our American literature classes, this omission may be righted. (Shelton)

The preceding overview of various artist’s and writer’s expressions of gratitude, 

respect, and of the enduring influence of Woody Guthrie provides this study with 

numerous references and illustrations which are often ascribed to and associated 

with learning experiences. In Curriculum and Aims Decker Walker and Jonas Soltis 

stress the idea that “romance, precision, generalization – these are the terms [Alfred 

North] Whitehead used to characterize the rhythm of education. He [Whitehead] 

believed that one should begin an engagement with any subject in a romantic way, 

feeling excitement in its presence, being aroused by its attractiveness, and enjoying 

its company” (44). Certainly, a deep sense of romance can be identified in the 

preceding citations.  The fact that such an array of statements which thematically 

align with ideas relating to long-lasting influence, mentoring, creativity, awakening, 

insight, and expression are found throughout the writings directly printed along with 
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the recorded music prompts the question of what is said of Guthrie in other sources. 

And in these other sources does the rhythm of education, as Whitehead suggests, 

convey greater precision and understanding and then finally a level of 

comprehension and closeness to allow for broader, encompassing generalizations?  

Thane Tierny recognizes this when he states, “Woody’s contributions to American 

culture are so large as to be virtually undocumentable {sic}, most especially in a 

limited format such as liner notes” (from Woody Guthrie: Early Masters Tradition 

TCD 1017, 1996).  

Biographies. A man of lyrics and letters, Guthrie communicated his own 

experiences to others and, as indicated above, prompted the audience to reciprocate 

by creating their own interpretation. The following section of the literature review 

examines the biographical material dealing with Guthrie.  

Woody Guthrie and Me: An Intimate Reminiscence ,1979, is Ed Robbin’s 

personal recollection of his times spent with Woody Guthrie. Robbin, political 

commentator and long-time friend of Woody Guthrie, broadly traces Guthrie’s early 

radio show work in California during the late 1930’s. Robbin also highlights 

Guthrie’s evolving political and social activism, with a thematic focus on the social 

dimensions of his poetry, life, and influence. While Robbin provides generalized 

glimpses into Guthrie’s identification with Leftist politics, Jim Longhi’s Woody, 

Cisco, & Me: Seamen Three in the Merchant Marine (1997) recounts the 

experiences of serving with Guthrie in the Merchant Marine during World War II. 

Longhi points out that Woody did not have to go to war. In the spring of 1943 
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Guthrie was thirty-one years old and had four children. “Millions know Woody 

Guthrie the “national possession,” but very few know Woody Guthrie the war hero” 

(Longhi 2). 

The first biography of Guthrie was written by Henrietta Yurchenco, A Mighty

Hard Road: The Woody Guthrie Story. Published in 1970, Yurchenco’s book draws 

heavily from Guthrie’s autobiography, Bound for Glory as well as from the 1940 

Library of Congress Recordings of Alan Lomax’s interviews with Guthrie. With 

occasional reference to a limited number of primary source materials, Yurcheno 

touches upon familiar themes and antidotes which comprise the majority of the 

written materials pertaining to Guthrie prior to and including Yurchenco’s book. 

While serving as the initial biographical work, and concisely presenting the standard 

body of the Guthrie story, Yurchenco’s book offers little more than one person’s 

appreciative retelling of the obvious.

Richard Reuss, whose 1968 bibliography, A Woody Guthrie Bibliography: 1912 

– 1967, lists and annotates over five hundred print items relating to, or by, Guthrie 

from 1937 to 1967, candidly described the bulk of writings he found as “…worth 

very little.” “An enormous amount of mythology has been perpetuated by idolaters 

and popular writers, friends who desire that Woody get the credit he deserves from 

the public, and fans who rework old clichés and biographical synopses because of 

inadequate source material and time to pursue serious research.” “Long-term 

associates and critics issue statements which they and others repeat in print again 

and again with little new but the rewording” (Reuss, 8, i,ii ). 
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Reuss’ criticism of the vapidness found throughout much of the literature was 

grounded in his deep regard for Guthrie and his own scholarly and professional 

dedication to American music. Ruess follows his denouncement of the state of 

Guthrie writings in his bibliography with the following: “It is hoped that, among 

other things, this bibliography will contribute toward the reduction in number of 

such items and the beginning of more meaningful summaries of the life, times, work 

and personality of Woody Guthrie” (Ruess ii-iii). To this end, Joe Klein’s Woody 

Guthrie: A Life (1980/1999) offers a significantly more meaningful summary of 

Guthrie’s life, times, work, and personality. Having access to Guthrie’s personal and 

unpublished writings, as well as spending extensive time interviewing Guthrie’s 

second wife, Marjorie, Klein presents a thorough and insightful portrait of Woody 

Guthrie. Paul Cantin, writing in the alternative country music publication, No 

Depression, suggests that Klein’s biography “could more appropriately be called 

Woody Guthrie: The Lives.”   Cantin identifies seven distinct and compelling lives 

portrayed throughout Klein’s book to which “any one of these lives would provide 

enough drama for a whole bio […].” (Cantin, 1999, http:// 

www.nodepression.net/archive/nd23/). The seven lives, according to Cantin are: 

Dickensian Woody, Dysfunctional Woody, Horatio Alger Woody, Communist 

Woody, Troubled Woody, Troubadour Woody and Tragic Woody. The recognition 

of Guthrie’s multifariousness is not an unusual occurrence. Not only was Guthrie 

many things to many people, he could also be many things to one person. 
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Klein’s extensive research, including privileged access to previously untapped   

primary source material, and interviews,  positioned his biography as an invaluable 

secondary source for any subsequent inquiry into the life of Woody Guthrie. Janelle 

Yates’ Woody Guthrie: American Balladeer, 1995, acknowledges Klein’s work by 

noting that “the basic chronology of this biography as well as many of the events it 

describes, were taken from Joe Klein’s intricately detailed Woody Guthrie: A Life

[…] (127). Yates’ book is part of the Unsung American biography series written for 

young people. 

This Land Was Made for You and Me: The Life and Songs of Woody Guthrie, 

2002, by Elizabeth Partridge, offers a concise and detailed retelling of many 

common themes found throughout the Guthrie biographies. Once again Klein’s 

1980/1999 work is acknowledged, as are the Library of Congress Recordings, and 

Guthrie’s autobiography Bound for Glory. At the time of Partridge’s book access to 

the once private archives of the unpublished Guthrie papers were publically 

available. Partridge’s incorporation of the primary materials adds limited insight to 

the oft cited events of Guthrie’s life and are used essentially as add-on pieces of 

information. 

The most recent biography is Ed Cray’s Ramblin’ Man: The Life and Times of

Woody Guthrie, 2004. Cray’s most notable addition to the body of work concerning 

Guthrie involves Guthrie’s final years. Cray’s archival research into the personal 

correspondence, hospital records, and interviews with surviving friends and family 

associated with Guthrie during his protracted deterioration and eventual death from 
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Huntington’s chorea adds depth and context to an often simplified if not completely 

overlooked period in Guthrie’s life. Cray’s chapter notes are extensive and provide 

valuable insight, as well as informative source material.

Bibliographies. Richard Reuss’ A Woody Guthrie Bibliography: 1912-1967, 

mentioned above, lists and annotates five hundred and one bibliographic sources 

either written by or about Woody Guthrie. Reuss’ annotations were helpful in 

making determinations as to the usefulness of material for the present study as well

as calling attention to easily overlooked sources. For instance, reference #120, page 

25, cites Dave Farrell’s 1939 article in People’s World, describing the article as   

“the first known major article written about Woody. The author presents in some 

detail his initial skepticism of Woody’s talents as a singer and columnist, and his 

conversion to an enthusiastic admirer” (Reuss 25). 

Another valuable bibliographic resource was Jefferey Gatten’s “Woody Guthrie:

A Bibliographic Update, 1968-1986.” Gatten writes that “this bibliography is an 

attempt to assist researchers by means of updating an extensive work by Richard A. 

Reuss, A Woody Guthrie Bibliography, 1912-1967, published in January 1968” 

(179). The ninety-seven citations are organized by Books, Sections of Books, 

Articles, Dissertations, and Documents and Papers.          

Lesson Plans and Curriculum Materials. The Woody Guthrie Archives and 

Foundation features an educational curriculum homepage located at 

(www.woodyguthrie.org/curriculumhome.htm). “Designed by Theresa Kubasak for 

children grades two through four, the curriculum is […] a tool for teachers to 
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engage their students about history, music, art, science, math, and writing by using 

the words, art, and life of Woody Guthrie”(from Woody Guthrie Archives online). 

In 1991the Music Educators National Conference in conjunction with The 

Smithsonian Institution Office of Folklife Programs issued the A Tribute to Woody

Guthrie and Leadbelly Teacher’s Guide. The materials are intended for use across 

grade spans and integrate activities across numerous subject areas. Writing in the 

Introduction, Ralph Rinzler, then Assistant Secretary Emeritus Smithsonian 

Institution, encourages educators to “take a do-it-yourself approach to these 

materials, so that, from this generation of students, the next Leadbellys and Woody 

Guthries can step forward” (Scmid 4). Rinzler speaks of his experiences with 

Woody Guthrie in New York City’s Washington Square Park and how “it was 

Woody who inspired [him] to take up the mandolin” (4). Rinzler writes that he is 

“confident that […] students can find a variety of ways in which to begin their own 

exciting experience with traditional folk music.” “Invite them to seek out local 

musicians and to learn from them.” “Assist them in creating and improvising from 

their own experiences” (5). 

The Department of Education, University of Oregon, has developed a video tape 

and numerous teaching resources focusing on the development of hydroelectric 

dams on the Columbia River. Featured prominently in the materials is the “story of 

Woody Guthrie and how he came to write songs for the Bonneville Power 

Administration, […] a story of the historic convergence of an American folk music 

icon and a great public works project” (from Roll On Columbia: Woody Guthrie
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and the B.P.A. , Study Guide. http://libweb.uoregon.edu/med_svc/wguthrie.html ). 

These materials, like those cited from the Guthrie Archives, and the Smithsonian 

Institution, are designed to be integrated into and across K-12 curriculum. 

     Formalized curriculum and lesson plans associated with Woody Guthrie can also 

be found in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum. One such example is 

Lesson 11: Woody Guthrie and The Grapes of Wrath is, as the title suggests, a 

lesson focusing on the historical conditions surrounding the work both Guthrie and 

John Steinbeck and how “these artists drew inspiration from the common people 

and how both attempted to use their art as agents of social change” (from the Rock 

and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum, Programs for Teachers, Lessons Plans 

www.rockhall.com ). Woody Guthrie and the Grapes of Wrath, from the Rock and 

Roll Hall of Fame, is also featured in The Library of Congress’s, American Memory 

Fellows Program: Figuring Somepin’ Bout the Great Depression: Lesson Two:

Gathering Voices (http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ndlpedu/lessons.html). Part two 

of the lesson is entitled Woody Guthrie’s Songs and focuses on the use of a text 

analysis worksheet which is to be applied to the lyrics of Guthrie’s Dust Bowl

Ballads recording. 

That there is an association between Woody Guthrie and education is not a 

novel proposition. Guthrie’s music has been incorporated into lesson plans and 

curriculum from the 1950’s to the present and has been used in classrooms ranging 

from kindergartens to universities. In 1975, for instance, Guthrie’s “This Land Is 

Your Land” was simultaneously sung by millions of school children across the 
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country to begin the first annual Music in Our Schools Day (Klein 454).  A brief 

overview of curriculum materials and syllabi posted on online websites provides 

illustrative examples of the use of Guthrie’s work in the classroom. It is not the 

intention of this research to conduct a thorough investigation of classroom syllabi 

and curriculum materials. The examples provide enhanced educational context and 

demonstrate the application of Guthrie-related material directly in a school setting. 

An extensive example of classroom curriculum materials dealing with Guthrie

may be found at www.learningtogive.org/lessons . The five unit sequence was 

developed and piloted by Lynn Chamberlin, Central Elementary, Munsing, 

Michigan, in conjunction with the Council of Michigan Foundations, K-12 

Education in Philanthropy Project. In total, twelve lessons are outlined, ranging in 

themes from Civil Society, Commons, Individual, Cultures, Geography, 

Democracy, Economics, Labor, Government, Business, Environment, and Historical 

Perspective. Each of the units is aligned with Michigan Content Standards and 

Benchmarks for grades K-2 and each features an experiential component.  

Guthrie’s recording Dust Bowl Ballads is featured as a main text in the St. 

Thomas Aquinas High School Honors American History course. The course is 

posted on the homepage of the Social Studies Department at 

http://www.sound.net/~stepup/hahistory/Hammerhis.htm. Another K-12 example is 

provided by Deb Schultz and Nancy Hatcher, Community Unit School District 300 

of Illinois. Once again Guthrie is featured in the context of The Great Depression, 

specifically, the Dust Bowl. “The Dust Bowl – An Integrated Unit” spans areas of 
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study including Language Arts, Science, Social Studies, Writing, Drama, Art, and 

Music. The teacher resource page is located at 

http://www.d300.kane.k12.il.us/EngageII/wcsms/teacher_resources.htm .

History 2341: Depression America, 1929-1941, taught by L. Patrick Hughes, 

Austin Community College http://www.2.austin.cc.tx.us/lpatrick/his2341.htm is 

another example of Guthrie being featured in a course that examines America 

during the Great Depression.  The predominant interpretation of Guthrie throughout 

the curriculum materials is that of Guthrie and the Great Depression and the Dust 

Bowl. The point that needs emphasizing is that, yes, Guthrie exists in and of the 

context of the Great Depression, but he also exists in an array of other contexts 

worthy of study. The American Studies program at the University of Virginia 

(http://xroads.virginia.edu) posts within its 1930s unit: “Woody Guthrie: Dust Bowl 

Balladeer.” Linked to the page is an expanded examination of Guthrie entitled, 

“Woody Guthrie: This Man is Your Myth This Man is My Myth,” which includes 

Guthrie’s dust bowl experience, but reaches farther to give consideration to Guthrie 

the folk hero, Guthrie the American hero, and Guthrie the postmodern hero.

Supporting Articles. Pete Seeger’s place and prominence in American folk 

music also began with Woody Guthrie. “He [Guthrie] was a big piece of my 

education” (Dunaway, 1982). Seeger goes to compare Guthrie’s songs to the poems 

of Robert Burns (Seeger Caravan 14). Writing in the publication Mainstream, 1963, 

Seeger reflects:
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I learned a helluva lot from Woody. As a person, and as a musician. My 

guess is that different people were able to learn different things from him. 

The most valuable thing I learnt from Woody was his strong sense of right 

and wrong, good and bad, his frankness in speaking out, and his strong 

sense of identification with all the hard-working men and women of this 

world. (31) 

The scope and volume of writings dealing with Guthrie in the popular press and 

through online sources will not be examined in detail; however, an overview of the 

various publications and identifiable themes attributed to Guthrie throughout the 

articles follows. Readers Digest (Reddy 1968, Sounes 2001) featured articles tracing 

Guthrie’s influence upon contemporary folk musicians. Anita Hill, from an 

interview in off our backs (Matz 10-11, 20) challenged students to “become patriots 

of the new sort—following the tradition of such pioneers as Harriet Tubman, Homer 

Plessey, and Woody Guthrie.” After the 1998 CD release of Mermaid Avenue , 

Electra 62204-2, consisting of unpublished Guthrie lyrics put to music by British 

musician Billy Bragg and the American band Wilco, numerous articles about the 

CD and about Guthrie followed. By no means complete, the list of publications that 

follows is offered to merely suggest the range of responses that ensued: Nation

April, 2000, (Hellerman), The Village Voice June, 2000, (Chritgau), The Christian 

Science Monitor  May, 2001, (Margolis).
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The folk and world music magazine, Dirty Linen, dedicated its 100th issue, 

June/July 2002 to Woody Guthrie. No Depression #14 1998 and #23 1999 feature 

articles on Guthrie. Gene Marine’s April 1972  article “Guerrilla Minstrel,”  for 

Rolling Stone, is a lengthy overview of the involvement of Guthrie with Pete Seeger 

and the various formations and political involvements of The Almanac Singers and 

later The Weavers during the 1940’s and 50’s. Joe Klein’s 1980/1999 biography of 

Guthrie has been referenced in preceding paragraphs and chapters. The antecedents 

of Klein’s book stem from his story about Guthrie’s son, Arlo Guthrie, “Notes On A 

Native Son,” for Rolling Stone magazine March 1977. Later, excerpts from Klein’s 

biography of Guthrie would be featured in Esquire, October, 1980. 

Two obscure, and long out-of-print folksong magazines, The Little Sandy 

Review #5, 1960, and Folk Scene #5, 1973, each published Guthrie tribute issues. 

Several issues of Broadside: The National Topical Song Magazine feature articles   

about Guthrie as well as notes and music written by Guthrie himself. Most notable 

are issues #40 1964 and #71 1966. Ernie Marrs’ article in issue #40, “The 

Incompleat [sic] Woody” takes issue with the amount and content of articles about 

Guthrie. “Most of them are saying the same things, over and over, in slightly 

different words” (Marrs 2). Marrs goes on to ask about the amount of writing not 

looking at the “other” aspects of Woody Guthrie: the writer of steamy prose; the 

political man; the political columnist; the war veteran; the schoolboy; the sign-

painter. “Woody Guthrie in the Days of the Almanac Singers,” issue #71, by 

Camilla Adams, offers a brief glimpse and remembrance by Adams herself of the 
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days spent with Guthrie and The Almanac Singers at the Almanac House in 

Greenwich Village 1941-1942. Like many other writers, Adams identifies not one, 

but three, Guthrie’s that she knew: the folk-singing, writing genius; the Guthrie as 

he behaved with children; and the Guthrie in his personal relationships (7). 

Sing Out!: The Folk Song Magazine also featured several Guthrie articles. The 

December/January 1967 issue offers previously unpublished excerpts from 

Guthrie’s prose and several of Guthrie’s songs including “The Ballad of 

Chanukah.” Writing about Guthrie’s composition of the song, Moses Asch states, 

“Woody Guthrie’s personality helped us all to understand that the modern idiom 

has a lot to do with expressions, that the folk song of today is an expression and a 

feeling of what we are today” (Asch, from “The Ballad of Chanukah” Sing Out!

1967-68 12). Additional insights about Guthrie are featured in later interviews with 

Moses Asch in Sing Out!  Volume 26, numbers1-2, 1977. 

Julie Winterbottom and Carolyn Bevis’ interview with Guthrie’s second wife, 

Marjorie, presented in the 1983, volume 29, number 2, issue of Sing Out!, shares the 

following poignant insight into the couples initial meeting. Referring to Guthrie’s 

singing the song “Tom Joad” Marjorie recalls Woody’s summation of Tom Joad’s 

farewell to his mother:

          Wherever children are hungry and cry

          Wherever people ain’t free
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          Wherever people are fighting for their rights

          That’s where I’m gonna be, Ma

          That’s where I’m gonna be. 

“When I heard Woody sing those words […] I was stunned because I thought that 

was me. I could relate to those lines. How could somebody talk about me in five 

lines” (“Marjorie Guthrie: The Interview” Sing Out! 5)? 

“Literary critics have called him the Walt Whitman of the twentieth century and 

the working man’s James Joyce. And so he is, but quick comparisons do little 

justice” (Logsdon, Oklahoma Today “Folk’s Hero” 51). Guy Logsdon’s reference to 

the claims of others pertaining to Guthrie only provides the base upon which 

Logsdon proceeds to advance the status of his fellow Oklahoman. “Woody 

Guthrie,” claims Logsdon, “had legions more creativity than either of these historic 

icons because his genius as a singer, songwriter, illustrator, and philosopher was 

total -- a broad stroke across all the arts” (51). Further claims of Guthrie’s 

prominence are found in Oklahoma Today, February 2002. Citing the National 

Endowment for the Arts and the Recording Industry of America’s selection of the 

top 365 songs of the century, Jay Swearingin reports that “Guthrie’s “This Land Is

Your Land” is in the number-three slot, behind only Judy Garland’s “Over The

Rainbow” and Bing Crosby’s “White Christmas” (Swearingin 32).
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The amount of ephemeral material related to Guthrie is voluminous. The 

following materials are but three of the more interesting sources this writer was able 

to obtain. Keep the Union Singing is an eighteen page United Auto Workers (UAW) 

song book issued by the UAW Education Department, Carroll M. Hutton, Director. 

The cover features a sketch drawing of Guthrie strumming the guitar and inside 

features fifty-one songs, three of which are Guthrie compositions. No date of 

publication could be identified. “Out of the Dust” in the August, 1969 issue of 

Knight: Magazine For The Adult Male (no author is identified), and Studs Terkel’s 

article, “Woody Guthrie: Last of the Great Balladeers” in Climax, 1962, are two of 

the more obscure publications found with material on Guthrie. 

A significant number of articles, while not directly dealing with Woody Guthrie 

as a central topic, add pertinent insights of use to this study. Specifically, these 

articles address the issues of cross discipline inquiry and add support to the value 

and pertinence of multi-disciplinary research to education. B. Lee Cooper’s 

“Teaching with Popular Music Resources: A Bibliography of Interdisciplinary

Approaches” cites over five hundred sources pertaining to the incorporation of 

music into the study of American society and American history. Cooper’s point that 

“the soundscape of American life is a worthy field for further educational 

investigation” speaks to the heart of this study. As Cooper states: “Just as armies of 

archaeologists have successfully reconstructed the fabric of ancient cultures by 

carefully examining buried relics, it is vital that modern teachers apply their logical 
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analysis and reasoned perspectives to the audio remnants of […] American music 

[…].” (“Teaching With Popular Music Resources” par. 2).  

     Asserting that music move beyond the “inert illustration of some other cultural 

form or process,” Rachel Rubin and Jeff Melnick position “vernacular music as a 

major player in the construction of American identities, one which has dynamics 

and grammars of its own, and which gets even more interesting when studied as a 

speaking subject within other—more academically acknowledged—cultural forms” 

(“Twisters and Shouters: Teaching Music and Literature Together” 31).  Jennifer 

Abod’s application of her analysis and perspective of a specific group of 

American’s music “served beautifully as a vehicle for students to analyze their own 

experiences and to begin to address stereotypes and misconceptions” (“Use 

Everything: Process as Pedagogy” 5). Along these lines, Fred Nielson’s “Singing 

American History,” addresses issues of both group understanding and national 

understanding through the medium of music. Additionally, and most importantly, 

Nielson examines the incomplete and misunderstanding of numerous musical 

examples, including Guthrie’s “This Land Is Your Land.” Jerome Rodnitzky’s “The 

Sixties Between the Microgrooves: Using Folk and Protest Music to Understand 

American History, 1963-1973,” offers broad, commonly-referenced examples of 

musicians and songs topically associated with the time period. The article’s strength 

comes from it’s realization of limits. Rodnitzky warns that “music can enhance 

historical study […] [however], songs are never a substitute for analysis and never 

supply answers.” Later in the article he cautions that “an instructor who tries to 
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weave historical narrative with songs alone will function as a disc jockey, not a 

teacher” (Rodnitzky par.42-43).

Dissertations/Masters Theses. The study now investigates Guthrie through 

numerous research projects undertaken at the Masters and Doctorate levels. The 

antecedents for Gene Bluestein’s 1960 dissertation, “The Background and Sources

of an American Folksong Tradition,” can be partially traced to his experiences five 

years earlier at Camp Hawthorne, a summer camp for children located in Kaiser, 

Missouri. Bluestein, while serving as the camp music director, introduced the 

campers to the music of Woody Guthrie and “after singing the songs morning, noon 

and night for the bulk of a camp period, the campers and staff hit on the idea of 

writing to Woody to tell him how they felt about his songs.” “Guthrie’s “This Land 

Is Your Land” was almost the camp anthem.” Writing from his bed in Brooklyn 

State Hospital, Brooklyn, New York, Guthrie responded individually to each of the 

kids’ letters. “I can very plainly tell,” Guthrie writes in one of the letters, “that your 

big brown envelope of good letters from Camp Hawthorne has helped me more than 

all my nurses and all my doctors all added up.” An excerpt from another letter reads: 

“I love your helpful healing, warmhearted words a little bit better and more than you 

say you like and admire and love my song about This Land because I see how fine 

words like yours could cure whole nations of good folks better than any old storyful 

tunes ever could or ever will” (“The Kids Write To Woody” Sing Out! 1955, 33, 

34).
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Bluestein’s dissertation does not specifically deal with Guthrie. However, 

Bluestein’s analysis and application of the work of Johann Gottfried von Herder 

served as a helpful model for the use and incorporation of a theoretical treatment of 

folk music. In summary, von Herder’s theory involves the “conception that folksong 

is […] the organic creation of the common people in primitive as in civilized 

cultures…and the major source for the creation and rejuvenation of fine art poetry, 

and hence the source of national literary traditions […]  [as well as] the potential 

source of democratic and internationalist literature and culture,” (Bluestein 30).

Thomas Taylor’s Masters Thesis “Woody Guthrie-Child of Dust: A One Man 

Show,” (1978) is a thirty-minute videotaped one-man presentation of an original 

script adapted from selections of Guthrie’s writings and recordings,  with an 

accompanying one hundred sixty-six page research paper. While the content of the 

chapter dealing with Guthrie’s life and career offers little more than restatements of 

oft quoted secondary sources and a heavy reliance on Guthrie’s autobiography, 

Bound for Glory, it is Taylor’s stage work that extends the conversation and 

provides insights into Taylor’s understanding and experience of Guthrie’s work.

Kathleen Steinhaus’ “The Life and Times of Woody Guthrie” (1978) Master of 

Arts project is a twenty-five minute photo-image, sound-collage video cassette 

“designed for classroom use in a variety of subjects” (Steinhaus 1). Steinhaus traces 

her interest for the project to her reading of Guthrie’s autobiography Bound for 

Glory, while in high school.
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The Masters of Arts research projects of Taylor and Steinhaus warrant inclusion 

in this review on the basis that they provide performance and visual/artistic 

expressions of interactions with the works of Woody Guthrie. Similarly, as will be 

examined in greater detail in Chapter Four, the two projects exemplify central tenets 

of Dewey’s concept of continuity. It should be pointed out that the artistic 

expression of an experience or understanding of Woody Guthrie - or of anyone or 

anything, for that matter – is in no way confined to the realms of the visual or  

performing arts or to what Dewey refers to as “outer” materials. For Dewey the 

materials an artist works with are comprised of “inner” materials: ideas, emotions, 

or observations, as well as “outer” materials of paint, stone, or clay. “Only by 

progressive organization of “inner” and “outer” material in organic connection with 

each other can anything be produced that is not a learned document or an illustration 

of something familiar” (Dewey Art as Experience 75). Furthermore, according to 

Dewey, “the work is artistic in the degree in which the two functions of 

transformation (the re-forming and modification of both the “inner” and “outer” 

materials) are affected by a single operation” (75).

The Masters thesis research by Paul Goodnature 1975, Eric Peterson 1995, and 

Daniel Erickson 2000, while separated by time and emphasis, each undertakes a 

conceptual analysis of Woody Guthrie. Paul Goodnautre sets out to develop and 

support the idea of how Guthrie’s “commonly stated philosophy shows a close 

kinship with the transcendental/idealist thought of Emerson and Thoreau” 

(Goodnature “Woody Guthrie: Folk Music Transcendentalist” 2). Goodnature’s 
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research draws heavily on the lyrical content of Guthrie’s music with little or no 

biographical reference. Goodnature’s association of Guthrie’s music with that of the 

Transcendentalists follows the path laid out by Frederic Carpenter in his 1941 article 

“The Philosophical Joads.” Carpenter begins his analysis of John Steinbeck’s The 

Grapes of Wrath  by stating, “Novels that have become classics do more than tell a 

story and describe characters; they offer insight into men’s motives and point to the 

springs of action” (Carpenter 315). “Here,” within the ideas of Steinbeck, the Joads, 

and Jim Casey says Carpenter, “the mystical transcendentalism of Emerson 

reappears, and the early democracy of Whitman, and the pragmatic instrumentalism 

of William James and John Dewey” (Carpenter 316). “These old philosophies grow 

and change,” Carpenter continues, “[…] become new [and] coalesce into an organic 

whole” (316). “And finally,” Carpenter concludes, “they find embodiment in 

character and action, so they seem no longer ideas, but facts” (316). In similar 

manner, according to Goodnature, “The synthesis of transcendentalism, mass 

democracy, and pragmatism led to the active involvement of […] Guthrie in 

protesting the plight of the Okies and the working class through [his] works of art” 

(Goodnature 35). Still, what is encountered in Goodnature’s work is a one-to-one 

comparison of one body of work with that of another. 

Erik Peterson’s “Livin’In The Light Of The Morning: Woody Guthrie A

Northwest Legend,” is in some ways similar to the previously cited writings of 

Thomas Taylor and Kathleen Steinhaus in that Peterson’s project is more 

experiential in its origins. Peterson’s personal experiences while driving through the 
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Grand Coulee Dam and Columbia River area of Washington provided him with the 

environmental setting to retrace Guthrie’s twenty-eight day employment with the U. 

S. Department of Interior’s Bonneville Power Administration in May, 1941 

(Peterson ii).  

Peterson’s study “is a composite of meditations, historical research, comparative 

literary analysis, and interviews with important people who were close to Woody 

during that legendary month in Northwest history” (iii). Peterson’s literary analysis 

moves little beyond the repeated references to Whitman found in the biographical 

works on Guthrie by Yurchenko 1970 and Klein 1980/1999. Unfortunately, 

Peterson’s historical narrative also draws heavily from secondary sources, extending 

at times for numerous pages, as can be seen in pages 1-7, with no citation or 

reference sources listed.  While Peterson’s study lacks depth of insight and 

sufficient research, his study does demonstrates that experience per se is not the 

equivalent of an educative experience, nor are all composites and arrangements of 

materials communicated into an artistic expression.  Dewey offers the following 

insight: “The primitive and raw material of experience needs to be reworked in 

order to secure artistic expression” (Dewey Art as Experience 74). Dewey goes on 

to point out: “What most of us lack in order to be artists is not the inceptive 

emotion, nor yet merely technical skill in execution. It is capacity to work a vague 

idea and emotion over into terms of some definitive medium” (Art as Experience

75).  
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Daniel Erickson’s Masters Thesis, “This Land is Your Land: A Rhetorical 

Analysis of Woody Guthrie’s Music,” investigates Guthrie’s lyrical work through 

the rhetorical analysis classifications of metaphor, narrative, and fantasy. Erickson 

incorporates the theoretical groundwork of symbolic convergence put forth by 

Borman, Cragen, and Sheilds (1996) to support the position of Guthrie’s use of 

“symbolic forms” and the “conscious-creating communication [that] involves the 

sharing of fantasies to generate new symbolic ground for a community of people” 

(4-5). 

The aforementioned research projects offer varying degrees of consideration of 

the viability of Woody Guthrie as an educator; still, none directly address Guthrie as 

an educator. However, Dewey’s concepts of experience, continuity, and interaction 

are traceable within each of the studies. Each writer’s experience with some aspect 

of Guthrie’s work resulted in an identifiable movement. The experience was of 

sufficient meaning that the significance of the interaction was carried forward and 

reconstructed in the projects. According to Dewey this is what an educative 

experience is. 

Stephan Hobbs’ 1982 dissertation, although primarily focusing on the 

psychological aspects of male mentor relationships, adds an important dimension to 

the consideration of Woody Guthrie as an educator. Hobbs’ biographical sections on 

Guthrie and his mentee, Bob Dylan, cover familiar ground derived from secondary 

sources. Hobbs’ application of Daniel Levinson’s theory of adult male development 
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as the analytical framework for the study serves as a helpful example of the 

incorporation of a theoretical model for analysis. Additionally, elements of Hobbs’ 

analysis offer productive insights into the dynamics of personal growth and self 

learning that was central to the relationship between Guthrie and Dylan. As Hobbs 

points out, “Guthrie served as a model for Dylan, a different kind of model from 

that of his father, and more consonant with his [Dylan’s] Dream. Guthrie assisted 

Dylan in refining and focusing that Dream, encouraging and inspiring him. It was 

not musical expertise that Dylan required so much as Guthrie’s blessing” (263). 

Hobbs never uses the term teacher or educator in reference to mentor/protégé 

relationships and subsequent developments however; as is implied in the above, 

Guthrie’s impact upon the young Bob Dylan has the hallmarks of a memorable 

educator. 

Joe Don Dillsaver’s 1975 dissertation, “Woody Guthrie’s Depression: A Study 

of Situation,” does not directly concern itself with Guthrie as educator; however, 

his research does present a context for Dewey’s concept of interaction. Describing a 

situation as “patterns of experience arising out of a relationship of an organism and 

his environment” and the “relationship between discourse and a particular situation 

and the relationship of a person and his environment,” Dillsaver’s examination of 

the “importance of the concept of situation to rhetorical theory” presents a variant of 

Dewey’s interaction concept (28, 25). Dewey views interaction as an interplay 

between objective and internal conditions. “Taken together, or in their interaction, 
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they form what we call a situation” [emphasis in original], (Experience and 

Education 42).  Dewey goes on to explain that: 

The conceptions of situation and of interaction [emphasis in original] are 

inseparable from each other. An experience is always what it is because of 

a transaction taking place between an individual and what, at the time, 

constitutes his environment, whether the latter consists of persons with 

whom he is talking about some topic or event, the subject talked about 

being also a part of the situation […]. Even when a person builds a castle 

in the air he is interacting with the objects which he constructs in his 

fancy. (44)

 “Guthrie’s songs,” states Edwin Cohen in his 1971 dissertation “Woody Guthrie 

and the American Folk Song,”, “transcend the events and personalities that he wrote 

about. He was able to transform a potentially insular situation such as the 

Bonneville Project into the American dream.” “Woody took the prosaic facts of 

sociology and created moments of poetry” (Cohen 183-184). Cohen’s insight 

underscores the central premise of this writer’s thesis. “The poem, or painting,”  

Dewey states, “does not operate in the dimension of correct descriptive statement 

but in that of experience itself.” “Art,” Dewey concludes, “is an immediate 

realization of intent” (Art as Experience 85). Cohen’s dissertation elaborates on the 

role and contribution of Woody Guthrie in the history of American folk song, 
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especially concerning Guthrie’s creative and expansive capacity “to compose within 

the framework of the tradition” (Cohen 185).  

Mark Jackson’s 2002 dissertation “Prophet Singer: The Voice and Vision of 

Woody Guthrie,” is another example of lyrical analysis. Jackson traces Guthrie’s 

musical content from the perspectives of social document and populist prophecy. 

Jackson does not identify Guthrie as an educator but as an inspiration, a guide, an 

initiator (307). Making the connection between Guthrie’s songs of social criticism 

and his songs of a better tomorrow Jackson shares Greil Marcus’ insight on Guthrie 

by noting that, “The best […] artists create immediate links between people who 

might have nothing in common but a response to their work” (Marcus qtd in 

Jackson 307).

Throughout each of the studies mentioned above the notion of Woody Guthrie 

as an educator is at least implied, if not stated explicitly. On the other hand, Charles 

Shindo’s dissertation, “Voices of the Migrant: Democracy and Culture in the Dust 

Bowl Works of John Steinbeck, John Ford and Woody Guthrie,” makes a direct 

identification of Guthrie as an educator, albeit as “a political educator” (152). 

Furthermore, Shindo’s analysis, like that of Cohen’s, incorporates the key Deweyan 

concepts of representation and expression. Shindo emphasizes the distinction of the 

gap that exists simultaneously between the expressions of the migrants themselves 

and the representations of the migrants by the artists and the experts. What Shindo 

discovered “was a mix of conflicting, yet mutually reinforcing, voices each claiming 
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authenticity and authority” (239). Each voice, Steinbeck’s, Ford’s, and Guthrie’s, 

“developed a different view of the migrants’ situation and ways of remedying it 

based on their beliefs about American democracy” (239).

Scholarly Books. Each of the following three books, which were first 

dissertations, depict Guthrie functioning as an educator, even if not explicitly 

identified as such: Wayne Hampton, Guerrilla Minstrels: John Lennon, Joe Hill, 

Woody Guthrie, Bob Dylan (1986); Benjamin Filene, Romancing the Folk: Public 

Memory and American Roots Music (2000); and Byran Garman, A Race of Singers: 

Whitman’s Working-Class Hero From Guthrie to Springsteen (2000). By placing 

Guthrie in the respective constructs of “guerrilla minstrel,” “roots musician”/ 

“populist other,” and “of a race of singers,” each writer stresses the cultural 

significance of the role of the poet, in this case the poet - musician Woody Guthrie, 

in the formation and transmission of national and cultural memories and ideals.  

The identification of Woody Guthrie as a folk-protest singer by John Greenway,  

American Folksongs of Protest (1953/1960), Sege Denisoff, Great Day Coming:

Folk Music and the American Left (1971), Jerome Rodnitzky, Minstrels of the

Dawn: The Folk-Protest Singer as a Cultural Hero (1976),and Robbie Lieberman, 

My Song Is My Weapon: People’s Songs, American Communism, and the Politics 

of Culture, 1930-1950 ( 1995)  assumes with it additional roles and associations. For 

Greenway the role of the protest singer is that of the voice in song for people being 

oppressed seeking a corrective movement and response (10, viii).  Denisoff’s central 
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focus for the protest singer is that of developer and communicator of a folk 

consciousness “to achieve particular sociopolitical ends” (Denisoff vi). Focusing on 

the era from 1955 to 1970 Rodnitzky’s protest singer is positioned as a cultural hero 

in the post WWII baby boom generation. Rodnitzky, in describing Guthrie, says, 

“He was a living counter culture and perhaps the one American of the 1940’s who 

could step into the Broadway cast of Hair and be perfectly at home.” “Simple, 

poetic, bawdy, militant, and erratic – Guthrie was singer Bob Dylan, political 

activist Jerry Rubin, and poet Allen Ginsberg rolled into one” (61).  Rodnitzky 

refers to Guthrie as the “father of the now generation” (Rodnitzky 43) and asserts 

that “Guthrie had been on the road before Kerouac, howling before Ginsberg, and 

on the left when it was really dangerous to be there” (62).Perhaps the most 

extensive example of Guthrie as a folk-protest singer is examined in Lieberman’s 

My Song Is My Weapon. People’s Songs, of which Guthrie was a member, was 

formed to “create, promote, and distribute songs of labor and the American people.” 

“To this end People’s Songs produced records, filmstrips, songsheets, and a 

songbook: staged concerts and hootenannies; and taught classes in the use for 

political action” (Lieberman xvi). Peoples Songs envisioned itself as a rapid 

response message dissemination mechanism. Zealously believing that with the right 

song and the right assemblage of information a group of organized citizens could 

advance a cause.  

The fourteen essays compiled in Hard Travelin’: The Life and Legacy of Woody

Guthrie , 1999, present a wide range of interpretations and ideas pertaining to 
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Guthrie. The editors, Emily Davidson and Robert Santelli, “organized the book into 

three parts, each corresponding to a particular aspect of the multifaceted Woody 

Guthrie” (Santelli & Davidson xviii). In summary, the three parts focus on: (1) 

Woody himself, (2) Guthrie’s creativity, and (3) social and political issues and 

context of Guthrie’s life and work (xviii). 

As evidenced throughout the vast majority of the literature reviewed in this 

chapter no explicit identification of Guthrie as an educator is put forth. Yet, the 

implicit acknowledgement of the influence and the learning that has been the 

experience of each of these writers in their respective interactions with Guthrie is 

clear. The following from Robert Santelli, writing in the preface of Hard Travelin’: 

The Life and Legacy of Woody Guthrie, captures this realization:

As head of the [Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum] museum’s 

Education and Programming Division, it is my job to create programs that 

complement our exhibits and to develop events that show how and why 

rock and roll has become one of America’s cultural treasures. I thought the 

best way to accomplish such a mission was to start at the beginning. Along 

with members of the museum’s Education Department […] [including 

Emily Davidson] I searched for ways to transform the vast importance of 

rock and roll’s early influences into exciting educational programs. We 

chose to begin with Woody Guthrie. (xii)
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Journal Articles. Frederic Carpenter’s article “The Philosophical Joads,” 

College English , 1941, examines John Steinbeck’s novel The Grapes of Wrath

through the realized thought of three distinctive American philosophies. In The 

Grapes of Wrath Carpenter identifies “the mystical transcendentalism of Emerson 

[…], the earthy democracy of Whitman, and the pragmatic instrumentalism of 

William James and John Dewey” (Carpenter 316). Carpenter goes on to state how 

these philosophies “coalesce into an organic whole […] and […] find embodiment 

in character and action” (316). Although the essay does not specifically deal with 

matters related to Woody Guthrie, Carpenter’s theoretical treatment of Steinbeck’s 

novel and the direct application of the thought of Dewey, Emerson, and Whitman,  

adds support to the examination and understanding of Guthrie in this study.  

Guthrie’s association with The Grapes of Wrath involves not only a friendship 

with John Stienbeck, but also served as the impetus for Guthrie’s 1940 recording for 

Victor Records, Dust Bowl Ballads.  Dave Marsh describes the thirteen songs as 

“desev[ing] their place among the greatest American stories and songs” (from 

Woody Guthrie, Dust Bowl Ballads, Buddha Records, 74465 99724 2, 2000). The 

embodiment of character and action that Carpenter referred to earlier is the same 

articulation of a statement of theory being expressed into practice under 

examination in this dissertation. 

The Journal of American Folklore, volume 61, number 240, April – June 1948 

featured the first review of folk song recordings to appear in the journal. Four 
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recordings were reviewed, two of which feature Guthrie: Sod Buster Ballads, and 

Deep Sea Shanties. The reviewer, Charles Seeger (father of Pete Seeger), briefly 

mentions Guthrie in reference to his [Guthrie] hold on a more “oral tradition who 

has not reached city-billy [musical stylings and influences]” (Seeger 217). Seeger is 

examining acculturation “in the recording studio […] where the predominately oral 

traditions of folk musicians and the predominately written traditions of professional 

musicians meet under conditions more favorable, in many respects, to the latter” 

(216). 

Richard Ruess’ “Woody Guthrie and His Folk Tradition,” 1970, identified 

Seeger’s review of Guthrie’s recordings as the “first meaningful comment of any 

kind by a scholar” (274). Ruess then identifies John Greenway’s American

Folksongs of Protest, 1953, as “the only detailed analysis of Woody Guthrie in an 

academic publication” (Ruess 274). As the title suggests, Greenway focuses his 

analysis on Guthrie’s music most associated with social and economic oppression. 

A year before Guthrie’s death in 1967, Greenway wrote a retrospective of Guthrie in 

The American West: Magazine of the Western History Association questioning the 

lack of understanding and appreciation extended to Guthrie in the music and cultural 

communities.

Serge Denisoff’s (1966, 1971, 1972, 1977) works offer a sociological analysis of 

folk music with emphasis given to urban folk music and the political left. Denisoff 

offers the reader varying methodological approaches and conceptualizations utilized 
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in his research. For instance, in the article “Songs of Persuasion: A Sociological 

Analysis of Urban Propaganda Songs,” 1966, Denisoff constructs a six-category 

typology to identify the function of a song of persuasion. Guthrie’s song, 

“Lindbergh” is used to illustrate the functionality of a song of persuasion, 

specifically the “rhetorical song.” In this case the song “poses a question or a dissent 

from the institutions of the society” (Denisoff, 1966 582, 584). Denisoff’s 1972 

book Sing A Song Of Social Significance is an extension of his 1966 article. 

Expanding his focus to include an examination of music and class consciousness, 

Denisoff classifies Guthrie as the “Marxian Will Rogers” (Denisoff102).   In his 

book Great Day Coming: Folk Music and the American Left, 1971, Denisoff  

includes Guthrie in the classifications schema of: intellectual; folk entrepreneur; 

proletarian; and  opportunist (Denisoff 127-129). Interestingly, by 1977, Guthrie is 

referred to as “a saint” and is examined in the article “Hey, Hey Woodie Guthrie, I 

Wrote You a Song: The Political Side of Bob Dylan” as an icon of “the Guthrie-

Seeger tradition” (Denisoff 1977).

The array of identifiers and labels attached to Guthrie speaks to the complexity 

of the man and to the varied experiences others have or have had in their 

interactions with Guthrie. John Gold’s article in the Journal of Cultural Geography

examines Guthrie’s work and legacy in the Pacific Northwest, specifically as it 

relates to Guthrie’s time with the Bonneville Power Administration in May 1941. 

Gold examines the content of the songs Guthrie composed during his twenty-eight 

day employment and in so doing ascribes the following identities to Guthrie: 
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folklorist; radical minstrel; and social documentarist. From the Pacific Northwest to 

the more closely associated region of the Southern Plains the image and 

understanding of Guthrie changes with the experience. Brad Lookingbill contrasts 

Gold’s more optimistic, progressive and social transformative view of Guthrie’s 

work with that of the apocalyptic imagery of the dust bowl. Lookingbill’s 

interpretation of Guthrie as a prophet singer is steeped in religious fundamentalism 

and Guthrie is understood as a traveling evangelist (“Dusty Apocalypse and 

Socialist Salvation: A Study of Woody Guthrie’s Dust Bowl Imagery” 410). 

“To see Guthrie […] culturally rather than merely politically,” writes Frederick 

Turner, “is to see him as an archetypal American who embodied much of our 

common history with all its troubles and thwarted excellences” (“Just What in the 

Hell has Gone Wrong Here Anyway?” 36). Turner compares Guthrie’s works to 

public acts akin to what the Chilean poet Pablo Neruda called “necessary 

affirmations.” Turner describes Guthrie as one of “those artists who have taken 

America seriously.” (36). Richard Pascal voices a similar theme in his article; “Walt 

Whitman and Woody Guthrie: American Prophet-Singers and Their People.” “Both 

Walt Whitman and Woody Guthrie,” Pascal observes, “felt themselves to be 

creating an art which would reflect and help to shape an egalitarian society; and 

both, in pursuing this aim, found themselves frustrated by the contradictions 

deriving from the commodification of literature and art in a capitalist economic 

system which tends to encourage audiences to value mass production rather than 

individual creativity, and passive consumption rather than active, thoughtful 
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engagement” (47). “They are singers of democracy” adds Ron Klier ( 350) referring 

to Walt Whitman, Woody Guthrie, and Bob Dylan.  David Pichaske’s article, 

“Poetry, Pedagogy, and Popular Music: Renegade Reflections,” addresses the “gap 

between academia and the mass media” and the subsequent lack of understanding, 

on the part of most professors of humanities, of life in America and even less 

influence on public policy (7). Pichaske includes Guthrie in an extensive list of 

various functions and roles of poets and singers: the poet as cultural historian, the 

poet as entertainer, the poet as social conscience, the poet as visionary, the topical 

poet, the poet as archetypal myth maker, the poet as philosopher, the poet as social, 

critic, the poet as artist - seer (11). Arguing that song, like poetry, can be and is a 

viable and rich body of material well suited for analysis, Pichaske challenges 

segments of the academy to “crawl out of their theoretical bags, rejoin the real 

world […] and employ their respective techniques of analysis to illuminate the 

dominant American culture and thus help everyone better understand who and what 

we are” (13).  Whether or not academic departments see fit to examine and 

illuminate works of song or vernacular expression, Guthrie went about his work 

with such intention and purpose in mind. “According to Guthrie,” writes Bryan 

Garman, “songs educate us about social struggle and enable us to transcend our own

individual perspectives by understanding these struggles in historical terms.”  “By 

urging us to compare our own “troubles and hopes” with others, he opens the 

possibility of using these experiences “like a spring of cold water’ to call attention 
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to all social injustices and address them in a collective fashion” (“The Ghost of 

History: Bruce Springsteen, Woody Guthrie, and the Hurt Song” 108).

Shaping the Material

The scope and range of literature pertaining to Woody Guthrie covers a diverse 

topography. Overall, the level of the conversation includes that of exuberant fan 

appreciation, to cultural, political, and literary scholarship. And while examples of 

direct reference to Guthrie as an educator were found, no sustained educational 

evaluation of Guthrie’s work was identified. Furthermore, no theoretical attribution 

or analysis of Guthrie’s work was located that offered insights into the why and 

wherefore of the lasting impact and influence his works have had upon others. The 

intent of this study will be to identify and apply key theoretical elements of the 

educational theory of John Dewey to the works of Woody Guthrie. The outcome 

will be threefold: First, Guthrie’s self professed identification of being an educator 

will receive theoretical analysis and support and extend the conversation about 

Guthrie along more clearly delineated educational lines. Second, the often maligned 

writing of John Dewey will find a more common yet extensively artistic expression 

in and through the works of Woody Guthrie. In doing so, the research makes an 

attempt to not so much “crawl out of education’s theoretical bag” so much as to let 

the proverbial theoretical cat out of the bag in an effort to better understand not just 

Dewey’s ideas, or Guthrie’s works, but to better understand, as Pichaske stated, who 

and what we are as learners and educators. As I have stated in earlier chapters, the 
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research seeks to reveal both the statement and the expression of key Deweyan 

educational thought. The third outcome addresses a more personal dimension 

relating to the significance of this study.  Robert Cantwell’s article, “Folklore’s 

Pathetic Fallacy,” in the Journal of American Folklore, presents a clear and 

challenging appraisal of the failure of the theory and practice connection.  

Examining the pitfalls and distortions associated with, and often created by, 

folklorists, Cantwell cautions that when the connection between theory and practice 

is absent, “folklore (or in this study, Foundations of Education) is something either 

archaic, fanciful (and therefore trivial), politically suspect, or contemptible; where it 

obtains, folklore (Foundations of Education) is immediate, actual, intensely 

personal, inherently and powerfully oppositional or revolutionary, and passionately 

defended, protected, and loved” (59). The objective for the chapters that follow will 

be to obtain the connection between the theoretical statement and the expressed, 

lived practice.  
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Chapter Four:

Dewey’s Theoretical Statement

To make the argument that Woody Guthrie can be understood as an educator 

necessitates a thorough articulation of examples and experiences which support the 

claim as well as a clarification of the theoretical basis upon which this assertion is to 

be based. In order to achieve these objectives, the initial incongruity of identifying 

Guthrie as an educator will be contextualized by an overview of other individuals 

outside of professional education understood as educators. Next, definitions and 

further clarification of Dewey’s concepts of experience, continuity, and interaction 

will be established. The final two sections will re-address the connection between 

theory and practice and further articulate the centrality that Dewey assigned to art, 

and the artistic experience, in the interplay between education, learning, and living.

The Stated and the Expressed

As a challenge to the educative quality involving the experience of interacting with 

Chapter Four, Dewey cautions that there is no inherent value in any given subject 

matter in and of itself. “The principle of interaction makes it clear that failure of 

adaptation of material to needs and capacities of individuals may cause an experience 

to be non-educative quite as much as failure of an individual to adapt himself to the 

material” (Experience and Education 46-47). Reading the material in Chapter Four, of 

and by itself, does not constitute an educative experience. However, Dewey would 

suggest that the work involved in the production of Chapter Four is (or has the 
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potential to be) artistic work. By this, Dewey means that the transformations of both 

inner and outer materials have undergone a progressive organization and are 

manifested and connected in a new and meaningful ways.3 The inner materials consist 

of ideas, observations, and emotions. The outer materials consist of words, 

organization, and paper. Dewey summarizes this idea by pointing out that “the only 

significant distinction concerns the kind of material to which emotionalized 

imagination adheres. Those who are called artist have for their subject-matter the 

qualities of things of direct experience; “intellectual” inquirers deal with these 

qualities at one remove, through the medium of symbols that stand for qualities but 

are not significant in their immediate presence” (73). Only to the extent that the writer 

and reader alike have experienced this material in the manner described above can a 

determination of a learning/artistic experience be made.

What follows is an attempt to lay out components of Dewey’s philosophy of 

education. In other words, Chapter Four will clarify Dewey’s stated meaning of the 

concepts of experience, continuity, and interaction. Dewey uses the example of a 

signboard to illustrate his meaning of “statement.” The signboard helps direct one’s 

travels to a city or destination, but it […] “does not in any way supply experience of 

3“To create,” Henri Matisse states, “is to express what one has within oneself. Every creative 
effort comes from within. We also have to nourish our feelings, and we can do so only with 
materials derived from the world about us. Here is where working intervenes, the process 
whereby the artist incorporates and gradually assimilates the external world within himself, 
until the object of his drawing has become like a part of his own being, until he has it within 
him and can project it onto the canvas as his own creation.”
   “The work of art is thus the culmination of a long process of development. The artist takes 
from his surroundings everything that can nourish his internal vision, either directly, as when 
the object he draws is to appear in his composition, or by analogy. In this way he puts himself 
into a state of creativity. He enriches himself internally with all the forms he has mastered 
and that he will one day set within a new rhythm” (Matisse on Art 218).
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that city.” “Statements,” (or in this case the clarification of concepts) “set forth the

conditions under which an experience of an object or situation may be had” (Dewey 

Art as Experience 84). Ineffective clarification of Dewey’s concepts will do little to 

aid the reader in their experience with the chapter. Furthermore, an incomplete and 

misleading transformation of these ideas can result in subsequent miseducative 

experiences involving this study. The task ahead is to communicate Dewey’s 

statements of theoretical material in a manner that can be transformed and connected 

in a new and meaningful way involving the expressed life experience of Woody 

Guthrie. 

As Educator

Ascribing Freirian educational theory to the thinking of W. E. B. Dubois provides a 

helpful template to the process of investigating Deweyan ideas throughout the works 

of Woody Guthrie. Granted, the consideration of Dubois as an educator, of even a 

Freirian educator for that matter, seems more obvious than does that of Guthrie. Still, 

the theoretical analysis and interpretation undertaken to arrive at the recognition 

serves as a methodological model and as an example of the elastic nature of who is 

thought of as an educator. Writing in the Journal of Philosophy and History of

Education, 1999, Don Hufford interprets W. E. B. Dubois as a man of “double 

consciousness” and of a “double educational philosophy.” Hufford’s point involves 

the apparent tension within DuBois’ dual existence as a black man in a white society 

on the one hand, and that of being a proponent of an elitist notion of the education of 
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“the talented tenth” while on the other hand, concurrently advocating a more 

liberatory educational philosophy.

“By connecting and comparing DuBois’ educational thought to Freire’s educational 

philosophy,” says Hufford, “one is able to recognize a persona that is a more accurate 

reflection of the real DuBois than is his elitist/Idealist image” (par.10). Within these 

conflicts arise what Hufford describe as the “real” DuBois. 

DuBois’ educational thinking is “compared and connected” to that of the 

Brazilian educator Paulo Freire whose critical pedagogy sets out to “identify and 

challenge those pedagogical mechanisms central to the phenomenon of oppression 

but also those relations within wider social, cultural, and institutional contexts that 

confront individuals with the logic of domination in the guise of grand narratives of 

reason and univocal meaning in the service of capital” (quote by Peter McLaren from 

Hufford par.7). Hufford continues the point by stating, “DuBois believed – as did 

Freire – in the importance of a positive self-concept for the individual; and that self-

concept as an individual “quality” is related to the communal “quality” of social, 

political, and economic justice in any given society” (par.19).

Throughout DuBois’ The Souls of Black Folks runs the thematic strand of what 

DuBois calls “The Sorrow Songs.” I mention this only to add another insight into 

Hufford’s analysis. Within DuBois’ recurring references to the songs lies another 

recognition of a more pragmatic, humanistic view of DuBois. “Do the Sorrow Songs 

ring true?” DuBois asks (The Souls of Black Folks 162). Proclaiming that the “hope 

that sang in the songs of my fathers is well sung” (162) at once places the song, the 
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words, the meaning, in a context that is at once past, present, and future. This 

affirmation of hope in song is equally an affirmation of harmonizing liberation.

Writing in the introduction to Friedrich Nietzsche’s Untimely Meditations, Daniel 

Breazeale states: “One of the central theses of the Meditations is that every genuine 

and original thinker requires a degree of radical personal independence [emphasis in 

original] that is simply incompatible with any sort of institutional affiliation or 

sponsorship.” “It is the very independence of the true philosopher’s mode of living 

that confirms his or her right to be taken seriously as a philosophical educator” (xxix). 

This independence assumes for Nietzsche a concentrated and acknowledged sense of 

the power and authority to construct and trust ones’ own learning and experience in 

the world.

In the 3rd meditation, “Schopenhauer as Educator,” pages 125-194, Nietzsche 

makes the distinction between his learning from Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860) 

the living man, in contrast to the Schopenhauer of books. “I profit from a 

philosopher,” says Nietzsche, “only insofar as he can be an example” (“Shopenhauer 

as Educator” 136). “To be educated by a philosopher,” Breazeale adds, “has nothing 

to do with subscribing to his favorite theories or philosophical doctrines: one is 

educated by Schopenhauer if one’s own manner of living has been decisively affected 

by his “example” (xviii). For Nietzsche, the meaningfulness of an educator lies in the 

context of the “courageous visibility of the philosophic life” (137). The power of the 

educator, in this sense, is derived from the integrated whole of both theory and 

practice. A power, Nietzsche proclaims, “Whereby philosophers and educators, by 
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their deeds will demonstrate that love of truth is something fearsome and mighty” 

(194).

Ian McPherson’s article, “Kierkegaard as an Educational Thinker: 

Communication Through and Across Ways of Being,” presents an analysis of Sorn 

Kierkegaard’s concept of indirect communication as a challenge to the contemporary 

“passion for spelling out everything, for figuring everything into an omnivorous 

accountability” (157). McPherson captures the educational element of indirect 

communication wherein “the aim is to help others to develop or at least to provide 

situations in which others can better try to develop for themselves, the capacities they 

need” (McPherson 167). Kierkegaard describes the educational indirectness as trying  

“to say something to a passer-by in passing, without standing still and without 

delaying the other, without attempting to persuade him to go the same way, but giving 

him instead an impulse to go precisely his own way” (167). McPherson restates the 

idea as: “direct [emphasis in original] communication is what we offer or receive as 

the product [emphasis in original] of communication, indirect communication is 

constitutes by the process or processes [emphasis in original] of communication” 

(165). The pedagogical implications of indirect communication are similar to that of 

Socrates’ concept of “taking trouble over oneself” and of that of the “gadfly.” 

Kieregaard, writing as Johannes Climacus, states: “The very maximum of what one 

human being can do for another in relation to that wherein each man has to do solely 

with himself, is to inspire him with concern and unrest”(qtd. in McPherson 167). The 

result is an emerging construction of meaning more so than an imposition of 
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knowledge. McPherson describes this process an “interpretive exchange in which 

each self recognizes itself in the other, and the other in the self” (172).

Gary Scott refers to Socrates’ teaching as “a circulating gift” (Plato’s Socrates as 

Educator 174), a gift that is not to be repaid but is intended to be passed on from one 

recipient to another. Scott stresses the point that throughout Plato’s writing of the 

Socratic dialogues, Plato composes the dialogues so to “keep alive the dialogues 

rather than flatten the many voices audible in them” (175). This is to say that, the 

dynamic is one of conversation and that “when teaching is understood as this kind of 

shared activity-rather than as an activity only on the part of the teacher- there is a 

further implication, namely, that the teacher cannot really be said to teach if the 

student does not learn” (175). 

Much of Scott’s analysis centers on Plato’s: Apology, and the ensuing trial of 

Socrates for his corruption of the youth of Athens. The irony of the situation becomes 

one of the more interesting themes in the Apology, so too in Scott’s writing. At once 

asserting that “I have never been anyone’s teacher” (Apology 33a5-6, Grube trans), 

Socrates proceeds to instruct the jury before him on the meaning/s rightly or wrongly 

assigned to the ideal of being an educator. 

Guthrie himself would be the first to raise an eyebrow at the proximity of his 

name with the likes of Dewey, Dubois, Freire, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, 

Schopenhauer, and Socrates. Writing in a notebook dated, August 5, 1947, Guthrie 

introspectively examines his own relationship with, and periodic comparisons to, 

Walt Whitman, Carl Sandburg, and the Russian poet, Alexander Pushkin. “I ask me 
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this question,” says Guthrie, “and if I didn’t answer it I couldn’t go on. Does 

Whitman, Sandburg, or Pushkin, either one, actually talk in the lingo, brogue, and 

ways of talking through the kinds and breeds of the working people I’ve met and 

dealt with? And the only answer I can say is no” (Pastures of Plenty 180). The issue 

for Guthrie is not one of sensitivity or respect. It is a matter of experience. It involves 

the audiences’ interaction with the words coupled with their present and lived 

experiences. The distance which can accompany the richly symbolic or metaphoric 

writings of Whitman, Sandburg, and Pushkin, or that of philosophers like Freire, 

Nietzsche, or Socrates, is seen by Guthrie as a disconnection between the worlds of 

the ideal from that of the lived. Craig Werner, in his essay “Democratic Visions, 

Democratic Voices: Woody as Writer,” looks at the dichotomy as “Walt Whitman 

setting out the theoretical basis of the populist artist and Woody Guthrie providing a 

case study in its application” (Santelli and Davidson Hard Tavelin’ 74).  

As the examples above illustrate, the issue of identifying someone as an educator 

is more than the juxtaposition of an individual next to the title of educator. The 

following sections will establish the Deweyan theoretical principals supporting the 

thesis of this study. In addition, the theoretical analysis will include an examination of 

not only who is an artist, but also the place of the artist in the educative experience. In 

so doing, the congruency between Guthrie and Dewey being understood as educators 

will be expanded to include the understanding of Dewey and Guthrie both as artist. 
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The Educative Experience

“When a man writes poetry,” Virgil Aldrich states, “he is, properly, given a certain 

“license.” […] “Concerning the philosopher,” Aldrich continues, “and his special 

function, there is a similar opinion—an ancient and still viable one” (“John Dewey’s 

Use of Language” 261). Aldrich ascribes to philosophers in their “discourse about 

things” what he calls a “philosophic license” (261). Addressing how Dewey defines 

an educative experience is central to understanding the experiences alluded to by the 

various individuals throughout the literature review and how those experiences with 

Guthrie can be understood as learning/educative experiences. Furthermore, the 

understanding, and significance, of Guthrie’s expression of his life experience will be 

aided by examining the depth of meaning Dewey assigned to his use of the terms “an 

experience” as well as “life experience.”   

Accepting Aldrich’s issue of “philosophic license” is helpful when attempting to 

establish a definitional consistency for many of Dewey’s ideas and concepts. In the 

case of this study, the clarification of the use of Dewey’s terms “experience,” “an 

experience,” and the subsequent incorporation of the term “life experience” will help 

alleviate misunderstanding. To this end, Aldrich offers the following example:

This distinction, between having an experience and saying something true    

about it, is an old one, and it is worth noticing how the various philosophical 

schools have ranged themselves into two opposing parties, according as they 

valued more the one or the other. There are the glorifiers of science (or of 

arguable assertion) who have little use or place for any utterance that fails to
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conform to the conditions of evidenced argument. Let us call these the “critical 

empiricists.” Be it noted that this class of people are not against having 

experiences. They tend, rather, to make scientific demands on all linguistic 

treatment of experience. […] On the other hand, there are the glorifiers of 

experience, whom we shall call the “romanticists.” These people are so 

impressed with the value of simply having experiences, that they find 

intolerable the disruptions, divisions, and detachments produced in it by 

arguable assertions about it. (“John Dewey’s Use of Language” 263)

“The genius of John Dewey,” Aldrich goes on to point out, “is his realization that 

there is something extreme about each of the two above positions.” “He has devoted 

his life to the healing of such breaches, in the interest of a fairer intermediate position 

and what he calls the integrity of experience” (263). “Rather than construe an 

artificially purified situation,” Raymond Boisvert adds, “Dewey simply accepts that, 

although philosophy grows beyond ordinary, lived experience, that is where it must 

begin” (John Dewey: Rethinking Our Time 15-16). “In the main,” Aldrich concludes, 

“Dewey will use language in an attempt at once [emphasis in original] to induce a 

having-an-experience and [emphasis in original] to make arguably true assertions 

about it” (264). 

“The term “experience,” Dewey argues, should be thought of as analogous to 

“life” or “history,” words that blur the sharp boundaries between subjective and 

objective” (Boisvert John Dewey: Rethinking Our Time 17)  For Dewey experience is 

irreducible, it is the totality of what people do. Experience, Dewey says,
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…includes what [emphasis in original] men do and suffer, what [emphasis in 

original] they strive for, love, believe and endure, and also how [emphasis in 

original] men act and are acted upon, the ways in which they do and suffer, 

desire and enjoy, see, believe, imagine – in short, processes of experiencing

[emphasis in original]. […] It is “double-barreled” in that it recognizes in its 

primary integrity no division between act and material subject and object, but 

contains them both in an unanalyzed totality. (Experience and Nature 8) 

However, experience in and of itself does not ensure learning. “Everything,” 

according to Dewey, “depends upon the quality [emphasis in original] of the 

experience which is had” (Experience and Education 27).  Key to Dewey’s criteria for 

an experience being educative is the degree to which the experience results in further 

growth.4 The idea of growth, according to Dewey, “is essentially the ability to learn 

4 That Dewey’s usage of the term “experience” is at once commonplace and exotic can often 
distract from the richer understanding he places upon experience – namely, its artfulness. The 
experience of the everyday is the material for knowing yet the more rarified occurrence of 
“an experience” is the stuff of further learning. There, within the properties of “an 
experience” exist the qualities of richer, more meaningful learning which, when given 
sufficient awareness and frequency give rise to newer creations of thought, of animation, of 
application. James Agee correctly describes the interplay of experience and “an experience” 
as “a messy job.” Agee, along with photographer Walker Evans from their book Let Us Now
Praise Famous Men, writes as though he is thinking out loud, sorting his thoughts, wrestling 
with his ideas so that the reader may understand his intention. “I am respectful of experience 
in general,” says Agee, “and of any experience whatever, and because it turns out that going 
through, remembering, and trying to tell of anything is of itself (not because the Experience 
was either hot or cold, but of itself, and as a part of the experience) interesting and important 
to me: and so would wish to make clear that nothing here is invented” (244). Later Agee 
states: “I think there is at the middle of this sense of the importance and dignity of actuality 
and the attempt to reproduce and analyze the actual, and at the middle of this antagonism 
toward art, something of real importance which is by no means my discovery, far less my 
private discovery, but which is a sense of ‘reality’ and of ‘values’ held by more and more 
people, and the beginnings of somewhat new forms of, call it art if you must, of which the 
still and moving cameras are the strongest instruments and symbols. It would be an art and a 
way of seeing existence based, let us say, on an intersection of astronomical physics, geology, 
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from experience; the power to retain from one experience something which is of avail 

in coping with the difficulties of a later situation.” “This means power to modify 

actions on the basis of the results of prior experiences, the power to develop 

dispositions” [emphasis in original] (Democracy and Education 49). Once again,

experience does not automatically result in educative learning; in fact, it is often the 

case where an individual can accumulate vast amounts of experience and even learn 

from the experience yet ultimately the experience be miseducative. No new ideas are 

examined in a miseducative experience, nor does such an experience promote, 

advance towards, or into, further learning. “Failure to take the moving force of 

experience into account,” warns Dewey, “so as to judge and direct it on the ground of 

what it is moving into means disloyalty to the principle of experience itself” 

(Experience and Education 38).  As Dewey concisely states, “Every experience is a 

moving force. Its value can be judged only on the ground of what it moves toward 

and into” (38). As stated above, an educative experience advances further learning by 

arousing curiosity and initiative as well as preparing the person for future experiences 

or growth. 

Examining the difference between ordinary experience and that involving “an 

experience” establishes the definitional basis of Dewey’s theory of experience. This 

distinction will in turn lay the foundation for understanding/experiencing Guthrie as 

biology, and (including psychology) anthropology, known and spoken of not in scientific but 
in human terms. Nothing that springs from this intersection can conceivably be insignificant: 
everything is most significant in proportion as it approaches in our perception, 
simultaneously, its own singular terms and its ramified kinship and probable hidden 
identification with everything else” (245).
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an educator.  Throughout the literature review sections in Chapter Three, the 

individuals speaking through the sources cited expressed their own unique sense of 

meaning in relation to their experiences with Guthrie. Combined with personal 

meaning, there was usually a continuance of the experience that indicated some form 

of further development and direction in their life experience that had a direct 

association and transaction with Guthrie in some form or another. Bob Dylan’s 

(Scaduto, 1996) and Pete Seeger’s (Dunaway, 1982) experiences with Guthrie 

exemplify experiences beyond the ordinary. Phillip Jackson captures one such 

additional element of experience by pointing out that “Dewey’s first point is that only 

as we come to care about objects (feel solicitous about them) do we begin to perceive 

them. Perception, in other words, is more than noticing or sensing something. It 

involves feeling as well as sense” (John Dewey and the Lessons of Art 149).  

Therefore, part of what distinguishes an ordinary experience from “an experience” is 

the quality of perception. Here, perception makes the familiar novel and “there is an 

act of reconstructive doing: and consciousness becomes fresh and alive” (Dewey Art 

as Experience 53). Once again, learning is more than exposure to a phenomenon, or 

even repeated interactions. Educative experiences, according to Dewey, involve and 

result in more. From John Dewey and the Lessons of Art, Phillip Jackson writes:

I think what Dewey means is that during those moments of full perception, 

when we become totally absorbed in what this event or idea is like, that the 

various components of our psychological being – our ability to think, to 

feel, to appreciate, to experience through all of our senses – come into play 
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at once. At such moments our various capacities not only are realized (i.e., 

become real) but are also momentarily fused and unified. Only then do we 

experience what it is to be fully human. (149)

Dewey’s definition of experience involves concepts of quality, directionality 

perception, meaning, appreciation, continuity, interaction and must also expand to 

include considerations of what is understood as art. At its core, Dewey’s 

conceptualization of an educative/learning experience subsumes a dynamic human 

endeavor of art and artist simultaneously. Art, for Dewey, is not demarked to the 

confines of a noun. “Art,” according to Dewey, “is a quality of doing and of what is 

done” (Art as Experience 214).  So it is then that much of the value of art is that it 

teaches us how to transform ordinary experience into “an experience,” to move from

the realm of recognition into the vividness of perception. To transform or to 

reconstruct experience frequently evokes both tension and deliberation. Now the 

element of emotion becomes part of the full understanding of an experience.  

Speaking to the Joint Convention of the Eastern Art Teachers Association in 1906, 

Dewey succinctly captures his understanding of the artful life experience as: “To feel 

the meaning of what one is doing, and to rejoice in that meaning: to unite in one 

concurrent fact the unfolding of the inner life and the ordered development of 

material conditions - - that is art” (Jackson “Dewey’s 1906 Definition of Art” 167). In 

his article, “Dewey’s 1906 Definition of Art,” Phillip Jackson points out that Dewey 

is saying that: “To be engrossed with what one is doing, to feel deeply about its 

meaningfulness, to undergo, even if only for a time, the near erasure of the traditional 
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distinction between inner and outer, subjective and objective, to feel as one with the 

object taking form under one’s agency [ …] is what it means to be artfully engaged in 

doing something” (Jackson 173).  An important element to the educative experience 

is embedded in Jackson’s observation. Felling solicitous about observed objects 

involves not only the dynamic of quality, but also the capacity of care, of feeling. 

Thus, by perceiving, not merely recognizing, there ensues a qualitative enhancement 

of an experience. In other words, the quality of appreciation deepens the value of the 

experience and our capacities to grow from them. Caring in this context adds to our 

sense of meaning and significance. Additionally, Dewey points out that “all practical 

deliberation operates by relying on a tacitly sensed horizon of experience which 

determines the sense-giving awareness of context essential for any particular action to 

have meaning” (“Human Nature and Conduct” The Middle Works 179). Deliberation 

becomes an elaboration of the emotional involvement ensuing from the act of 

perception. Such an “emotional reaction [much like empathy],” Dewey says, “forms 

the chief materials of our own knowledge and of others” (The Early Works vol.4, 

“The Study of Ethics: A Syllabus” 179), and serves as an impetus to further action 

and an inspiration to progress.

Boisvert offers another helpful clarification pertaining to Dewey’s use of the term 

experience by pointing out that “central to [Dewey’s] understanding of experience 

was the rejection of any connotation associated with mere noetic receptivity of neutral 

data” (John Dewey: Rethinking Our Time 124). Experience is not passive it is 

participatory and subsumes outcomes and consequences. Boisvert goes on to point 
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out that the “materials of our everyday surroundings need to be woven together so 

that they do not merely accumulate, but rather culminate in a set of habits that provide 

meaningful ways on interacting with those surroundings” (124). Experience, in this 

context, is an integrated whole where the lived, everyday experience finds continuity.

Nearly eighty years prior to Dewey’s Democracy and Education, and one hundred 

years before Experience and Education, Ralph Waldo Emerson, in his 1837 address to 

the Phi Beta Kappa Society entitled “The American Scholar,” depicted the educative 

arch of a nation of all men in terms of nature, books, action, and duties. Writing of the 

influence of nature Emerson states:

Every day, the sun; and, after sunset, Night and her stars. Ever the winds 

blow: ever the grass grows. Every day, men and women, conversing, 

beholding and beholden. The scholar is he of all men whom this spectacle 

most engages. He must settle its value in his mind. What is nature to him? 

There is never a beginning, there is never an end, to the inexplicable 

continuity of this web of God, but always circular power returning into 

itself. (The Portable Emerson 25-26)

Emerson next identifies “the mind of the Past – in what ever form, whether of 

literature, of art, of institutions, that mind is inscribed” as the second great influence 

of the scholar (27). Emphasizing his preference for books, Emerson points out the 

nobility of books, along with a few cautions: “Books,” Emerson warns, “can pin you 

down, they can shift your gaze backward.” “I had better never see a book than to be 

warped by its attraction clean out of my own orbit, and made a satellite instead of a 
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system” (29). “One must be an inventor to read well” (31). The notion of 

involvement, the necessity to invent, to create, to animate is extended into Emerson’s 

thought concerning the scholar’s requirement for action. “The one thing in the world, 

of value, is the active soul” (29).  The scholar is not confined to the role of recluse or 

of mere speculation. Without action, claims Emerson, the scholar “is not yet man” nor 

can his thought ever ripen into truth (32). “It is the raw material out of which the 

intellect molds her splendid products.”  “A strange process too, this by which 

experience is converted in to thought, as a mulberry leaf is converted into satin.” “The 

manufacture goes forward at all hours” (33). 

Before going on to Emerson’s fourth component of the scholar’s experience 

dealing with duty, a brief reflection upon the preceding three points is necessary. The 

ideas conveyed by Emerson sound familiar to those of Dewey. Writing in Art as 

Experience Dewey offers his own articulation of the experience of reading one of 

Emerson’s writings. From Emerson, Dewey quotes: “Crossing a bare common, in 

snow puddles, at twilight, under a clouded sky, without having a thought any 

occurrence of special good fortune, I have enjoyed a perfect exhilaration. I am glad to

the brink of fear.” Dewey then states:

I do not see any way of accounting for the multiplicity of   experiences of 

this kind […] except on the basis that there are stirred into activity 

resonances of dispositions acquired in primitive relationships of the living 

being to its surroundings, and irrecoverable in distinct or intellectual 

consciousness. Experiences of the sort mentioned take us to a further 
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consideration that testifies to natural continuity. There is no limit to the 

capacity of immediate sensuous experience to absorb into itself meanings 

and values […]. (Art as Experience 28-29)

Dewey’s affinity for poetry and the role of the arts in general to our overall 

understanding of ourselves and of what learning and education is or could be is well 

documented. One example among many is Dewey’s 1890 commencement address at 

Smith College entitled “Poetry and Philosophy.” Charging the audience to extend to 

poetry the legitimacy afforded science, Dewey asserts: “I can not rid myself of the 

conviction that the weight and the humanity of the message of the poet are 

proportionate to the weighty and human ideas which he develops; that these ideas 

must be capable of verification to the intelligence, - must be true in that system of 

knowledge which is science, in that discussion of the meaning of experience which is 

philosophy” (The Early Works 118-119). Later in the address Dewey, speaking in a 

somewhat more poetic tone himself, reiterates the experiential and creative qualities 

of the artistically perceived, appreciated, and lived experience. “It is because,” writes 

Dewey, “amid the conventionalities and make-believes of our ordinary life, poetry 

flashes home to us some of the gold which is at the very heart and core of our every-

day existence, that poetry has its power to sustain us, its sympathy to enhearten us” 

(122). For something within an every-day existence to be experienced, perceived, and 

appreciated at a level that we recognize a meaning of the experience with our lived 

life signifies an educative experience. These flashes of gold concurrently sustain and 

advance our growth. They help distinguish the links, the connections, of those 
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elements of our lives for which we have attributed meaning or for which we, because 

of such golden experiences, can now nurture meaning and as a result have now as part 

of all that we experience in the future. “Experience in this vital sense,” Dewey points 

outs, “is defined by those situations and episodes that we spontaneously refer to as 

“real experiences;” those things of which we say in recalling them, “that was

[emphasis in original] an experience”’ (Art as Experience 36). A life experience, 

when understood as “an experience” assumes a significant level of engagement, and 

realization of potential. Dewey’s phrase, “experience in this vital sense,” evokes a 

quality of amplification, and visceral significance. To emphatically recognize and 

articulate that an experience was “an experience” necessitates a trust of self. For 

Emerson self- trust becomes the encompassing duty of the American scholar. “In self-

trust,” says Emerson, “all the virtues are comprehended” (Emerson “The American 

Scholar” 36). Educated by the influences of nature, books, action, and self-trust, the 

duties of the scholar are no small undertaking. The scholar is the world’s eye, the 

world’s heart. “Whatsoever oracles the human heart,” Emerson exclaims, “in all 

emergencies, in all solemn hours, has uttered as its commentary on the world of 

actions – these he shall receive and impart” (37). When the idea of self trust is 

conjoined with the understanding and distinction of an experience the subsequent 

ramifications of Dewey’s use of the ideas of meaning, educative, and growth take on 

a heightened level of personal and universal relevance.  

How something is learned, how something is experienced, is crucial and 

inseparable from what is learned. Attention and emphasis needs to be afforded to the 
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quality of the educative experience not just to its content. Once again, Dewey’s 

central tenet that “every experience is a moving force” and that its value can be 

judged only on the ground of what it moves toward and into” (Experience and 

Education 38) stresses that present experiences lead to future experiences, one 

carrying over to the next.5 Life lived, life animated, by a moving force of successive

growth promoting life experiences “occurs continuously, because the interaction of 

the live creature and environing conditions is involved in the very process of living” 

5 A major influence upon Dewey’s personal learning about art, especially painting, came 
about as a result of one of his students. The student was Albert Barnes. During the 1917 –
1918 school year Dewey taught advanced lecture courses on political philosophy and a course 
called “Ethics and Educational Problems.” “Barnes was a wealthy, complicated, eccentric, 
passionate businessman. He had done graduate work in chemistry at several German 
universities. He had formulated a product called Argyol, a preparation that prevented 
infection in wounds and was used by all sides of the war. Even before the war he had made a 
lot of money and assembled a fabulous collection of French impressionistic art” (Martin The 
Education of John Dewey 279). “Barnes admired Dewey’s work so much he distributed 
copies of Democracy and Education [italics in original] to all the workers in his Merion, 
Pennsylvania, factory and even gave them time off to read it” (Martin 279). In 1922 Barnes 
established the Barnes Foundation which was to be “not merely a museum but an educational 
foundation for the appreciation of art.” “Dewey lent his prestige to the Barnes Foundation by 
accepting an invitation to become founding director of education […]” (Dalton Becoming 
John Dewey 153). Barnes financed and led three summer tours to European museums and 
galleries from 1925 to 1927 accompanied by Dewey and his wife” (Dalton 154). Dewey’s 
friendship with Barnes offered him the unique opportunity to communicate closely and 
contextually about his aesthetic perspective. Additionally, through Barnes Dewey was able to
meet on several occasions Henri Matisse. During one meeting in 1930 Matisse asked Dewey 
to pose for a few charcoal sketches.

   “Matisee,” writes Thomas Dalton, “helped Dewey penetrate the individual contrivances of 
style to see the underlying rhythms and forms they embodied. Form was concerned not with 
objects or with matter but with energetic forces that bring about unity and consummation. 
Consequently, Dewey defined aesthetic form ‘as the operation of forces that carry the 
experience … to its own integral fulfillment,’ to suggest how the artist expresses his feelings 
by capturing their energy in the composition as a whole” (Dalton 159-160). “The common 
element in all the arts, technical and useful,” Dewey states, “is organization of energy as 
means for producing a result.” […] “In the esthetic object the object operates […] to pull 
together energies that have been separately occupied in dealing with many different things on 
different occasions, and to give them that particular rhythmic organization that we have 
called […] clarification, intensification, concentration” (Dewey Art as Experience 176-177).
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(Dewey Art as Experience 35). “Experience is not a rigid and closed thing;” says 

Dewey, “it is vital, and hence growing” (How We Think 156).  To understand, to 

experience, Woody Guthrie as an educator assumes and incorporates the proposition 

that the work, the art, of Woody Guthrie can evoke a meaningful life experience for 

others. Furthermore, this line of inquiry asserts that the experience and the subsequent

appraisal of significance is, or has the potential to be, the experiential equivalent to 

the act of the physical manifestation of the artistic object itself.  

Continuity

At the beginning of Art as Experience Dewey writes that he sees his task as “to 

restore continuity between the refined and intensified forms of experience that are 

works of art and the everyday events, doings, and sufferings that are universally 

recognized to constitute experience” (3). “What is true of the producer is true of the 

perceiver” (108). Experiencing art, perceiving art, can be a real experience. Stephen 

Fishman and Lucille McCarthy, in their book, John Dewey and the Challenge of 

Classroom Practice, use the phrase “enriched experience” when examining this idea. 

A rich experience, Fishman and McCarthy write, “is highly creative and aesthetically 

pleasing.” “It has development yet unity” (31). “Enriched experience is marked by a 

meaning which grows, one which accumulates, reaches out, and builds toward an 

emotionally satisfying end” (Fishman & McCarthy 31).   From the discussion above 

which dealt with the composition of an experience the analysis now turns to Dewey’s 

concept of continuity.  
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Hans-Georg Gadamer offers the following consideration:

A person who is called experienced […] is […] open to new experiences

[…]. The experienced person proves to be…someone who is radically 

undogmatic; who, because of the many experiences he has had and the 

knowledge he has drawn from them, is particularly well equipped to have 

new experiences and to learn from them. The dialectic of experience has its 

proper fulfillment not in definitive knowledge but in the openness to 

experience itself that is made possible by experience itself. (Truth and 

Method 355) 

Walter Okshevsky’s article; “Understanding as Self-Understanding:Recovering

the Question,” retells the transformative experience of a high school boy at music 

camp where “life happened in the shape of music” and he [the boy] experienced 

music “and became significantly more experienced in its light.” “More importantly,” 

states Okshevsky, “pedagogically and existentially, this life-encounter has left him 

with a deeper openness to the possibility for [emphasis in original] experiencing”  

(par. 2). Once again, as Gadamer states above, the continuity of meaningful 

experiences promote and are made possible by experience itself.  In this example we 

see the application of continuity as it pertains to the boy (organism) and the 

environment, continuity of process, and continuity of inquiry. Each of these 

experiential complexities intersects with one another and influence subsequent 

experiences.
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The concept of continuity adds the dimension or criterion of discrimination to the 

full understanding of experience. “The principle of continuity of experience,” states 

Dewey, “means that every experience both takes up something from those which 

have gone before and modifies in some way the quality of those which come after”   

(Education and Experience 35).  Perception and appreciation converge in the 

formation of meaning wherein the relation of a thing or an experience is connected or 

associated with other things or experiences. Within the experience of meaning lies the 

consciousness of the continuity or link of the past with the present and possibility for 

purposeful activity. The aim constructed to carry out an activity “signifies that an 

activity has become intelligent” (Democracy and Education 117) resulting therefore 

in growth, and it is the directionality of growth, according to Dewey, that first and 

foremost exemplifies and distinguishes the continuity of an educative experience 

from that which is mis- educative. “For Dewey, continuity [emphasis in original] is 

educationally effective when a sequence of experiences, despite occasional cul de 

sacs and detours, is so driven by deeply held purposes that it coheres, develops, and 

finds fulfillment […]” (Fishman and McCarthy John Dewey and the Challenge of 

Classroom Practice 32).

“The very notion of continuity,” writes Gerald Mozur, “in its most primitive sense 

has two fundamental characteristics: (1) the general connectedness between elements 

of experience and between experience and nature and (2) the irreducibly processive 

character of nature paradigmatically illustrated by organic growth” (“Dewey’s 

Principle of Continuity” 12). Growth, be it physical, intellectual or moral, must be 
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further examined in the light of the “direction the growth takes place, the end toward 

which it tends” (Dewey Experience and Education 36).  What are the components, the 

influences, of directionality? What qualities have there been in prior experiences that 

avail themselves to growth? Again, our understanding of the direction of growth, like 

that of experience, involves both the quality and the meaning appropriated to the 

breadth and depth of the experiential continuum. One important element that is 

integral to the individual’s understanding and utilization of past experience and 

construction of meaningful growth is captured in the role of imagination. In the 

closing paragraphs of Experience and Education, Dewey asserts that in order for 

experiences to be educative they must “lead out into an expanding world of subject 

matter, a subject of facts or information and of ideas.”  “This condition,” Dewey goes 

on to point out, “is satisfied only as the educator views teaching and learning as a 

continuous process of reconstruction of experience” (87).  This continuous process of 

reconstruction of experience is not bound to the educator/student arrangement. The 

reconstruction of experience is the requisite cornerstone for all learning arrangements. 

Be it teacher/student, adult/child, or self/environment the reconstructive process 

remains. So too does the dynamic of imagination remain.  Imagination is central and 

necessary to the development of intelligent activity and is therefore a necessity for 

any meaningful education. Dewey’s idea of “leading out in to an expanding world” 

and the notion of possible horizons can only be considered in an imagined context. 

The reconstruction of experience can be understood along similar lines as 

imagination.  To reconstruct demands that ones must reorganize and rearrange 
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collected material. They must also provide unity, continuity, and scope to a situation 

which is, in actuality, a mix of continuity and discontinuity.  In both reconstruction 

and in imagination there is a bringing into existence of something new. R. Keith 

Sawyer offers a helpful elaboration to the understanding of imagination in his article 

“Imagination and the Creative Process: Dewey, Collingwood, and the Aesthetics of  

Spontineity” when he makes the point that “Creativity in interactional domains, 

including teaching, parenting, and mentoring, is recognized to be important to our 

lives and our culture” (152). Sawyer goes on to speak of the “contingency of 

improvisational interaction […] and the coherent interaction of each social act” (152). 

As discussed above, the imaginative inner reconstruction of experience is essentially 

a private, process-focused endeavor. But ultimately, as Dewey points out, “Even the 

composition conceived in the head and therefore, physically private, is public in its 

significant content, since it is conceived with reference to execution in a product that 

is perceptible and hence belongs to the common world” (Art as Experience 51). 

Sawyer’s main point is his claim, like that of Dewey’s, for the aesthetic valuation of 

the “improvisational interaction and creativity of everyday settings, including 

teaching, collaborating, parenting, and leadership” (Sawyer 159). 

In Dewey and Eros, Jim Garrison’s elaboration of the role of artistic imagination 

in Dewey’s philosophical thought moves the idea of imagination beyond the realm of 

requisite knowledge to that of wisdom, or as the key to grasping what Garrison calls 

“transformational possibilities.” What emerges is the understanding that imagination, 

the development of imagination through contiguous experiences, becomes part of the 
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composition of the residue left behind from prior experiences and is then reanimated 

in the present reconstruction of experience. Imagination is a trace element, a key 

ingredient to any current or possible action.  If, as Dewey suggests, imagination is the 

chief instrument of the good, then understanding the principle of continuity and the 

implications of the nurturance of imagination along and throughout the experiential 

continuum is necessary.

The importance of the role of imagination in the experiential continuum is 

amplified when consideration is given to the absence, or constriction, of imagination 

in and throughout extended periods of development.  Good, bad, or indifferent, 

continuity operates regardless of the quality of the experience. When imagination is 

teamed with purpose the educative experience takes on the formation of mastery and 

control. Creative, destructive, or dismissive “every experience, both takes up 

something from those which have gone before and modifies in some way the quality 

of those which come after” (Dewey Experience and Education 27). A learner might 

then move out into the expanding world of ideas hampered by the cumulative effects 

of miseducative, meaningless experiences. Dewey cautions that such a sequence of 

experiences leads to a lost impetus to learn and a callousness to ideas (26).  

Furthermore, and with broader implications for the adult learner and the citizen of a 

country, while discontinuous experiences “may be lively, vivid, and interesting, their 

disconnectedness may artificially generate dispersive, disintegrated, centrifugal 

habits” (26). “The consequence of formation of such habits” Dewey cautions, “is 

inability to control future experiences.” “They are then taken, either by way of 
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enjoyment or of discontent and revolt.” “Under such circumstances, it is idle to talk of 

self-control” (26). By not being able to talk of, or experience self-control, a person, 

according to Dewey, has only the illusion of freedom (65).  Conversely, the 

culmination of educative experiences embedded with the exercise and actualization of 

free and meaningful and deliberate outward action is requisite for intelligent growth 

and for meaningful membership in a democratic society. Turning once again to 

Dewey and Eros, Garrison reiterates the vital role which imagination plays within the 

good society. Garrison states that, “Dewey preferred poetic moral prophets to Plato’s 

scientistic philosopher kings as inspirers of democratic social hope.” “The difference 

between them is that Plato’s ideal was of a static society, one constructed according 

to timeless laws, while Dewey’s vision was of a democracy constantly reconstructing 

itself to adapt to changing circumstances and – hopefully – progressing” (135). 

Sam Stack makes the argument in “Reclaiming our Children: The Aesthetic as 

Transforming and Emancipating” that “when a child’s imagination is not released, 

that child may have difficulty locating self and ultimately the role of self in society.” 

“Without a basic understanding of self, what Dewey might call self-realization, the 

notion of empathy and democracy as ethical association have no meaning and cannot 

exist" (Stack par.7).  Additionally, Dewey stresses that extending from this growth is 

the “means to freedom which is power: power to frame purposes, to judge wisely, to 

evaluate desires by the consequences which will result from acting upon them; power 

to select and order means to carry chosen ends into operation” (Experience and 

Education 64). Imagination, for Dewey, “designates a quality that animates and 
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pervades all processes of making and observation. It is the large and generous 

blending of interests at the point where the mind comes in contact with the world” 

(Art as Experience 267). Dewey extends the reach of the imaginative mind beyond 

the world to realm of the universe.  From A Common Faith Dewey states, “The whole

[emphasis in original] self is an ideal.” “Hence, the idea of a thoroughgoing and deep 

seated harmonizing of the self with the Universe (as a name for the totality of 

conditions with which the self is connected) operates only through imagination” (19). 

Imagination in this context becomes a dynamic form of interaction.  The extent to 

which the continuity of experience is conceived, and ultimately established, has direct 

bearing upon the learner’s capacity to “live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent 

experiences” (Dewey Experience and Education 28). That individuals have 

subsequent experiences means that individuals “live in a series of situations” 

comprised of  objective conditions” and of “internal conditions” (40). For Dewey, the 

imposition of external, objective conditions at the expense of the individual’s, 

personal internal conditions subverts experiences that lead to growth. In other words, 

the learner needs to be afforded the chance to learn how to create an order to the 

environment which is, in part, of their own construction and experience.

Interaction

To begin, it is helpful to remind ourselves that continuity and interaction are the 

determinants of the quality of an experience as well as providing a measure for an 

educative experience. Writing in John Dewey and the Challenge of Classroom 
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Practice, Fishman and McCarthy emphasize the importance of these two concepts and 

offer the following explanation: 

With regard to the first half of the dualism, Dewey uses the term continuity

[emphasis in original] to indicate that experiences are complex temporarly, 

[emphasis in original] penetrating one another, earlier ones leaving deposits 

or residues which influence later ones. By contrast, interaction, [emphasis in 

original] for Dewey, indicates that each individual’s experience is complex 

spatially, [emphasis in original] the result of an exchange between an 

organism and its environment-environment [emphasis in original] used in 

the broad sense to include subjects talked about, books read, or experiments 

carried out. Dewey characterizes continuity and interaction as “the 

longitudinal and lateral aspects of experience” (30).

“Experience,” says Dewey, “is the result, the sign, the reward of that interaction 

of organism and environment which […] is a transformation of interaction into 

participation and communication” (Art as Experience 22). The interplay between the 

principles of continuity, interaction, and the experiential continuum can be thought of, 

according to Dewey, as “the longitudinal and the lateral aspects of experience” 

(Experience and Education 45). The vertical lines depict interaction along the 

experiential continuum with the environment. The horizontal line represents 

successive experiences along the experiential continuum. The circles depict the 

experience of a meaningful situation wherein the understanding of the here-and- now 

is integrated with the understanding of prior experience and reconstructed for the 
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understanding forthcoming experiences. “The new facts and new ideas thus 

obtained,” says Dewey, “become the ground for further experiences in which new 

problems are presented” (Experience and Education 79) “The process goes on as long 

as life and learning continue” (Dewey Experience and Education 44). 

It is important to keep in mind that “an experience is always what it is because of 

a transaction taking place between an individual and what, at the time, constitutes his 

environment, whether the latter consists of persons with whom he is talking about 

some topic or event, the subject talked about being also part of the situation; or the 

toys with which he is playing; the book he is reading […]; or the materials of an 

experiment he is performing.” “The environment, in other words, is whatever 

conditions interact with personal needs, desires, purposes, and capacities to create the 

experience which is had” (Dewey Experience and Education 43-44).  Dewey 

identifies these as internal and objective conditions of experience and together, or 

taken in their interaction, they form a situation (42). These internal and external 

conditions, which comprise a situation, represent the environmental realms wherein 

an enriched, or non-enriched experience occurs. Depending upon the extent to which 

the objective and internal conditions are established so that they may bring about a 

situation where the learner’s interaction in the dual environments results in a 

meaningful experience the learner will be prepared and open to effectively experience 

and understand the situations which follow.  This is an important point, as Dewey 

points out: “The two principles of continuity and interaction are not separate from 

each other.” “They intercept and unite” (Experience and Education 44). Dewey goes 
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on to stress that in the absence of a continuity of experiences as described above the 

individual’s “course of experience is disorderly” (44), the world becomes split off and 

divided from the individual. “What avail is it to win prescribed amounts of 

information about geography and history, to win ability to read and write,” Dewey 

pointedly states, “if in the process the individual loses his own soul: loses his 

appreciation of things worth while, of the values to which these things and, above all, 

loses the ability to extract meaning from his future experiences as they occur” (49)?

The following section from Anton Donoso’s article, “The Transactional 

Relationship Between Poetry and Philosophy According to John Dewey,” 

contextualizes the aforementioned principles of experience, continuity and interaction 

and reconnects these ideas to the work of art. Donoso writes:

Art as Experience restates Dewey’s thought on human life, as the context

 in which poetry arises. For him, “life is activity” (255; 260) between the 

 human organism and its environment resulting in experience. “Experience

 occurs continually because the interaction…of the live creature and 

environing conditions is involved in the very process of living” (35; 42).

Whenever activity is obscured, desires or needs arise. The distinctive human

response to satisfying these needs, to solving these problems,

is thinking in its various forms—what might be termed common sense,

 religious, artistic, or esthetic (including poetic), philosophic and scientific 

thinking.

   Although all [emphasis in original] conscious experience has, of 
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necessity, some degree of imagination operative, connecting present 

experiences with prior experiences to create meanings and values (272; 

276), “[in] every work of art, however, these meanings are actually 

embodied in a material thereby becomes the medium for their expression. 

This fact constitutes the peculiarity of all experience that is definitely 

esthetic” (273; 277). Thus, “art is a quality that permeates an experience 

[…]” (326; 329). “For esthetic experience is experience in its integrity…, 

we might say that esthetic experience is pure experience” (272; 278). (92)

“To be engrossed with what one is doing,” writes Phillip Jackson, “to feel deeply 

about its meaningfulness, to undergo, even if only for a time, the near erasure of the

traditional distinction between inner and outer, subjective and objective, to feel as   

one with the object taking form under one’s own agency—that Dewey tells us, is 

what it means to be artfully engaged in doing something” (Jackson “Dewey’s 1906 

Definition of Art” 172). To be artfully engaged in doing something […].  This idea, 

this notion, spans the gap between object and the creator, between the artifact of 

production and the viewer/audience. To partake, in this context, gives credence to the 

experience of bringing about form, and to the experience of, and with, the form after 

its completion. Additionally, the prominence that the role of the artistic experience 

plays throughout much of Dewey’s writing serves as an exemplar of Dewey’s own 

lived reconstruction of experience as well as his personal intellectual investment into 

his theory of experience.  The following two excerpts, the first from Experience and 
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Education, the second from The Poems of John Dewey, illustrate the interplay 

between Dewey’s own engaged statement and expression towards the miseducative 

constraints and customs of traditional education. From Education and Experience

Dewey states:

The traditional scheme is, in essence, one of imposition from above and 

from outside. It imposes adult standards, subject-matter, and methods upon

those who are only growing slowly towards maturity. The gap is so great 

that the required subject-matter, the methods of learning and of behaving are 

foreign to the existing capacities of the young. They are beyond the reach of 

the experience the young learners already posses. Consequently, they must 

be imposed; even good teachers will use devices of art to cover up the 

imposition so as to relieve it of obviously brutal features. (18 -19)

From his poem entitled, “Education” Dewey expresses:

Our much preparation is a thick wall

Through which thy yet continued call

Arrives suppressed, altered in sense

Through medium, sound-proof, dense,

We built laborious, learning’s fence,

Behind which we hide from thy creations

Till we change by safe translations

Wild things wondrous spoken in a tongue

Once our own, native, personal; now hung
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Stammering and alien, language

Of us who labor for scant wage

In lands where we are foreign born

Living protected, safe, - and forlorn. (51)

Artistry

The recurrent and various expressions of the artistic experience which run throughout 

Dewey’s writings suggest an emblematic glimpse into the articulation of Dewey’s 

own lived, and artistic, experience. In a commencement address at Smith College in 

1890 Dewey opened his speech, entitled “Poetry and Philosophy,” with an excerpt 

from poet and writer Matthew Arnold. From that passage, Dewey quotes the 

following; “More and more mankind will discover that we have to turn to poetry to 

interpret life for us, to console us, to sustain us. Without poetry our science will 

appear incomplete; and most of what now passes for religion and philosophy will be 

replaced by poetry” (Dewey The Early Works110). Writing in the Psychological 

Review, 1902, Dewey’s article, “Interpretation of Savage Mind,” positions the 

concepts of growth, situational problem-solving, and reconstruction (each integral to 

Dewey’s educational thinking) at the center of his cultural analysis. The role and 

capacity of art within the savage community, in this case the Australian corrobores, 

occupy “the cultivation to the highest point of skill and emotional availability of the 

instrumentalities and modes of a dramatic life” (226). Once again casting an 

interpretive eye upon a subgroup, Dewey acknowledges the centrality of art, of 

making, this time in the context of his book, The School and Society, 1902. 
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Challenging objections to the inclusion of art, and manual training into the 

elementary schools, Dewey illustrates the “connection of the art side with the 

constructive side.” “Upon the whole, with the younger children especially, the art 

impulse is connected mainly with the social instinct – the desire to tell, to represent.” 

Art in the curriculum, Dewey points out, is to be understood more as an “appeal to 

our impulses and tendencies to make, to do, to create, to produce” than merely as a 

means to “accumulate information and to get control of the symbols of learning” (47, 

26). Challenging prevailing conceptions of moral education as merely formalities, 

arbitrary, and conformity focused, in Moral Principles in Education, 1909, Dewey 

aligns art and the “introduction of every method that appeals to the child’s active 

powers, to his capacities in construction, production, and creation, marks an 

opportunity to shift the center of ethical gravity from an absorption which is selfish to 

a service which is social” (26).

Dewey gave us an expansive and accessible, single-sentence definition of art in 

his 1906 address to the Joint Convention of the Eastern Art Teachers Association and 

the Eastern Manual Training Association. Art, as Dewey understands it, is “[t]o feel 

the meaning of what one is doing, and to rejoice in that meaning: to unite in one 

concurrent fact the unfolding of the inner life and the ordered development of 

material conditions—that is art” (qtd in Jackson “Dewey’s 1906 Definition of Art” 

167). Dewey’s thirty-seven word sentence, as Phillip Jackson points out, “constitutes 

a step in the direction of demystifying art with a capital A, while at the same time 

democratizing it.” “It reveals the concept of art as being central to a model of human 
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flourishing” (Jackson 177).  Focusing on the role of the educator in the development 

and growth of students’ capacity to think, How We Think, 1910, Dewey lays out 

elemental factors which are necessary on the part of the teacher in order to 

conceptualize and to actualize teaching and thinking as art. Stated concisely, “the 

teacher’s own claim to rank as an artist is measured by his ability to foster the attitude 

of the artist in those who study with him” (Dewey 220).  In Democracy and 

Education, 1916, art, in this example the artistic attitude is viewed as an integral 

component of a democratic society.  Specifically, Dewey makes the connection 

between the societal and educational development of an artistic attitude and the 

subsequent, and desired, manifestation of a social condition in which the work and 

interests of individuals have deeper and significant meaning and purpose resulting in 

creative discipline and “an identification of it with growth in constructive power of 

achievement” (140,142).  The growth in a constructive power of achievement has 

implications at the individual and societal level concurrently. As Dewey lays out his 

argument in a search for the great society in The Public and its Problems, 1927, he 

turns to Walt Whitman as a “seer,” as one who has possessed and inspired a view of 

democracy as a way of living and “of free and enriching communion.” 

Foreshadowing Dewey’s inclusive view of democracy as a way of living, Whitman 

proclaims, “Did you, too, O friend, suppose democracy was only for elections, for 

politics, and for a party name? I say democracy is only of use there that it may pass 

on and come to its flower and fruits in manners, in the highest forms of interaction 

between men, and their beliefs – in religion, literature, colleges, and schools –
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democracy in all public and private life […]” (Whitman “Democratic Vistas” The 

Portable Walt Whitman 423). The responsive art of communication, the physical 

machinery of transmission and circulation, dissemination, presentation - these matters 

and more are to be taken into account when considering the environment in which the 

public can formulate authentic and adequate opinion and the “freeing of social 

inquiry.” “In the end,” Dewey points out, “works of art are the only media of 

complete and unhindered communication between man and man that can occur in a 

world full of gulfs and walls that limit community of experience” (Art as Experience

105).  Once again, Dewey places the role of the artistic experience at the center of 

importance. “The function of art,” Dewey states, “has always been to break through 

the crust of conventionalized and routine consciousness.” “Artist have always been 

the real purveyors of news, for it is not the outward happening in itself which is new, 

but the kindling by it of emotions, perception and appreciation” (The Public and it’s 

Problems 183, 184).  “People of old,” Dewey writes in the beginning of The Quest for 

Certainty, 1929, “wavered between thinking arts to be a gift of the gods and to be an 

invasion of their prerogatives.” “Both versions testify to the sense of something 

extraordinary in the arts, something either superhuman or unnatural” (3-4). In 

Experience and Nature, 1929, Dewey dissolves the dichotomies separating art from 

the worlds of philosophy, science, and knowledge. “When this perception dawns, it 

will be a commonplace that art – the mode of activity that is charged with meanings 

capable of immediately enjoyed possession – is the complete culmination of nature, 

and that ‘science” is properly a handmaiden that conducts natural events to this happy 
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issue.” “For wherever there is art the contingent and ongoing no longer work at cross 

purposes with the formal and recurrent but commingle in harmony” (358, 359).  

Later, in Art as Experience,1934,  Dewey sets out  to “restore continuity between the 

refined and intensified forms of experience that are works of art and the everyday 

events, doings, and sufferings that are universally recognized to constitute 

experience” (3). The arts, or the art experience, restore this continuity by creatively 

bringing about new and significant experiences and expressing these in a manner 

which is meaningful. This manner of communication, Dewey points out, “is the 

process of creating participation, of making common what had been isolated and 

singular; and part of the miracle it achieves is that, in being communicated, the 

conveyance of meaning gives body and definiteness to the experience of the one who 

utters as well as to that of those who listen” (244). 

The final example in this section does not use the terms “artistic experience” or 

“the arts” explicitly. In his essay, “Creative Democracy-The Task Before Us,” Dewey 

shared with friends and colleagues, who had gathered for his eightieth birthday on 

October 20, 1939, once again, the importance of understanding democracy. 

Democracy, according to Dewey, is not solely an external event, but more 

importantly, an internal, lived experience which demands the same artistic and 

creative yearnings and growth for both to move into their respective, full possibilities. 

“Democracy,” Dewey states, “is belief in the ability of human experience to generate 

the aims and methods by which further experience will grow in ordered richness. 

Since the process of experience is capable of being educative, faith in democracy is 
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all one faith in experience and education” (Ratner The Philosopher of the Common 

Man 227).

Theory and Practice

“Dewey was a complex thinker,” says Raymond Boisvert, in John Dewey: Rethinking 

Our Time, “who held together many strands that we might no longer think blend 

particularly well” (161).  The identification of the thematic strands of the artistic 

experience found throughout Dewey’s lifelong work has been highlighted here to 

support the thesis of this study. The references to Dewey’s ongoing analysis of art 

and the artistic experience are in no way exhaustive. Still, the continuity of the 

concept, and its continuous reconstruction over the span of Dewey’s life, signifies the 

integrity and integration of the stated theoretical ideal with the lived and expressed 

life experience.

In addition to aiding the reader’s understanding of Dewey’s broader 

conceptualization of the artistic experience, the above section can also be analyzed 

within the concepts of experience, continuity, and interaction. Within each of the 

examples cited, Dewey himself is experiencing his idea, his understanding of the 

“artistic experience.”6 The significance and meaning of this idea, it can be assumed,

6 Thomas Dalton provides an illuminating example of a personal experience Dewey wherein 
encounters his varied perspectives of the work of artists. From Becoming John Dewey Dalton 
writes, “In commemoration of Dewey’s seventieth birthday (the year Dewey became 
emeritus at Columbia) a group of his former students and colleagues commissioned a bust by 
Jacob Epstein. The real gift they gave Dewey was the opportunity to assume the twin 
perspectives involved in “having” and [italics in original] “undergoing” an experience 
simultaneously, as the subject of an artist’s skillful craft and as an observer of his artistic 
techniques. When Dewey viewed the bust from the point of view of the artist’s attempt to 
express his unique character and identity, he was perplexed with how Epstein captured“rather 
more forces than my face has I think.” He related to Barnes that the bust appeared 
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is of such a degree and quality that Dewey perceives and appreciates the experience 

in a manner that stimulates a movement towards further growth and inquiry into the 

idea. As evidenced by Dewey’s conscious incorporation of the artistic experience 

throughout his various writings, one can see the recurring and reconstructed residue 

of past experiences with the idea. Dewey is progressively fusing and recombining his 

understanding with new artistic experiences over time and within new spheres of 

inquiry. As Timothy Smith points out, “the principle of continuity of experience 

reminds us that all experience has a backward and forward dimension” (“Dewey on 

Virtue” par. 3). Additionally, the dynamics of the principle of continuity would 

describe this as not only modifying the quality of subsequent experiences but also 

organizing and “changing the objective conditions under which subsequent 

experiences take place” (Dewey Experience and Education 38-39). “In a similar 

fashion,” Smith writes, “the principle of interaction recalls for us that both internal 

and external factors in experience must interlock and be given equal attention for the 

educational process to advance” (“Dewey on Virtue” par.3). 

Furthermore, each of these reconstructions provides a marker, a signpost, along 

the experiential continuum of a vertical interaction or situation. Recall the definition 

multifaceted in which “the front view is reflective, a melancholy philosopher; the right view 
grim, and the left with a suspicion of a smile, and yet all views hang together, anyway, that is 
my impression.” 

   “By adopting the perspective of an artist,” Dalton continues, “Dewey gained even more 
insights about how contrasting natural forces contributed to an overall facial expression and 
attitude. The different emotions that he may have felt during each sitting were harmonized 
through the skillful organization of the underlying energies of the forces involved in their 
expression” (Becoming John Dewey 160 -161).
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for  interaction which states that “an experience is always what it is because of a 

transaction taking place between an individual and what, at the time, constitutes his 

environment” (Dewey Experience and Education  43). Lastly, this interaction, this 

condition of learning, is to be viewed “as a continuous process of reconstruction of 

experience” which in turn requires the perspective of viewing “every present 

experience as a moving force in influencing what future experiences will be” (Dewey 

87). Keeping with Dewey’s thinking that the process of experience is paramount to 

any end, it seems appropriate that the attempt to capture the full grasp of an educative 

experience be ongoing.

Needless to say, “Dewey’s educational writings cannot be properly understood 

without an appreciation for the whole system of his thought” (Garrison, Review of 

Boisvert’s John Dewey: Rethinking Our Time par. 2). “Only then,” James Garrison 

points out, “is it possible to make sense of Dewey’s conjecture that philosophy may 

even be defined as the general theory of education” (par. 2). Such an appreciation 

invites the consideration of questions such as: “What would happen if we applied 

Dewey’s definition as broadly as possible—if we started looking for degrees of 

artfulness in all our doings, not only in our schools and our personal lives but 

throughout the entire fabric of our society” (Jackson “Dewey’s 1906 Definition of 

Art” 177)? What would be different? Would the cultivation of a deeper respect for 

concrete human experiences and its potentialities, as Dewey offers in Experience and 

Nature, alter our sense of value for, and investment in, one another (38)? How might 

we approach our understanding of what teaching and learning is, or could be, if this 
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idea were put into practice?  How could we understand someone like Woody Guthrie 

as an educator? 

Dewey’s theoretical statement is centered squarely within the experience of the 

individual. Dewey challenged those philosophers who have “cast aspersion upon the 

things of everyday experience, the things of action and affection and social 

intercourse, they have done something worse than fail to give these affairs the 

intelligent direction they so much need” (Experience and Nature 38). The depth and 

complexity of Dewey’s philosophy can be interpreted as an expression of the respect 

he ascribed to the individual life experience. However, the complexity of Dewey’s 

theory need not obscure its accessibility and lived expression. In order “to avoid 

vacuous abstractions of theory untested by experience and the futile tinkering of 

practice devoid of any systematic thought,” as Hillesheim & Merrill warn in their 

book, Theory and Practice in the History of American Education (xvii), key elements 

of John Dewey’s educational theory have here been defined and will now be applied 

to, and analyzed through, the life experiences of Woody Guthrie. 
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Chapter Five:

Guthrie’s Lived Experience

A great part of John Dewey’s life involved the intellectual and public engagement 

of resolving dichotomies. A simple glance at a few his book titles reveals his 

persistent effort to bridge dualities: Experience and Education, Democracy and 

Education, The Public and its Problems, The School and Society, Freedom and 

Culture, Experience and Nature, and A Common Faith. Dewey took issue with 

humankind’s tendency “to think in terms of extreme opposites,” and of “formulating 

beliefs in terms of Either-Ors” [emphasis in original] (Experience and Education 17). 

Writing in Logic: The Theory of Inquiry Dewey dismisses either-or thinking as 

“probably being the source of more fallacious reasoning in philosophical discourse 

and in moral and social inquiries than any other sort of fallacy” (346). It stands to 

reason that the unlikely pairing of John Dewey and Woody Guthrie in an examination 

of educational theory and practice requires a resolution to what Dewey identifies as a 

“contrary proposition” (Logic: The Theory of Inquiry 192).Seeking to span the gap 

that can all too easily exist between theory and practice,   James Hillesheim and 

George Merrill present the following guiding thought in the opening paragraph of the 

Preface to Theory and Practice in the History of American Education: A Book of 

Readings:

Theory without practice is empty; practice without theory is blind. This

dictum expresses our conviction that theories-particularly educational
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theories-unless tested in experience, degenerate into vacuous abstractions,

               and that practice-particularly educational practice-unless guided by

               systematic thought, degenerates into futile tinkering. (xvii)

Hillesheim and Merrill’s dictum, in regards to this study, shall be interpreted more 

as “a pronouncement of principle than as an observation intended as authoritative” 

(Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition  322). As indicated in the 

thesis of this paper, by examining the expressed and animated lived experience of key 

components of Dewey’s educational theory through the expressed and animated life 

experiences of works of Woody Guthrie, the once “contrary proposition” can now, as 

Dewey says, “[…] be satisfied in the course of continuity of inquiry” (Logic 346).  

between theory and practice will be spanned and elaborated upon. The definitions and 

explanations established in Chapter Four serve as signposts helping to direct the 

course of inquiry.  Still, while the theoretical elements of analysis Dewey’s 

educational theory have been laid out, and the overall scope of the paper has been 

stated, and organized,t the realization of the full expression of these stated theoretical 

elements has not been explained in any animated, lived manner. This brings us to 

another important distinction between statement and expression. As Dewey points 

out, the distinction between that which is stated and that which is expressed involves 

the generalized nature of statement contrasted with the “local habitation” of the 

expressive. 

              An intellectual statement is valuable in the degree in which it conducts

              the mind to many things all of the same kind. It is effective in the extent
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          to which, like an even pavement, it transports us easily to many places. The 

              meaning of an expressive object, on the contrary, is individualized. (Art as

Experience 90)

Returning to Hillesheim and Merrill’s dictum concerning the interdependency of 

theory with practice, the following turn of phrase poses a curious adaptation for 

consideration: statement without expression is alone, expression without statement is 

lonely. To illustrate the distinction, and eventual fusion, of statement and expression 

Dewey utilizes a particular instance involving Vincent Van Gogh as he strives to 

explain to his brother a “view” he has of the Rhone River. From Art as Experience

Dewey quotes Van Gogh writing to his brother, “I have a view of the Rhone – the 

iron bridge at Trinquetaille, in which sky and river are the color of absinthe, the quays 

a shade of lilac, the figures leaning on the parapet, blackish, the iron bridge an intense 

blue, with a note of vivid orange in the background, and a note of intense malachite” 

(Van Gogh qtd. in Art as Experience 86). “Here is statement,” Dewey then says, “of a 

sort calculated to lead his brother to a like “view.” “But who, from the words alone—

‘“I am trying to get something utterly heart- broken”’—could infer the transition that 

Vincent himself make to the particular expressiveness [emphasis in original] he 

desired to achieve in his picture?”  “These words,” Dewey then adds, “taken by 

themselves are not the expression; they only hint at it. The expressiveness, the […] 

meaning, is the picture itself” (86). Granted, such poignant statements accentuate 

keen theory and display an elegance which in effect amplifies their scope and overall 

meaning. Yet, it is the very assignment of the distinguishing factors of, for instance, 
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keenness or poignancy, that adds expressive qualities to an object or experience. 

There is a transformational dynamic during this attachment of broadened meaning, 

objects, or events, or ideas, as Dewey would say, are re-arranged in imagination. And 

as Phillip Jackson says; “The more we know about an object, the more we discover 

about its connections with other worldly things, the richer its meaning becomes” 

(John Dewey and the Lessons of Art 26). 

In the context of this research study, the expanded meaning of the stated 

theoretical aspects of Dewey’s educational experience gained through inquiry become 

part of the objects/theoretical components themselves. The expanded meanings, the 

range of applications, the analogous relationships, have altered the quality, the value, 

of those ideas. The bare, stated idea exists now, not in isolation, but is experienced in 

interaction. Concurrently, the sustained investigation into the works of Woody 

Guthrie have extended the realm of experience and meaning beyond the prescribed 

delineations of, say, folk music or ethnomusicology. Now, Guthrie’s work is not 

experienced and understood solely in reference to Guthrie alone. Jackson explains 

this as a “residue of our encounters with art objects-the record of their impact that 

lingers in the form of enduring changes within the self-might be said to comprise art’s 

instructional [emphasis in original] function, if we take that term to refer broadly to 

the fruit of all life’s lessons, whether explicitly taught or casually learned” (John 

Dewey and the Lessons of Art 33). Dewey states  the idea as statement and

expression being conjointly experienced, “continuous merging, one part leading to 
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another and as one part carries on what went before, each gains distinctness in itself, 

the consummation of movement” (Art as Experience 36-38).

The Artist Alive

Compiling lecture notes and correspondence from over a twenty-three year period 

from 1900 through 1923, American painter and teacher, Robert Henri, begins his 

book;, The Art Spirit, by stating: “Art when really understood is the province of every 

human being.” Later, Henri writes, “When the artist is alive in any person, whatever 

his kind of work may be, he becomes an inventive, searching, daring, self-expressing 

creature” (15). Similarly, Dewey states that “The artist, scientist, citizen, parent, as far 

as they are actuated by the spirit of their callings, are controlled by the unseen.” “For 

all endeavor for the better is moved by faith in what is possible, not by adherence to 

the actual” (A Common Faith 24).  By the artist being the province of all, then the 

propensity for bringing about deeper understanding and broadened sense of meaning 

is accessible and realizable by all. Dewey explains a similar view of art in this context 

as “communication […] the process of creating participation, of making common 

what has been isolated and singular; and part of the miracle it achieves is that, in 

being communicated, the conveyance of meaning gives body and definiteness to the 

experience of the one who utters as well as to that of those who listen” (Art as 

Experience 244). The inventive, expressive person who, through art, through 

communication, is giving meaning for themselves and others represents, according to 

Dewey, the “force of art.”. “The expressions that constitute art are communication in 

its pure undefiled form.” “Art breaks through barriers that divide human beings, 
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which are impermeable in ordinary association” (Dewey Art as Experience 244). 

“Expression of experience,” Dewey goes on to write, “is public and communicating 

because the experiences expressed are what they are because of experiences of the 

living and the dead that have shaped them” (270). Looked at another way, one 

creative experience brings about another. In experience, things are transformed 

through interaction. “The self acts as well as undergoes. The organism brings with it 

through its own structure, native and acquired, forces that play a part in the 

interaction” (Dewey 246). The question then arises, to what extent has the organism, 

the individual, had the opportunity to experience their own realization of the artistic 

experience in their own life and with their own life materials? And from their own 

materials, “I hope we will come to an understanding that the material used is only 

incidental,” says Henri, “that there is artist in every man; and that to him the  

possibility of “development and of expression and the happiness of creation is as 

much a right and as much a duty to himself, as to any of those who work in the 

especially ticketed ways” (The Art Spirit 225). Furthermore, when, and how 

meaningfully, has the artist been alive within and throughout a person’s lived 

experience? And from such lived experience the person has moved on and into being 

“the deepest thinker, the kindest appreciator, the clearest and simplest, frankest 

creator he can be today, for by so doing he is the master of such as he has today, and 

that he is master today is the only dependable evidence that he will master tomorrow 

[…].” (Henri 225). Henri’s statements echo those of Dewey cited earlier in Chapter 

Four.: Dewey the theorist, Henri the painter, - both educators. 
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Aaron Copland, like Dewey and Henri, addresses similar dynamics pertaining to 

the depth and range of understanding the creative experience in his 1952 book, Music 

and Imagination. Of particular interest are Copland’s insights and questions dealing 

with considerations of creativity. “Why,” Copland probes, “is the creative impulse 

never satisfied? Why is the work never done? Why must one always begin again?” 

(Copland 51, 52). According to Copland, individuals “create”, they affirm their own 

sense of being alive, so that they may understand who they are. “The reason for 

renewed creativity is that each added work brings with it and element of self-

discovery. Since self-knowledge is a never-ending search, each new work is only a 

part-answer to the question  ‘Who am I?’ and brings with it the need to go on to other 

and different part-answers” (51). To go on to “other” and “different” part-answers 

implies a movement from what once was to an experience which interacts with the 

new and what is. Though not stated outright, the assumption on Copland’s part is that 

the creative individual has had significant and meaningful experiences throughout 

their life such that a mastery and trust of those experiences has established the core or 

basis for that individual’s experiential continuity. Copland goes on and delineates 

additional conceptual elements of what Dewey’s means by an educative experience. 

Of particular note is the following wherein Copland, like Dewey, recognizes the 

shared creative experience between artist and audience. Copland is talking about the 

artist being alive and bringing into existence something original. Copland writes that  

artistic work is “of more than merely private import”: 
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[…] because each new and significant work of art is a unique formulation of 

experience; an experience that would be utterly lost if it were not captured 

and set down by the artist. No other artist will ever make that particular 

formulation in exactly that way. And just as the individual creator discovers 

himself through his creation, so the world at large knows itself through its 

artists, discovers the very nature of its Being through the creations of its 

artists. (Music and Imagination 51)

Music Notation and the Experiential Continuum

When Woody Guthrie wrote the initial draft of the song “This Land Is Your Land” in 

February 1940, the working title was: “God Blessed America.”  Guthrie wrote the 

song as an angry reply to Kate Smith’s rendition of Irving Berlin’s “God Bless 

America” (Cray Ramblin’ Man 165,166).  Borrowing the tune from the Carter 

Family’s song: “Little Darling, Pal of Mine”, Guthrie wrote six stanzas on a lined 

piece of notebook paper in one setting and promptly left the work alone for nearly 

five years.

The following music notation of the first four bars of “This Land Is Your Land”  

from The Nearly Complete Collection of Woody Guthrie Folk Songs 1963, page 7, 

illustrates the simple three chord progression of the melody and the equally simple 

point made by Copland earlier that no other artist will make that particular formation 

in that particular way.
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Music notation, like that in Example 1 can be compared to Dewey’s description of 

the “vertical” and “horizontal” dimensions of interaction and continuity. Each note is 

indicative of a unique experience, in this case a sound experience. The note demarks a 

place, a quality, a point of vertical interaction along a horizontal scale, signifying a 

unique situation.  Still, the note exists in relation to those preceding and those which 

follow. The notion of continuity can be seen as the melody, the unifying thematic 

movement of the composition which ties the total experience together in a meaningful 

assemblage. Elements of the creative experience are found in the variations of the 

lived experience within and along the continuum. Simple arrangements and 

individual words, complex re-workings and improvisational generations, even the 

spaces, the silence between the notes and words signify the communication of an 

idea. Each composition, like each experiential continuum, has a potential to grow and 

to move into the lived and meaningful construction of a person’s life. When the 

individual comes to the realization that she is the artist, the creator, then the 

significance of the experience takes on a different meaning. The purpose has personal 

application, the interaction is more immediate, and meaning has a past as well as 

implications for the future. The construction of meaning at this point can now be 

carried out privately and publicly, simultaneously.  
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The specifics as to how each of us comes to a place of realization concerning our 

own capacity for constructing our own meaning and understanding remain uniquely 

personal. The esoteric proportions of internal and external parts and ratios that are 

blended, synthesized, and finally distilled down, adhere to no standardized formula or 

curriculum. What can be said though, is that the propensity for an individual to come 

to an awareness about her own learning can be greatly enhanced by experiences and 

interactions with others, who have themselves, have experienced and trusted their 

own experiences, and have subsequently gone about a life-long process of meaningful 

learning. Two more examples are offered to illustrate the importance of learning 

about, and trusting one’s self along the experiential continuum.

Joe Klein, author of Woody Guthrie: A Life, opens the preface to his 1980/1999 

biography of Woody Guthrie with the following,: “This book is the result of a process 

[…].” A process Klein would go on to point out which began while he was writing a 

story for Rolling Stone magazine in 1977 about Guthrie’s son, Arlo Guthrie. The 

process that Klein found himself in was the enriched experiential continuum of Arlo’s 

life which was inescapably influenced by his father’s life. Klein’s prior understanding 

of Woody Guthrie was marginal and indirect. His interactions with matters relating to 

Woody Guthrie were limited to a general understanding of some of Woody’s more 

famous songs, that he had died of a rare disease, and that he was a major influence on 

Bob Dylan (Klein xi). As Klein’s research about Arlo proceeded successive layers of 

Woody’s life become apparent and piqued Klein’s interest for further inquiry. For 

Klein the influence of the past and its relevance to his current experience prompted 
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him to seek a new and broader understanding of Woody Guthrie. Arlo Guthrie 

learned the music tradition from Pete Seeger. Pete Seeger himself had learned from 

his father, the musicologist, Charles Seeger, how “the songs grew and changed, and 

how new ones were developed over the centuries, but the spirit remained the same” 

(Klein, Rolling Stone, “Notes on a Native Son” 51). This “spirit” would find its 

expression incarnate through the person and music of Woody Guthrie, who would 

exert a major influence on Pete Seeger.  Klein offers the following as a panoramic 

glimpse into his expanded experiential continuum: 

There is, first of all, the tradition. It is not a very tightly held or exclusive

tradition, but it exists just the same. It involves people using music to 

explain themselves, their work, their love, and pain. A certain politics is part 

of it, an anger, a yearning for simpler times when life was harder but more 

just. There are those who believe it goes back to the socialist of the 20th

century, to the populist of the 19th century, to the 18th-century Jacobins, to 

the Essene sect that Jesus may have belonged to, and beyond through the 

mists, to the time when people began to organize themselves into tribes. 

(“Notes on a Native Son” 51).

“The performing arts,” Gadamer would add, “have this special quality: that the 

works they deal with are explicitly left open to such re-creation and thus visibly hold 

the identity and continuity of the work of art open towards its future” (Truth and 

Method 119). Klein’s observation of this musical tradition overlaps with his 

understanding of the significance of the then present situation involving the Arlo 
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Guthrie article. The quality of that work advanced the experience into the formation 

of purpose via an intellectual operation planned and directed towards the writing of 

Woody Guthrie: A Life (Dewey, Experience and Education 68-69). Dewey describes 

this process as a “continuous spiral,” “the inescapable linkage of the present with the 

past” (79). 

Singer songwriter, Steve Earle’s 1997 recording El Corazon opens with the song 

“Christmas In Washington.” Lamenting about the Republican sweep in both houses 

of Congress and the Democrats lackluster proclamation of “four more years of things 

not gettin’ ([sic)] worse” Earle looks out across the American political landscape and 

witnesses “foxes in the henhouse cows out in the corn” and the constant din of the TV 

and radio assuring the country that “all is well.”. Earle questions the vapid airwaves 

and the role of social insignificance assigned to and assumed by much of 

contemporary music. The song’s refrain is as much a plea as it is an introspective 

summons. “Come back Woody Guthrie” Earle sings, “come back to us now, tear your 

eyes from paradise and rise again somehow, if you run into Jesus maybe he can help 

you out, come back Woody Guthrie to us now” (El Corazon).  For Earle to beckon 

Woody Guthrie to come back to the here and now suggests that not only is Guthrie 

elsewhere in both time and place but that Guthrie’s interaction, his presence, in the 

present would offer something significant. “Works of music,” states Sidney 

Finkelstein, “convey ideas.” “Ideas are the understanding of the relationship among 

things and people, generalizations which are the product if innumerable human 

actions and discoveries, insights into the deeper laws underlying the movement of 
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nature and society” (How Music Expresses Ideas 6). For Earle, Woody Guthrie’s 

voice, his music, expresses an image and understanding of the time and place in 

which a community of people live and create meaning. The society that Earle is 

critiquing through his song is problematic and made more confusing by the absence 

of other artistic and critical voices seeking to construct meaning and find expression. 

Earle calls upon voices or songs which, as Serge Denisoff describes as, 

communicating a specific “view of the world,” or “specific sense of reality.” Songs 

which arouse support, promote solidarity, reinforce a value structure, identify a 

societal problem, and which can call for action, are in the language of Denisoff,  

“songs of social significance”. (Sing a Song of Social Significance 2-3). 

It is not within the scope of this study to undertake an examination of Guthrie’s 

music along the theoretical lines of Raymond Williams’ Marxist analysis of culture 

and with its distinction “between alternative and oppositional initiatives and 

contributions which are made within or against a specific hegemony” (Williams 

Marxism and Literature 114). It is, however, important to take the interpretation into 

account. Guthrie’s music is not a finished product for Earle. Earle’s experience with 

Guthrie’s music is an interaction that encompasses the creative experience of the 

object (song) and the influence of that experience with the object in, and with, 

ongoing experiences. In effect, the creative experience has prepared Earle for future 

experiences. Again, as Williams points out, regardless of the effect of hegemonic 

limits and pressures it is important to not overlook the importance of works and ideas 

“which in their most active elements nevertheless come through as independent and 
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original” (Williams 114). Independent and original works and ideas, as understood as 

art, “draw upon the material of other experiences and expresses their material in a 

medium which intensifies and clarifies its energy […] in the operation of creating, by 

means of new objects, new modes of experience” (Dewey Art as Experience 244). 

Earle wants to re-experience Guthrie’s insight, his concern for others, his capacity to 

convey a message. Art communicates, it expresses, “it enables us to share vividly and 

deeply in meanings to which we had been dumb, or for which we had but the ear that 

permits what is said to pass through in transit to overt action” (Dewey Art as 

Experience 244).

Guthrie’s earliest songs had their origins in the Scotch-Irish heritage of Guthrie’s 

mother, Nora. During the Library of Congress recording sessions with Alan Lomax 

Guthrie recalls his mother’s seemingly endless repertoire of songs. These were the 

“old songs,” the ballads, the reels and tunes which were passed along from generation 

to generation. Guthrie recollects about his mother’s seemingly endless repertoire of 

songs during the Library of Congress interview sessions with Alan Lomax.  Guthrie’s 

father, Charlie, was also a foundational source for Guthrie’s musical knowledge. 

Charlie’s songs ranged from cowboy songs, outlaw songs, popular tunes, to Indian 

changents and whoops. The line of tradition, (as Gadamer points out)to use 

Gadamer’s term,  was established and ran throughout Guthrie’s musical creations. 

Guthrie’s ear for music lead him into diverse circles of people during his childhood 

and adolesance much of which was spent in the towns of Okemah, Oklahoma and 

Pampa, Texas respectively.  
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Okemah and Pampa were both oil boom and bust towns which meant that rapid 

change and influxes of people were significant influences on the communities. The 

jukes and joints which sprang up for the workers to live in, and to entertain 

themselves at, were filled with music. Guthrie, who was seventeen years old at the 

time, worked for his father who ran a flop house in Pampa for the oil workers. In 

addition to his exposure to music, Guthrie learned many lessons about hard work, 

transientcy, sex, and being down and out.

During the early 1930’s, Guthrie formed and played in a group called the Corncob 

Trio. Modeling themselves after the Carter Family, the trio played old-time ballads 

and gospel hymns at surrounding ranches and wheat farms and square dances 

(Partridge This Land Was Made for You and Me 41, 42). In addition to refining his 

musical talent, the trio work provided Guthrie a stage to hone his performance and 

speaking talents. Taking cues from fellow Oklahoman Will Rogers, Guthrie 

developed a deliberate slow drawl stage voice and a keen sense of topical humor 

which was often directed at the local, state, and national powers that be.

By the mid 1930’s the depression, combined with the devastation of the drought 

and periodic dust storms, made it impossible to play music for a living. During this 

period, Guthrie continued to play music, but he also turned his creative impulses to 

sign painting, faith healing, voracious reading, writing, and even marriage. Still, as 

Elizabeth Partridge says: “Of everything that caught his impassioned interest, music 

continued to be the most important. Woody was discovering the power of words and 

how just the right words could have a profound impact on others” (This Land Was 
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Made for You and Me 47, 48). “Songs,” Guthrie concluded, “was a music and a 

language of all tongues” (Partridge 48). 

Guthrie’s first original songs were put together in a collection he called; Alonzo

M. Zilch’s Own Collection of Original Songs and Ballads. While most of the songs 

were merely new verses put to old ballads, the songs represent Guthrie’s earliest 

expressions of his own voice and his own feelings based on his own experience. It 

was during this time, April, 1935, that Guthrie began composing songs about the dust 

storms and the part of the country referred to as The Dust Bowl. The significance of 

the lived experience of a dust storm, like that of experiencing any traumatic event, 

needs to be kept in mind. Brad Lookingbill’s; “Dusty Apocalypse and Socialist 

Salvation: A Study of Woody Guthrie’s Dust Bowl Imagery” attributes Guthrie’s own 

dust bowl experience as the impetus for Guthrie’s sense of purpose and evolving 

social and political message. “Guthrie,” Lookingbill states, “described a dusty 

apocalypse produced by man’s system of exploitation of the land and people” (411). 

Lookingbill goes to say:

Guthrie noted the reactions of residents to the dark rolling clouds, as many 

believed the events signaled the “Apocalypse” or “Judgment Day.” In “Dust 

Storm Disaster,” Guthrie sang of their fear “as a curtain of black rolled 

down.” Sitting helplessly in their homes as “the worst of the dust storms that 

ever filled the sky” neared, people “thought the world had ended, and they 

thought this was their doom.” In “Dusty Old Dust,” the people talked of the 

end of the world,” while Guthrie sang a chorus refrain, “so long, its been 
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good to know you.” As the dust “blocked out the traffic lights and choked 

out the sun,” people ran for cover, usually to their neighborhood church 

[…]. Guthrie’s songs of the Dust Bowl revered the resilience of people in 

the face of disaster. In “Dust Can’t Kill Me,” he contrasted a list of 

continuous tragedies to the claim that “it can’t kill me, Lord.” “End of My 

Line” reiterated the native faith of the people in their eventual survival of 

the Dust Bowl years. (405 – 406)

Even at this early point in time the core concepts of experiential continuum, 

interaction, and continuity are evident in Guthrie’s learning and subsequent 

expression/teaching. The significance and relevancy of the life experiences mentioned 

above are marked by the immediacy and meaning they posses to Guthrie’s own 

experience and understanding. This phenomenon is enhanced by the continuous 

reconstruction of the past within the context of the present. This is especially evident 

by Guthrie’s transformation of old traditional songs and reworking new lyrics and 

verses to them, to express a new ideas and a new understanding. The moment of 

interaction, where the dynamic of continuity and experience brings about new 

variations and learning can be partially identified, as pointed out above, by specific 

events and created works. It is important to point out that, the internalization, “the 

process,” as N. Ray Hiner points out, “by which individuals incorporate ideals, 

values, or patterns of culture within the self as conscious or unconscious principles” 

(“An Interdisciplinary Framework for the Study of Education” 158-159) has a 

dimension of creativity in and of itself (“An Interdisciplinary Framework for the 
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Study of Education” 158-159). In other words, there is a relation between what 

someone “undergoes” internally and what is done externally. There is a movement, 

something transpires, from the construction of the idea to the expression of that idea 

outwardly. Acknowledging the movement, the creative undergoing of the 

internalization of ideas is crucial to understanding Dewey’s conceptualization of the 

educative experience. “Experience,” Dewey states, “does not go on simply inside a 

person. It does go on there, for it influences the formation of attitudes of desire and 

purpose” (Experience and Education 39). 

Guthrie’s Educative Experiences

“As an individual passes from one situation to another,” Dewey explains, “his world, 

his environment, expands or contracts.” “He does not find himself living in another 

world,” Dewey points out, “but in a different part or aspect of one and the same 

world. What he has learned in the way of knowledge and skill in one situation 

becomes an instrument of understanding and dealing effectively with situations which 

follow” (Experience and Education 44). In the following section a chronological 

sequence of Guthrie’s significant life situations will be examined. In so doing, the 

goal will be to illustrate Dewey’s core conceptualization that “[c]ontinuity and 

interaction in their active union with each other provide the measure of the educative 

significance and value of an experience” (44-45).

By 1936, Guthrie began traveling by freight train, hitch-hiking, or on foot, 

throughout much of the western United States. Guthrie referred to such modes of 

transportation as “hard travelin.” Usually packing only his guitar and paintbrushes, 
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Guthrie set out on the road. Riding the rails and bumming rides extended Guthrie’s 

experiential range. Guthrie had known numerous friends and relatives who had 

packed up all they owned and left behind them all they had known. Most, like 

himself, were leaving the central plains states of Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, and New 

Mexico to escape the dust and the collapsed economy, and heading west to 

California. But the scale and sheer number of folks displaced and on the move to 

somewhere else, combined with the hardship folks suffered by the forces of nature 

and by the hand of man, affected Guthrie deeply.  

Early Radio Shows. The road eventually landed Guthrie in Los Angeles, 

California where, during July, 1937, he, along with his cousin Jack Guthrie, 

auditioned for, and earned their own half-hour radio show on station KFVD. By 

October 1937 Guthrie was joined on the show by Maxine Crissman. Guthrie 

“introduced her to the radio audience as Lefty Lou from Ole Mizzoo. She’s long 

winded and left-handed and she can jump a six rail fence with a bucket of milk in 

each hand and never cause a ripple” (Partridge This Land Was Made for You and Me

61). The show’s popularity was in large part due to the old cowboy and old time 

hillbilly songs the two sang and to the fact that Los Angeles “was filled with people 

who missed their old lives on the farms, who found urban life a bit too fast” (Klein 

Woody Guthrie: A Life 92).  

Riding the success of the show Guthrie began introducing his own compositions 

into the play list. The song, “Do Re Mi” was a bouncy tune that pointedly dealt with 

the police barricades set-up at the California state line to turn back migrants like 
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Guthrie. The song tells and forewarns fellow travelers to “go back to beautiful Texas, 

Oklahoma, Kansas, Georgia, Tennessee. California is a Garden of Eden, A paradise 

to live in or see. But believe it or not, you won’t find things so hot, if you ain’t got the 

do re mi.” The promised - land hope of many migrants was instigated by deliberate 

and false advertising by the growers of California. Upon their arrival to California the 

brutal reality of scarce jobs, surplus labor, and low wages was intensified by the 

corrupt exercise of law enforcement and the squalor of the living conditions. For 

those who did make the trip into California Guthrie sang and spoke of the shared 

experience. Guthrie added a short commentary to the lyrics “Dust Bowl Refugee.”: 

The following excerpts are Guthrie’s stated prose on the subject: 

I just think how I think is right and let you do the same. You have traveled 

the great high mountains and you have rolled along down the hillsides and 

on down below sea level to beat your way across the sand of desert that 

shakes and quivers in the hot sun. And you were met by a wild mob of 

guards and armed deputies who stopped you only for a second with angry 

words of all kinds and they actually met you as if you were and army of 

outsiders invading their country, when really you were looking for a job of 

work to do with your hands and you were running away from idleness and 

debt and a great natural calamity, the great and terrible dust storms that 

struck your lands and your homes and your loved ones. But you made 

California. Some, many of you made the trip several times and every trip 
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was to look for work, and more work, and fair and decent treatment and 

honest pay. (The Woody Guthrie Songbook 88)

The song “Dust Bowl Refugee” expresses the experience lyrically:

I’m a dust bowl refugee,

Just a dust bowl refugee.

From that dust bowl to the peach bowl,

Now that peach fuzz is killin’me.

Yes, we wander and we work

In your crops and in your fruit. 

Like the whirlwinds on the desert,

That’s the dust bowl refugees.

(The Woody Guthrie Songbook 86-87)

Guthrie’s personal political education, which as Klein points out, had begun on 

the road, as Klein points out, had lapsed in Los Angeles. Though he would “routinely 

defend the people against the evil “polli-TISH-uns, [emphasis in original] […] 

Guthrie never went beyond those vague, easy generalities. He seemed to have a 

philosophy, but no opinions” (Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 112). Guthrie’s radio 

work, though, was the environment in which he was able to realize his song writing 

skills in his own voice, and the influence of his “voice,” or more precisely his words, 

upon an audience. Additionally, the experience on the radio created opportunities for 

Guthrie to interact with other likeminded individuals in the media business. 
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During the summer of 1938, Guthrie was recruited by Frank Burke, a prominent 

liberal radio editorialist in Los Angeles, to write a column for a newspaper called The 

Light. Guthrie’s articles were similar to those of Will Rogers, but with Guthrie’s own 

eclectic flare and range. Guthrie had written comical and satirical commentaries as 

well as cartoons during his days in Oklahoma and Texas and welcomed the 

opportunity to lend his talents to “get the news out.” Guthrie’s talents for bumming 

around and riding the rails were also quickly put to use. Guthrie was sent on 

assignment for The Light to investigate the living and working conditions of the 

migrant workers. The significance of being out and on the road again was stark and 

immediate. Klein describes Guthrie’s early investigative interactions:

   Woody was back on the road alone again, back among “his” people in the 

boxcars and the squalid migrant camps. But he was different now, and so 

were they. He was “Woody” from KFVD now. Not that he went around 

advertising that fact, nor did many people recognize him at first. But often, 

when he began to sing or play, someone would know his voice…and make a 

crack about hoop snakes or ask, “Where’s Lefty Lou?’ They treated him 

more like a friend than a visiting celebrity, welcoming him into their 

orange-crate-and –cardboard hovels, offering him food and a place to sleep. 

Sometimes they asked him why a fellow with a radio job had to ride the 

boxcars and grub for food in Hoovervilles, he’d try to joke past it: “Just 

traveling around, looking for my family. Forgot which railroad bridge 

they’re camped under.”
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   But that sort of cornpone humor wasn’t as funny in the real world as it had 

been on the radio […].It didn’t take Woody long to realize that the situation 

was not the same as the last time he’d passed through the valleys. (Woody 

Guthrie: A Life 114, 115)

From Old Songs to His Own Songs. Guthrie was singing for the field workers 

now over the airwaves of KFVD and periodically out in the work camps and hobo 

jungles helping union organizing efforts, picket lines and various worker strikes. 

Guthrie had a new experiential basis for his songs and a newly realized sense of anger 

directed towards the institutions of government and business. Old songs, like the 

Carter Family song “This World Is Not My Home,” were reworked to convey a more 

direct and “unsparing statement of unrelieved anger” (Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life

120).  “He wrote songs about the stuffed shirts and business he’d hated since 

Okemah, including a clever waltz called “The Jolly Banker.”. One of the more 

pointed verses proclaims: “I take a great interest in all that I do” (Klein126). During 

this period, Guthrie also wrote several outlaw ballads. Guthrie cast regional bandits 

like Belle Starr, Jesse James, The Dalton Gang, and Pretty Boy Floyd in the role of 

populist heroes, taking from the rich giving to the poor. Guthrie even portrayed Jesus 

Christ as an outlaw figure, stridently asserting that “If Jesus were to preach today like 

he preached in Galilee, they would lay Jesus Christ in his grave” (Guthrie The Nearly 

Complete Collection 12).

Woody Sez. With each successive experience the residue, the influence of the 

past is evident in Guthrie’s newly emerging present. The lessons of the dust, the 
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migrants, the radio show, the field workers, creating his own music, each exemplify 

the artist becoming increasingly alive. Guthrie’s internalization, his “incorporation of 

ideals, values, or patterns of culture within the self as conscious or unconscious 

principles,” as Hiner states, is now interacting in an expanding environment (“An 

Interdisciplinary Framework for the Study of Education” 158-159). While at radio 

station KFVD Guthrie became acquainted with Ed Robbin. Robbin was the 

Communist Party “bureau chief and sole reporter in Los Angeles for the party’s 

newspaper in California, the People’s Daily World” (Cray Ramblin’ Man 138). In the 

time slot following Guthrie’s show Robbin’s delivered “his daily news commentary 

[…] he railed against fascism in Europe and the German-American Bund at home, 

pointing out poverty amid plenty, arguing against Jim Crow laws in the South and de 

facto segregation in Los Angeles” (Cray 138). Guthrie approached Robbin saying, 

“I’d like to do a column for the paper—just little comments on things the way I see 

them” (Cray 152). From the spring of 1939 until the winter of 1940 Guthrie wrote 

“more than 280 columns and drawn 80 cartoons for the People’s World and the Daily 

Worker newspapers” (Cray 200). Guthrie’s articles, written under title; “Woody Sez,” 

once again were composed in a contrived down-home manner. Folksy, purposely 

misspelled words, and cornball humor, only now with a greater focus on political 

relevancy. Within these writings there is the articulated and expressed process of 

Guthrie’s ways of knowing, of how he is formulating judgments and heightening his 

awareness in relation to his ongoing experiential continuum. Also, as Hiner indicates 

in his “Interdisciplinary Framework for the Study of Education,” there is evidence of 
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how Guthrie is beginning to examine societal institutions beyond the scope of 

subjective experiences, and more in terms of his own concepts and identity within 

institutions (Hiner 157).Here are a few excerpts from “Woody Sez”: 

Life has got a habit of not standing hitched. You got to ride it like you find 

it. You got to change with it. If a day goes by that don’t change some of 

your old notions for new ones, that is just about like trying to milk a dead 

cow. (Guthrie Woody Sez 166)

Locate the man who profits from war and strip him of his profits – war will 

end. (Guthrie 63)

Under the present rich-man system, the working man hears his own voice so 

seldom that many very good labor strategists don’t even recognize it as 

complete as he ought to. (Guthrie 136)

I ain’t a communist necessarily, but I have been in the Red all my life. 

(Guthrie153)

This Land is Your Land. Leaving California at the end of 1939,  by way of 

Oklahoma, Guthrie hitch-hiked across the country, by way of Oklahoma, heading for 

New York City. “Wherever he went, he heard a new song on the jukeboxes: “God 

Bless America.” “Trumpets and drums set a strong military cadence and violins 

soared to romantic heights as Kate Smith’s lush voice extolled the virtues of her 

“home sweet home,” America” (Partridge This Land Was Made for You and Me 78). 

“No piece of music,” Klein points out, “had bothered him so much since ‘“This 
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World Is Not My Home,”’ although Bing Crosby’s narcotic, lay-down-and-die 

version of “ ‘Wrap Your Troubles In Dreams, and Dream Your Troubles Away”’ had 

come close” (Woody Guthrie: A Life 141). “Some sort of response obviously was 

called for and, as he hitched north and east through Appalachia’s foggy ghostlands, a 

string of words began to take shape in Woody’s mind” (141). The original title to 

“This Land Is Your Land” was “God Blessed America.”. Each of the first five verses 

ends with the line: “God blessed America for me.” The sixth verse ends with the 

question;: “As they stood hungry, I stood there wondering if God blessed America for 

me?”  Guthrie had traveled “from the mountains to the prairies and to the oceans 

white with foam,” he had also “roamed and rambled and followed his footsteps,” 

more often than not, to the beat of a different drummer. Guthrie conveys the beauty of 

America, of the land, from immediacy, from a direct contact.  Guthrie calls upon, and 

questions, the promise of America, of the possibility to be realized. 

Guthrie had traveled to New York largely upon the insistence of actor Will Geer, 

who Guthrie had met and befriended while performing together at the migrant camps 

in California. Geer was performing in Tobacco Road and was organizing various 

benefit concerts and performances throughout the city. “On March 3, [1940], Will 

Geer organized a “Grapes of Wrath Evening” to benefit the “John Steinbeck 

Committee for Agricultural Workers,” a show that changed the course of Woody’s 

career and, perhaps, of American music as well. It was held at the Forrest Theater, 

home of Tobacco Road, and featured “American Ballad singers and Folk Dancers: 

Will Geer, Alan and Bess Lomax, Aunt Molly Jackson, Leadbelly, Woodie (sic) 
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Guthrie, the Pennsylvania Miners, and the Golden Gate Quartet”” (Klein Woody 

Guthrie: A Life 146). 

Guthrie began his performance with humorous insights and commentary about 

New York City, all the while strumming and picking at the guitar. Interspersed 

throughout his ambling oratory, Guthrie played several of his dust bowl songs which 

were enthusiastically received by the audience. “Off in the wings, Alan Lomax 

snapped to attention and felt a surge of adrenaline as he realized—quickly, viscerally, 

no question about it—that the little man onstage was someone he’d often thought 

about but feared he’d been born too late to meet: the great American frontier ballad 

writer” (Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 147). Alan Lomax was the assistant director of 

the Archive of Folk Song at the Library of Congress and the son of noted music 

collector and field recorder, John Lomax. 

The Library of Congress Recordings. Lomax invited Guthrie to visit him in 

Washington, D. C. and to record his songs for the Library of Congress Archives. The 

recordings were conducted on March 21, 22, and 27 of 1940. The sessions consisted 

of Lomax interviewing Guthrie and the interspersed with dialogue, or storytelling, 

then leading into a song. In total, over three hours of music, oral history, and 

storytelling were recorded onto lacquer coated aluminum, 78 rpm, discs.

   “Although it would be twenty-five years before the Library of Congress recordings 

reached the public (in the form of a three-record set) [Lomax] worked up a much –

abbreviated version of the interview as [part of the] Columbia School of the Air

series” (Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 160). The interviews of Guthrie were played as 
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part of an ongoing, weekly radio program called: Back Where I Come From. Lomax 

produced the weekly CBS morning radio series to educate American children about 

their musical heritage.  The 30 minute program won an award for best educational 

program of the year (Cohen Alan Lomax: Selected Writings 4). 

Dust Bowl Ballads. By late April 1940, Guthrie was asked by Victor Records to 

write a song based on John Steinbeck’’s; The Grapes of Wrath, and with Alan 

Lomax’s insistence, to record his dust bowl ballads. “Victor Records was curious 

about folk music’s market potential, possibly as an educational item for use in the 

schools […] but it also was hoping to capitalize on the popularity of the movie 

version of The Grapes of Wrath” (Klein 164). 

Guthrie threw himself into the project. The thirteen songs portray historical 

events, notable characters, and a personification of a great national crisis. Writing in 

the four and a half pages of liner notes Guthrie begins by stating: “This bunch of 

songs ain’t about me, and I ain’t a going to write about me, ‘cause every time I start 

to do that, I find that I run out of material” (Guthrie Dust Bowl Ballads Victor 

Records P 27 1940). “You was the star in that picture. Go and see your own self and 

hear your own words and your own song” (Guthrie Woody Sez 133). Continuing, 

Guthrie goes on to stress his role as that of story teller, of reporter and recorder of the 

life experiences of the people during the great dust storms: 

They are “Oakie” songs, “Dust Bowl” songs, Migratious” (sic) songs, about 

my folks and my relatives, about a jillion of ‘em that got hit by the drought, 

the dust, the wind, the banker, and the landlord, and the police, all at the 
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same time…and it was these things all added up that caused us to pack our 

wife and kids into our little rattletrap jallopies, and light out down the 

Highway—in every direction, mostly west to California. (Dust Bowl

Ballads Victor Records1940)

Of the new songs Guthrie wrote for the recording, his seventeen verse ballad 

called “Tom Joad” is noteworthy. Sitting down at a borrowed typewriter and a half 

gallon of wine, Guthrie, in one setting, and in seventeen verses “had managed to 

summarize all the main action of the story, down to Tom’s last words [in the film 

version] to his mother” (Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 164). “Its seventeen verses—

set to the melody of the Carter Family’s outlaw ballad “John Hardy”— condensed 

John Steinbeck’s story into six minutes. “Half the job, Pete Seeger estimated, “was 

done by screenwriter Nunnally Johnson. And Woody did the other half by boiling 

down an hour and one-half movie into a six-minute song” (Cray Ramblin’ Man 180). 

     ‘“Tom!””’ ‘“The figure stood still, so still, so low to the ground that it might have 

been a stump. She called again, ‘“Tom, oh, Tom!”’ Then the figure moved.  ‘“That 

you, Ma?”’ ” Steinbeck sets the scene for the final meeting of Tom Joad and his 

mother on page 567 and has them say their goodbyes on page 573 (Steinbeck The 

Grapes of Wrath 567, 573). Guthrie condenses the encounter into three verses:

Tom run back where his mother was asleep,

He woke her up out of bed.

Then he kissed goodbye to the mother that he loved.

Said what Preacher Casey said, Tom Joad,
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He said what Preacher Casey said.

“Ev’rybody might be just one big soul,

Well it looks that-a way to me.

Everywhere that you look in the day or the night

That’s where I’m gonna be, Ma,

That’s where I’m gonna be.”

Wherever little children are hungry and cry,

Wherever people ain’t free,

Wherever men are fightin’ for their rights,

That’s where I’m gonna be, Ma,

That’s where I’m gonna be.

(Guthrie The Woody Guthrie Songbook 231)

Thought transformed into action. An idea reconstructed with new materials 

articulated so to be understood and then expressed through creative action and then 

re-understood as a new idea. The pragmatic focus upon effective action, Emerson’s 

transcendentalism, and Whitman’s “earthy democracy” liesis at the heart of both 

Steinbeck’s novel and Guthrie’s song. Frederic Carpenter’s 1941 article, “The 

Philosophical Joads,” places the ideas of Emerson, Whitman, and Dewey at the center 

of the experience and growth of the characters Preacher Jim Casey and Tom Joad. 

“They continue, develop, integrate, and realize the thought of the great writers of 
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American history” (Carpenter 316). Carpenter’s analysis can be extended to include 

Guthrie as well. As Carpenter goes on to elaborate upon his idea, a concurrent 

analysis can be attributed to Guthrie and his ongoing growth and livedfe experience. 

Carpenter states:

These old philosophies grow and change in the book until they become new. 

They coalesce into an organic whole. And, finally, they find embodiment in 

character and action, so that they seem no longer ideas, but facts. The 

enduring greatness of The Grapes of Wrath consists in its imaginative 

realization of these old ideas in new and concrete forms. Jim Casey 

translates American philosophy into words of one syllable, and the Joads 

translate it into action. (316)

Dave Marsh, writing in the liner notes for the 2000 Buddah Records release of 

Woody Guthrie Dust Bowl Ballads, reiterates key elements of Dewey’s experiential 

continuum and the compressed clarity of the expressed idea through artistic creation. 

“He [Guthrie] set a standard [with these songs],” says Marsh, “to which many of 

today’s best songwriters still aspire. He gave his listeners stories and characters that 

help them better understand themselves. So these songs are not only historical; they 

are history itself, history being that which links present to future” (Marsh Buddah 

Records 2000). The standard Marsh refers to, I would assert, is marked by deepened 

understanding of the ideas and ideals, realized and otherwise, of the broader 

American experience which Guthrie was able to capture in song. of which the 

creative expression of the large American ideas Carpenter speaks of, are a part of.  
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The experience of an idea as evidenced through meaningful interactions over time, 

and the subsequent reconstruction of that idea through new situations, is the hallmark 

of Dewey’s conceptualization of an educative experience. The shape, or form, that the 

idea is conveyed through is not the determining factor for an educative experience. It 

is instead, the relevance of the idea, the interaction the idea solicits with the learner’s 

prior understanding of that new understanding, and the action which follows.

It is important to pause for a moment and reflect on the ongoing reconstruction of 

Guthrie’s life experiences. Once again, the significance of the interaction of past 

experience with the present along Guthrie’s experiential continuum is noteworthy. 

The reconstruction of what was known is integrated into, and altered by, what is 

unknown, thus creating something new, is evidenced through the aforementioned 

sequences of Guthrie’s ever growing, life-long learning. The fundamental dynamic of 

a meaningful situation arouses the interest of one’s existing way of knowing and 

compels the individual to move on, and into, new spheres of knowing. For Guthrie, 

these new conceptualizations of knowing and experiencing are now the existing 

materials being influenced by newly reconstructed learning.

Furthermore, it is this very same vibrantly lived life, experience, and more fully 

realized trust in one’s own life experience, which is the basis of one’s knowing. Such 

a formulation connects and conveys a sense of authenticity and openness that prompts 

others to hear, to experience, to interact, with an individual like Guthrie in a 

meaningful way. In Guthrie’s case, and I would assert for any educator, any sense of 

authenticity stemming from their stated, and/or expressed idea of experience is, in 
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large measure, a culmination of the real and realized continuity experienced 

throughout one’s life. For these individuals, there have been environments wherein 

they have had the freedom to learn from their own experiences. The aftermath of such 

growth enhancing experiences has allowed them these individuals to learn to trust 

their own experiential reality, and then move on and into ever broadening, ever 

growing reconstruction of educative experiences which are embedded in their own 

experiential continuity. Dewey, writing in Experience and Education communicates 

the same idea as when he says:

          […] what has been said is organically connected with the requirement that  

experiences in order to be educative must lead out into an expanding world of 

subject-matter, a subject-matter of facts or information and of ideas. This 

condition is satisfied only as the educator views teaching and learning as a 

continuous process of reconstruction of experience. This condition in turn can 

be satisfied only as the educator has a long look ahead, and views every present 

experience as a moving force in influencing what future experiences will be. 

(87)        

Educators possessing the quality of experiential where-with-all, as described by 

Dewey above, are not confined to professional education settings. “We must, as 

Linda Karges-Bone stresses, “reexamine Dewey’s call for idealists, intellectuals, and 

prophets, for we have much to learn from those individuals” (“Wanted: Idealist, 

Intellectual, Prophet – John Dewey as a Teacher Educator for the Millenium” 53). 

Karges-Bone is referencing Dewey’s acknowledgement of those individuals “though 
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not born teachers, are endowed with some genial impulse, some native instinct and 

skill for education” (Dewey What Can Psychology Do for the Teacher 199).      

     Such grounding, or organic connection as Dewey suggests, implies a deeply 

integrated level of knowing, which is then communicated out to others in a manner 

which can then increase the likelihood of the audience experiencing the message in an 

engaging, empathic, and imaginative way. The authentic message can then give way 

to an authentic response, wherein a transformation of understanding can ensue on the 

part on the audience which is overlapped and interactive with their own continuity of 

experiences. In a letter written to Alan Lomax, dated September 19, 1940, Guthrie 

reflects upon his understanding of the educative lived experience. In closing Guthrie 

shares with Lomax:

All I know how to do Alan is to just keep a plowing right on down the 

avenue watching what I can see and listening to what I can hear and trying 

to learn about everybody I meet every day and try to make one part of the 

country feel like they know the other part and one end of it help the other 

end - - cause if a horse fly is dealing a horse trouble on the left nose hole, 

it’s the tail that swishes and drives the fly off and it sings a little fiddle bow 

song as it swishes. Horse tails make awful good fiddle bows. 

(Woody Guthrie and the Archive of American Folk Song: Correspondence, 

1940-1950. http://memory.loc.gov/ )

Columbia River Project. In early May, 1941, Guthrie was contacted, and 

eventually contracted, by the Bonneville Power Administration to be part of their 
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information campaign. “Grand Coulee and Bonneville Dams, and The Bonneville 

Power Administration (BPA) were part of a long-term New Deal effort to bring cheap 

public power to rural homes and underdeveloped areas—a highly popular and 

successful program which private power companies were fighting tooth and nail” 

(Woody Guthrie, Roll On Columbia, The Columbia River Collection, from 

Introduction by Alan Lomax 7). Guthrie was hired on for a thirty-day temporary 

appointment as an “Information Consultant.” The job description read like a project 

learning lesson plan for someone like Guthrie. A photocopy of the Bonneville Project 

Personnel Action form, dated May 13, 1941, states that the appointed individual 

“with wide latitude to use independent judgment, to engage in research on the federal 

program for the development of the Columbia River […] to show the relationship of 

the [project] to the solution of the problems, to analyze activities and 

accomplishments of the Administration, to determine feasibility of preparing radio 

broadcasts…writing, narrating and arrangement of musical accompaniment” (Woody 

Guthrie, Roll On Columbia, The Columbia River Collection 89). Guthrie captures the 

significance and relevance of the project and describes in his own words how the 

immediacy of one’s own life experience in relation to new, novel situations, is 

transformed into new learning: 

When a song or a ballad mentions the name of a river, a town, a spot, a 

fight, or the sound of somebody’s name that you know and are familiar 

with, there is a sort of quiet kind of pride comes up through your blood. And 

if it is a true song about a true job of work, or about something that really 
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did happen and which you had your hand in oh, well, then it gets to be 

something you grab the first thing if your house catches fire and there’s not 

no water around. It lasts you through several suits of clothes, plays, dances, 

movies, and lasts you even through children, mates, wives, and husbands. 

(Roll On Columbia, The Columbia River Collection 12)

During the thirty days Guthrie was contracted to work, he submitted twenty-six 

songs for the BPA. The twenty-six songs vary in emphasis from the overt propaganda 

of the BPA, to the glorification of the land itself.  As Robert Cray says, “Guthrie 

immediately grasped the concept of the BPA in all its aspects. Controlling the river’s 

periodic floods, irrigating the dry deserts in the rain shadow of the Cascade range, 

generating public [emphasis in original] for farmers who would get electricity for the 

first time—the sheer sweep of the planners’ dreams dazzled Guthrie” (Ramblin’ Man

210).  Yet, Guthrie remains throughout a spokesman for the worker, the people 

laboring to build the dam, and the farmers in the fields. The following four musical 

excerpts from The Columbia River Collection illustrate this point:

“Roll On Columbia, Roll On”

And on up the river at Grand Coulee Dam, 

The mightiest thing ever built by man,

To run the great factories for Old Uncle Sam;

It’s roll on, Columbia, roll on.

“Columbia Talkin’ Blues”
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Down along the river just sittin’ on a rock,

Lookin’ at the bots in the Bonneville lock;

Gate swings open and the boat sails in;

She toots her whistle and she’s gone agin’,

Gasoline a goin’ up. Wheat a comin’ down.

               “Ballad of the Great Grand Coulee”

She winds down the granite canyon, and she bends across the lea,

Like a prancing dancing stallion down her seaway to the sea;

Cast your eyes upon the biggest thing built by human hands,

On the King Columbia River, it’s the Grand Coulee Dam.

Uncle Sam took up the challenge in the year of thirty-three,

For the farmer and the worker, and all of you and me,

He said roll along Columbia, you can ramble to the sea,

But river while you’re rambling, you can do some work for me.

               “Pastures of Plenty”

It’s a mighty hard row that my poor hands have hoed,

My poor feet have traveled a hot dusty road,

Out of the dust bowl and westward we rolled,

And your deserts are hot and your mountains are cold.
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               Green pastures of plenty from desert ground,

From the Grand Coulee Dam where the waters run down,

Ev’ry state of this Union us migrants have been,

We come with the dust and we’re gone with the wind.

(Guthrie 14, 15, 56, 57, 44, 45, 22, 23)7

The Almanac Singers and Peoples Songs. Guthrie maintained a steady 

communication with his friends and fellow musicians back in New York throughout 

his return to the west coast. Guthrie’s Columbia River experience revived his song 

writing creativity and sense of meaning. Guthrie had witnessed the scale of the Great 

Dust Storm as well as the great migration of “dust bowl refugees,” he had seen first 

hand the vast migrant camps and the large numbers of families homeless and without 

work. Such a big problem was going to require an equally big solution. The scale and 

7 Chapter Three of Michael Harrington’s The Other America: Poverty in the United States, 
first published in 1962, is entitled “Pastures of Plenty.” Woody Guthrie wrote “Pastures of 
Plenty” in 1941 while under contract for the Bonneville Power Administration as part of a 
documentation and public relations effort on the behalf of the Works Progress 
Administration. Harrington quotes Guthrie’s song in its entirety to begin the third section of
chapter three. Harrington follows his lyrical introduction with the staccato of demographic 
information. The setting is Stockton, California. The people are migrant workers. The 
struggle is for justice. The challenge is for a better living, a better country. “Stockton is a 
town of about 90,000 permanent residents. At high tide of the migrant invasion there are 
more pickers than regular inhabitants.” […] “[A]bout a third of the migrants are “Anglos,” 
another third, Mexican-American. Around 15 per cent are Filipinos, and the rest are Negros” 
(Harrington 52, 53). “In Stockton,” observes Harrington, “many of the Anglos live in cheap 
skidrow hotels (which is better than being out in the open, but still miserable enough). They 
eat at the missions. When a flood of Braceros come in and there is a layoff, it is common for 
men to go without food for two or three days” (Harrington 54).

   “One family […] lives in a shack and sleeps on flattened pasteboard boxes on the floor. 
There is no heat, and since the man of the house has been driven out of the fields by Braceros 
there is often no food. The mother is breastfeeding an infant – and her four-year old as well, 
since that is the only way he will eat. (In this detail there is an eerie echo of the occasion in 
The Grapes of Wrath when the young girl breastfeeds a starving Oakie man. That scene was 
set almost thirty years ago)” (Harrington 54).
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sheer grandeur of the BPA project and Guthrie’s interpretation of its purpose and 

contribution to a nation of people in need spurred him to become part of something

larger himself. Guthrie was eager to return to New York and join up with the 

Almanac Singers.

Pete Seeger, who immediately struck up a friendship with Guthrie following the 

Steinbeck Agricultural Workers Benefit Show, had formed The Almanac Singers and 

set up a semi-communal residence in the Greenwich Village neighborhood of New 

York City. Seeger, along with Millard Lampell and Lee Hays, formed the core of the 

group, along with Guthrie, John Hawes, Sis Cunningham, Gordon Friesen, and Bess 

Lomax. “All of them,” Cray writes, “had seen the worst of the Great Depression and 

the bread lines of shambling, watery-eyed men beaten past desperation to sullen 

anger. That experience had left them with a shared belief “that there are oppressed 

people and, therefore, oppressors,” as Lee Hays put it” (Ramblin’ Man 216).

“The Almanacs in the […] first months of 1941 were avowedly activist, antiwar, 

pro-union, and left of center in their politics (Cray 219).  Their first recording: Songs 

for John Doe, was recorded in March 1941. “The album consisted of songs 

denouncing war and attacking Roosevelt’s attempts at preparedness. “The Ballad of 

October 16th, ” commemorated the initiation of the first peacetime draft in U.S. 

history” (Lieberman My Song is My Weapon 53 - 54):

Oh Franklin Roosevelt told the people how he felt

We damned near believed what he said

He said, “I hate war—and so does Eleanor,
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But we won’t be safe till everybody’s dead.

The Almanac’s followed the anti-war recording;, Songs for John Doe, with a pro-

union collection of songs called Talking Union. The six songs exalt the rights of the 

workers to organize and is unsparing in their view of the bosses and scabs. Songs like 

“The Union Train,” “Which Side Are You On?,” “Talking Union,” and “The Union 

Maid” were “dedicated to the memory of Joe Hill” […] and to be sung “at union 

meetings, rallies, and wherever the need for them arises” (from liner notes, Talking 

Union, Keynote Recordings, K 106, 1941).

The group’s political stance changed with the German invasion of Russia on June 

22, 1941. Lee Hays described how the Almanac’s politics moved in support of 

Roosevelt: “All of a sudden it became one war, instead of two, and there was some 

chance of beating fascism on its own ground, which everybody was for. But it sure 

knocked the hell out of our repertoire” (Lieberman My Song is My Weapon 54). The 

group’s loss of anti-war songs was now coupled with a call by the Communist Party 

of the United States for a no-strike pledge. Guthrie incorporated the very loss of song 

material into a song about the shift in the group’s stance on the war effort:  

               “On Account of That New Situation”                     

I started to sing a song

To the entire population

But I ain’t a doing a thing tonight

On account of this new situation.

              (Dunaway How Can I Keep From Singing 86)
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The War Effort. The new situation soon included America’s entry into World 

War II and for a brief period of time Guthrie and the Almanac’s were able to lend 

their songs to the war effort. The Almanac’s were featured on the first, of the six part 

This Is War series which was aired February 14, 1942. “Their rollicking “Round and 

Round Hitler’s Grave” became the recurring song that stitched together the show” 

(Cray Ramblin’ Man 239). But the national audience, and sense of a unified war 

effort, was diffused when several newspapers and tabloids featured articles linking 

the Almanac Singers to their antiwar album, Songs for John Doe. ‘“On Tuesday, 

February 17, [1942], the Scripps-Howard World Telegram trumpeted ‘“Singers on 

New Morale Show Also Warbled for Communists”’ (Cray 239-240). The bookings 

for the group ceased, and the investigations by the Special Committee on Un-

American Activities of the House of Representatives, into the members’ affiliations 

and memberships began.

Folksay. During his involvement with the Almanac Singers Guthrie was 

concurrently working on his autobiography. Guthrie was also beginning a relationship 

with Marjorie Mazia, a dancer in the Martha Graham Dance Company. Another 

member of Martha Graham’s company, Sophie Maslow, had known of Guthrie for 

several years and had read most of his columns in the Daily Worker. Impressed by 

Guthrie’s “Dust Bowl Ballads,” Maslow developed choreography for several of the 

Dust Bowl songs. Maslow next “choreographed a new experimental dance called 

Folksay that used words from Carl Sandburg’s poem “The People, Yes,” as well as 

folk songs and country humor” (Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 230, 231). Maslow 
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recruited Marjorie Mazia to be one of the dancers. Marjorie had heard Guthrie’s song 

“Tom Joad,” specifically Guthrie’s five- line reworking of the character Tom Joad’s 

farewell to his mother, and was moved to tears. “When I heard those words I was a 

young woman. I was stunned because I thought that was me. How could somebody 

talk about me in five lines” (Winterbottom & Bevis “Marjorie Guthrie: The 

Interview” Sing Out! 5)? Maslow then asked Guthrie to play guitar and to be one of 

the narrators, even though Guthrie’s guitar playing lacked the necessary consistency 

and steady rhythm required for dancers timing. Guthrie recalls the frustration in an 

article he wrote for the Dance Observer November, 1943:

   First they played the records on the phonograph and went through the 

dances. I next tried to sing the same songs but I sung them all wrong. I sung 

them according to my old philosophy of “inspiration” and “feeling” but I 

sung the wrong counts, paused wrong.

   I learned a good lesson here in team work, cooperation, and also in union 

organization. I saw why socialism is the only hope for any of us, because I 

was singing under the old rules of “every man for his self” and the dancers 

was working according to a plan and a hope. (“Singing, Dancing and Team  

Work” 104)

In a 1983 interview shortly before her death, Marjorie Guthrie spoke with Sing 

Out! magazine. Marjorie recollected about Woody Guthrie’s involvement in the 

Folksay project and his article in the Dance Observer: “What he was doing with 

words,” Marjorie points out, “we were doing with movement.” “He loved coming to 
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rehearsals and learning about a new world of expression he didn’t understand before” 

(Marjorie Guthrie, Sing Out! 4).

Marjorie’s insight about Woody Guthrie’s love for learning about new worlds of 

expression underscores what Dewey would describe as “the importance of the 

participation of the learner in the formation of the purposes which direct his activities 

in the learning process […]” (Dewey Experience and Education 67). For Guthrie his 

initial impulse and subsequent genuine purpose necessitated expression primarily 

through music but also by words, written or spoken, or by painting. The conditions, 

both inner and outer, of any given experience needs to lead out and move into 

situations which are new. This newness, or novelty, of an outer environmental 

condition can be accentuated by an individual’s own inner capacity to seek out new 

ways of communicating the experience at hand. In other words, it’s one thing to 

consciously and intelligently interact in a new experience, it is another thing to then 

further reconstruct that experience in such a manner so that a new idea is produced 

and expressed in a previously unfamiliar way. Guthrie’s “expression focused 

purpose” establishes one of his personal components of continuity as well as 

providing what Dewey calls a “connectedness in growth.” Certainly, it can not be 

stated that Guthrie’s experiential continuum of a lived life resembles the arranged 

environment of that of a student in a classroom and the corresponding organization of 

subject-matter. However, as evidenced by the life situations illustrated above, we find 

in Guthrie a learner/educator who “fully found the material [subject-matter] within 
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the scope of ordinary life-experience” (Dewey Education and Experience 73) and 

actively sought to continue the overlapping spiral of past, present and future growth.  

Bound for Glory. The inspiration for Guthrie to write an autobiography can be 

traced to his initial encounters with Alan Lomax and their ensuing correspondence. 

However, it was Guthrie’s experience in the Pacific Northwest that seemed to bring 

the incubating idea forth, and it was his relationship and marriage to Marjorie that 

finally brought the project to fruition.  

Guthrie’s autobiography, Bound for Glory, was published in 1943.  Guthrie traces 

his life from his childhood in Okemah, Oklahoma to his experiences while on the 

road and at points in-between. The timeline is 1912 through 1940. While the events 

and the situations depicted, as well as the storytelling itself, are genuinely engaging, 

Guthrie’s autobiography can not be categorized along any distinct thematic lines of 

political, spiritual, intellectual, or personal awakening. That being said, each of the 

four themes just mentioned are present but not central. This is not Woodrow 

Meister’s Apprenticeship in the manner of Bildungsroman, or a novel of formation. 

There is however, as Lars Lovlie writes, the “promise of Bildung.”  A promise, or 

expectation, Lovlie clarifies as, “an idea that can only be achieved through significant 

encounters with culture and society” (Lovlie “The Promise of Bildung” Journal of 

Philosophy of Education of Great Britain 468). Quoting German neo-humanist, 

Wilhelm von Humboldt, a definition of the process and aims of Bildung is presented 

which can be understood as the theoretical foundation of Bound for Glory. From 

Lovlie cites von Humboldt’s, Theory of Bildung, Lovlie writes:
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It is the ultimate task of our existence to achieve as much substance as 

possible for the concept of humanity in our person, both during the span of 

our life and beyond it, through the traces we leave by means of our vital 

activity. This can be fulfilled only by the linking of the self to the world to 

achieve the most general, most animated, and most unrestrained interplay. 

(qtd. in Lovile “The Promise of Bildung” 468)

 Lovlie suggests that the promise of Bildung “is disclosed in relationships” and is 

“an ongoing concern with or care for its coming into being.” Bildung in this context 

remains unfinished, always to be fulfilled at a later time. “The promise,” Lovlie 

proclaims, “is the name of the relationship” (484). Bound for Glory is not a 

directional pronouncement of Guthrie’s future point of arrival. It is a promise, like 

Lovlie describes, between Guthrie and his relationship with the men in the freight 

cars, and every other hard hit traveler, of granting each the dignity and respect that is 

theirs, and in so doing, learning from each one. It is, as Richard Rorty points out, 

more a tale of edification wherein “the task before us is […] to redescribe ourselves, 

society and politics so that we may “remake” our life together.” Rorty goes on to say 

that this idea of Bildung or edification “stands for this project of finding new, better, 

more interesting, more fruitful ways of speaking about self and world” (“Introduction: 

Bildung and the Idea of a Liberal Education” 335). Bound for Glory offers a look into 

Guthrie’s self-reflection and the educative interplay between himself and the world. 

As the title suggests, Guthrie’s Bound for Glory is a creative affirmation and 
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remaking of Guthrie’s own experience as much as it his concerted hope and message 

for the larger community.  

Hard Hitting Songs. The compilation, Hard Hitting Songs for Hard-Hit People, 

illustrates two points: the first is that continuity, as has been discussed in this paper,  

is not necessarily an unbroken or uninterrupted phenomenon. The second point 

involves the influence of communicating (teaching) directly and meaningfully. Alan 

Lomax began compiling songs for the project in the late 1930’s while working at the 

Folksong Archives of the Library of Congress. Lomax set out to compile a varied and 

diverse assortment of recordings and literature pertaining to the “working folks” 

experience of the Great Depression years of the 1930’s. Writing in the compiler’s 

postscript Lomax recalls:

We were both [Lomax and Guthrie] angry about the social injustice rampant 

in our world. In different ways we were both children of the Depression and 

we wanted to tell the story of what it had done to the people we knew. 

Woody, as a composer, believed that songs could change the world for the 

better. As a song editor, I believed that this collection was a testament to an 

unknown America, the folk poets who had become politically active and 

still kept their gift for song-making. (Lomax Hard Hitting Songs for Hard 

Hit People 366)

Lomax called upon Guthrie and Pete Seeger to assist him in the organization and 

transcription of the music for the book. Guthrie wrote not one, but two, introductions 

for the book. Guthrie also wrote commentaries for each of the 197 songs, including 
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the thirty songs he wrote himself. Lomax. Guthrie, and Seeger organized the 197 

songs into thirteen topical themes ranging in focus from; “Hard Luck On The Farm,”, 

“You’re Dead Broke,”, “Hell Busts Loose In Kentucky,” to “One Big Union” (Hard

Hitting Songs for Hard Hit People 5-7).. 

The notation accompanying “Down On Robert’s Farm” states that the song was 

transcribed “as sung by B. L. Lunsford who learned it from Calude Reeves of Little 

River, Transylvania Co., N.C. He says Reeves composed this song and wrote of 

Robert’s farm from personal experience” (Hard Hitting Songs 34). The seven verse 

song tells of the “hard times in the country down on Robert’s farm” for the 

renters/sharecroppers trying to work and live.  Guthrie’s commentary reiterates the 

song’s theme while adding Guthrie’s more earthly pragmatic theology: 

It’s hell to be a renter down on Robert’s farm. That pretty well covers it. 

Preachers argue and chew the rag and fight about what Hell is, and where it 

is, but my notion it is right here and right now - - down among the folks that 

live in hard work and hard times all of their lives. I think that’s why the 

Fellow Carpenter said, “Thy Will Be Done On Earth As It Is In Heaven.” 

Which means: you got to fix it here on earth like you say it is in Heaven, 

then Heaven can take care of itself.” (Hard Hitting Songs 34) 

“Fix here on earth like you say it is in Heaven.” Take your ideal of the here-after 

and bring it to bear to the here-and-now, and further its realization in this place. 

Guthrie is imploring the readers to trust their own experience not only in the natural 
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world, but to also trust their experience of their supernatural ideals. Connect these to 

the needs of your bother and sister through work, through fixing things. Guthrie’s 

words parallel those put forth in Dewey’s A Common Faith wherein Dewey reaffirms 

the function and active relation between the “union of ideal ends with actual 

conditions” as nothing less than “God” (Dewey A Common Faith 51). Dewey goes on 

to say that the need for such a unity of action and ideas is urgent. Dewey takes the 

position that the “function” [emphasis in original] of such a working union of the 

ideal and actual seems […] to be identical with the force that has in fact been attached 

to the conception of God in all the religions that have a spiritual content” (A Common 

Faith 52). Both Guthrie and Dewey express a faith in the knowledge derived from 

experience, and in a peoples’ ability to understand the relations that exist between and 

within the human community. 

“It would be a good idea to listen very closely to these songs,” suggests John 

Steinbeck in the foreword to Hard Hitting Songs for Hard Hit People. “Songs are the 

statements of a people” (8, 9). A good idea, Guthrie would go on to say, because 

these are the “real old song[s] that’s in your heart” (Hard Hitting Songs 20). Say what 

you really have to say, Guthrie prods: 

You can write it down with the stub of a burnt match, or with an old chewed 

up penny pencil, or on the back of a sack, or on the edge of a almanac, or 

you could pitch in and write your walls full of your own songs. They don’t 

even have to rhyme to suit me. If they don’t rhyme a tall, well, then it’s 

prose, and all of the college boys will study on it for a couple of hundred 
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years, and because they cain’t make heads nor tails of it, they’ll swear 

you’re a natural born song writer, maybe call you a natural genius. (Hard 

Hitting Songs 19)

The fact that the book with the songs is even intact for folks to read and “listen” 

to is noteworthy. The original manuscript was completed in late 1940 but no 

publisher would take it. After December of 1941 and Pearl Harbor the manuscript of 

the project was shelved. A copy of the manuscript along with the musical 

transcriptions was stored in the People’s Songs office. By 1949 People’s Songs had 

dissolved and during the time from 1941 to 1949 the manuscript had been used as a 

reference source for numerous People’s Songs projects. One such project was John 

Greenway’s research for his book: American Folksongs of Protest. Interestingly, 

Greenway incorporates John Steinbeck’s introduction from Hard Hitting Songs for

Hard Hit People as the introduction to his American Folksongs of Protest, and frames 

much of the topical organization of the music around that constructed by Lomax, 

Guthrie, and Seeger.  “Nothing more happened until 1961, when Irwin Sibler, who 

served on the People’s Songs National Board of Directors, came across pages of the 

original manuscript and set out to finally have it published” (Liebermann My Song is 

My Weapon xvi). Writing for the 1967 publication, Irwin Sibler says of the 

compilation: “It is born more than a quarter of a century after its conception, but 

perhaps our generation needs the spirit and values inherent in these pages even more 

than the world of the 1940’s did” (My Song is My Weapon 14). Republished in 1999, 

Pete Seeger offers the following insights in the Afterword:
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The University of Nebraska Press has asked 79-year-old me to add an 

“afterword” to this book, which 21-year-old me helped put together in 1940 

[…]. My words are an oldster’s view looking backward, and looking 

forward as well […]. Future songwriters can learn from the honesty, the 

courage, the simplicity, the frankness of these hard hitting songs. Not just 

songwriters. We can all learn. (My Song is My Weapon 368, 372)

Songs to Grow On. The next example of Guthrie’s educative works dramatizes 

Pete Seeger’s observation of Guthrie’s simplicity and honesty, and captures a core 

element of Guthrie’s lifelong capacity for creativeness and for learning. Perhaps the 

best way to begin thinking about this quality is to ask yourself;: What sort of music is 

being made by the stitch of a needle?, or,  “What if I wrapped myself in paper, 

dabbed myself in glue, stuck some stamps on top of my head, and mailed myself to 

you” (Guthrie Mail Myself to You 2-5)?, or the even more perplexing conundrum of 

saying “Hello” to someone when what you really need to say is; “How-ji doozle 

oodle oojie how-ja do sir, doo-ber doo-bie how-ja do sa-loo-ber doo-bie how-ji-do 

how-ji-do” (Guthrie, Songs to Grow On  song no. 9). To thoroughly research and 

report on the findings related to the prior stated questions is beyond the scope of this 

study. But other, perhaps less befuddling, considerations remain which reveal related 

insights, as well as new understandings of the educative quality of Guthrie’s work. 

Fun filled, good time, even silly songs and song making were always a main stay 

in Guthrie’s musical repertoire. But it was the birth of his first daughter during his 

second marriage to Marjorie Mazia that spurred Guthrie to compose and record 
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children’s songs specifically. Cathy Ann, “Stackabones,”, was born on February 6, 

1943. Guthrie and Marjorie began compiling a songbook of children’s songs which 

they would play for and with Cathy Ann. The songbook, Woody’s 20 Grow Big

Song’s, also featured water colored pictures and doodles by Guthrie. The songbook 

would become the basis for several recordings, the first called Songs To Grow On

(Nursery Days), the second, Work Songs To Grow On. Interestingly, “the children’s 

albums sold better than Woody’s more ‘“serious” works,’ sometimes as many as a 

thousand copies, and became a staple in progressive nurseries across the country” 

(Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 326).

The liner notes to these children’s albums (and for all of the Folkways recordings 

for that matter) featured lengthy type written narratives, essays, descriptive notes, and 

commentary about the recordings inside. For the notes to Work Songs to Grow On, 

later issued under the title Why, Oh Why?: Very Early Songs For Mother And Child, 

Guthrie writes;: “Stackabones likes her songs and stories best of all when her mommy 

and poppy sing, talk, listen, and dance with her. She joins in lots quicker, and louder 

and freer when all of us lay down our books, papers, our knitting, twitting, and our 

heavy spirits, and all get going together on our story, our song, or dance” (Guthrie, 

Folkways Records FC 7016, 1985). There is a reciprocal communication taking place 

here between parent and child and between child and parent. This is no small matter. 

The question of how children and childhood influence adults is featured as a central 

path of inquiry in the study of the history of childhood. N. Ray Hiner identifies this 

question along with four other questions as one of the “basic questions scholars of 
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childhood” investigate and which serves to “differentiate the history of childhood 

from other fields as well as providing a guide for future research” (Hiner and Hawes 

Growing Up in America xx, xxi). The point here is, Guthrie was not only influenced 

by his children, especially in the case of Cathy Ann, but invested thought into the 

very elements of this influence. Writing in one of his personal notebooks on August 

16, 1947, Guthrie writes; “Now as goes for the art of children let me remind you once 

more and all over again. The best kind of an artist that you can be is when your art 

runs out of you just like it runs from the kids” (Santelli & Davidson Hard Travelin’

88). Later he would proclaim a desire of being “advanced into the noble state of the 

child” (88). Logan English, singer, song writer, and poet, distinguishes in Guthrie the 

difference between one who is childish, and one who is child-like. For English, the 

Guthrie child-like dimension is the basis for Guthrie’s creativeness. English sees it as 

the difference between the best parts of a genius or creative person “growing out –

not up” (English, Woody Guthrie’s Children’s Songs. Folkways Records, FC 7503, 

1974). Logan recognizes in Guthrie, what Dewey describes as the “harmony of 

mental playfulness and seriousness [that] describes the artistic ideal”      (How We 

Think 220).  Dewey offers another important distinction when he writes, “In art, the 

playful [emphasis if original] attitude becomes interest in the transformation of 

material to serve the purpose of a developing experience” (Dewey Art as Experience

279). Upon one of the numerous sketches Guthrie drew of Cathy Ann he wrote a brief 

note to her and perhaps to himself: it says; “I figure our minds gaze on the same 

pasture, swim the same rivers and jump the same fences” (Santelli & Davidson Hard 
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Travelin’ 88). “Such enrichment,” Dewey states, “of the present for its own sake is 

the just heritage of childhood and the best insurer of future growth” (How We Think

218).  Guthrie models for us the transformation of the stimulus into an expressed idea, 

a power, as Dewey would say, “into the attention to detail that ensures mastery over 

means of execution” (How We Think 220). 

Guthrie is creating, and participating in, an environment in which his daughter, or 

anyone, can experience what Don Saliers and his daughter and co-member of the duo 

The Indigo Girls, Emily Saliers, call a “songline.”  More than just a tune to hum, a 

songline can become a reference point that connects an individuals to their past, aids 

in the development of a connected present, and can be improvised to the uniqueness 

of the future. Through music, and by “coming alive to music, is coming alive to deep 

memory, as music recreates our sense of the world and who we are in it, right in the 

midst of the terrors and beauties, the pain and deep pleasures, of human existence” 

(Saliers & Saliers A Song to Sing, A Life to Live 1).

For this music, this songline, to be an aid in the re-creation of our sense of the 

world implies that the artistic creation of one’s sense of the world is open and free to 

further re-creation. This is an environmental construction wherein a child, or an adult, 

can experience the song, or the art of another person, and from that interaction 

develop an understanding of the art of the song.  In addition, the individual is coming 

to an understanding of the creative capacity and potential of one’s own power to 

formulate and express that idea so that others may experience this newly crafted 

perspective. Imagined another way, the artistic creation of the song (or any artifact) 
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contains within the process of creation, the elements and the flow of reconstructions 

which embody the development of learning. This creative expression finds its deeper, 

social adaptation and contribution, when carried out in such a way that the experience 

of the other, the individuals who will interact with the created object, are 

empathically taken in to account during the very act of creation. Such an approach 

serves to advance and increase the likelihood that the other may have greater access 

to and derive a clearer message from, the communication of ideas embodied in the 

object. But the learning and the creative act continue as the other, the audience, now 

interacts with the expressed object. The transparency and thoroughness, or lack there 

of, will be made apparent as the interaction on the part of the other person with the 

object either promotes the further growth and curiosity of the person, or as it arrests 

further growth or is merely experienced as a non-experience.  If the experience and 

the interaction are meaningful and educative, there is a further development of the 

educative experience that can occur. This development is signified by the conscious 

action on the part of the educator to cultivate and to bring out the eventual awareness 

on the part of the learners of their own power, their own ability to experience their 

own creative construction of knowledge and the artistry of life.

Throughout the numerous illustrations of Guthrie’s educative works, which have 

been presented in this study, Guthrie reiterates his understanding of his own 

continuous reconstruction of learning and the learning from the creative works of the 

people and the world around him. Constantly citing his references and sources, be 

they factory workers, brick layers, or the majesty of a stretch of land, Guthrie lets us 
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in on the materials that he was experiencing, transforming and eventually expressing 

anew. He would even take the time to say thanks, which suggests a level of 

appreciation which understands the work and creativeness involved in the process of 

communicating and expressing that idea or object on the part of the other person in 

the first place. Furthermore, the experiences cited above illustrate aspects of the 

educative quality of Guthrie and his work which entail the creativeness to stir in 

someone else the desire and the direction to be a creator too. It is as if Guthrie was 

able to say; Look here, here’s all there is to it. Trust it. It’s yours. What better source 

material can you ask for? 

Plane Wreck at Los Gatos. By 1948 Guthrie’s creative muse, as well as his 

personal and physical health, were in decline. Although still writing journal entries, 

working on edits to his second book, Seeds of Man, and crafting lyrics, Guthrie’s 

work, perhaps in large part to the onset of Huntington’s chorea, lacked substance and 

focus. Always a student of history and current events, Guthrie still poured over 

newspapers and magazines, often writing songs or even cartoons in response.  One set 

of lyrics however did emerge during this period that are memorable and will serve as 

the end point of the analysis for this segment of the study. “Of these songs, the one 

that is today best known, “Deportees,” (also referred to as “Plane Wreck at Los 

Gatos”) was found as a lyric only after [Guthrie] had lost the ability to finish his 

work; the music is attributed to Martin Hoffman. That song is not about the main 

current of American racial oppression—black people as chattel slaves, peons, and the 

most disenfranchised of urban proletarians—but about Southwestern anti-Mexican 
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racism, which is here presented as a function of the overall oppression of migrant 

farm workers, a job that [Guthrie] himself once held” (Marsh, from Hard Travelin’, 

Santelli & Davidson 174). Guthrie wrote the lyrics after reading a newspaper article 

describing a plane crash in the California hills.  The lead sentence of the two 

paragraph AP article in the New York Times reads: “A chartered Immigration Service 

plane crashed and burned in western Fresno County this morning, killing twenty-eight 

Mexican deportees, the crew and an immigration guard” (New York Times, Jan. 29, 

1948, 5).

Guthrie had set out from Oklahoma some ten years earlier, heading west to escape 

the dust and to find work, and along the way his own voice. Having experienced and 

witnessed first-hand the hardship of poverty, and the degradation of being rendered 

anonymous, Guthrie’s initial forays into broader social consciousness involved the 

articulation of the lived-day-to-day experience of the invisible “other America.” 

Throughout the chronological sequence of the selected works presented above are the 

reoccurring trace elements of Guthrie’s richly lived life experiences. These elements 

establish the basis for his further learning and were in turn reconstructed by the 

various ongoing interactions along his experiential continuum. That Guthrie would 

create yet another thematically similar song ten years later should not be interpreted 

as a repetitive rehashing of old material. Dewey asserts that “To produce and then to 

see and judge what we and others have done is the law of all natural activity” 

(Construction and Criticism 21).  The idea, the stimulus for the undertaking now has 

the cumulative depth, insight, and transformation of a decade of growth. “The 
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creative quality,” Eun-JooYang points out, “is attributed […] to a course of 

continuous and dynamic interaction” (“Creativeness as an Educational Ideal in 

Dewey’s Philosophy” 133). The subject matter is broadened and encompasses inquiry 

into a statement and emotionally charged question/demand for identity and justice. 

The idea is large. The hope is large. A hope like that called upon by W.E.B. Du Bois 

where “through all the Sorrow Songs there breathes a hope -- a faith in the ultimate 

justice of things” (Du Bois The Souls of Black Folks 162). “The struggle for hope,” 

Paulo Freire affirms, “is permanent, and it becomes intensified when one realizes it is 

not a solitary struggle.” “Unhopeful educators,” Freire goes on to state, “contradict

their practice.” “They are men and women without address [emphasis in original] and 

without a destination. They are lost in history” (Pedagogy of the Heart 106-07). And 

hope, or the “note of hope,” as Guthrie describes it, “is the only note that can help us 

or save us from falling to the bottom of the heap of evolution, because, largely, about 

all a human being is, anyway is just a hoping machine […]”  ( Pastures of Plenty

247).    

But the questions are also large, and they find their way into the creative act itself, 

they temper and cause pause. These questions reinsert some humility and likewise 

strengthen resolve and commitment to ideas and considerations which eclipse our 

own singular efforts, but which demand our work, our struggle.  One more time the 

idea is experienced and the interactions are integrated. A new meaning is constructed 

that finds an expressed form and is put forth and communicated so that an audience 
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may understand and interact in a meaningful and reciprocal way. Guthrie concludes 

the song with a reflective question and a beautiful, yet mournful, imagery of dust.

“Plane Wreck At Los Gatos”

(Deportee)

1. The crops are in and the peaches are rotting,

The oranges piled in their creosote dumps;

They’re flying ‘em back to the Mexican border,

To pay all their money to wade back again.

CHORUS

Good-bye to my Juan, good-bye Rosalita,

Adios mis amigos, Jesus y Maria;

You won’t have your name when you ride the big airplane,

All they will call you will be deportees.

3. Some of us are illegal, and some are not wanted,

Our work contract’s out and we have to move on;

Six hundred miles to that Mexican border,

They chase us like outlaws, like rustlers, like thieves.

5. The sky plane caught fire over Los Gatos canyon, 

A fireball lighting, and shook all our hills,

Who are all these friends, all scattered like dry leaves?
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The radio says they are just deportees.

6. Is this the best way we can grow our big orchards?

Is this the best way we can grow our good fruit?

To fall like dry leaves to rot on my topsoil

And be called by no name except deportees?

              (Guthrie The Nearly Complete Collection of Woody Guthrie Folk Songs 24-

25)

The Singing Cricket

“Poets are indeed seers and makers; but if what they make has matter, has weight, if 

what they see is more than shadow, the poets must reveal, they must round out to high 

completeness, the meaning of the life that is about them” (Dewey The Early Works, 

“Poetry and Philosophy” 113). The meaning of the life that was about Woody 

Guthrie, as portrayed through the range of works selected above, possessed matter 

and weight most of which was drawn directly from experience. Fully present in and 

during each manifestation of the unfolding of everyday experience Guthrie bridges 

the duality between art and ordinary experience. The creative result, the artifact, finds 

a gestalt with each successive fulfilling experience (Eun-jooYang “Creativeness as an 

Educative Ideal” 135). There are many threads of continuity that run throughout 

much of Guthrie’s works:, not the least of which is that being the role of song as 

social commentary and critique. In response to his own provocation concerning 

poetry as a criticism of life Dewey states: 
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[…] by disclosure, through imaginative vision addressed to imaginative 

experience (not to set judgment) of possibilities that contrast with actual 

conditions. …A sense of possibilities that are unrealized and that might be 

realized are when they are put in contrast with actual conditions, the most 

penetrating “criticism” of the latter that might be made. It is by a sense of 

possibilities opening before us that we become aware of constrictions that 

hem us in and of burdens that oppress. (Art as Experience 346)

In the tradition of Socrates’ gadfly, Guthrie depicts himself as a “singing cricket,” 

one voice among many, singing out for a better place to live, a better job, a better 

world. Guthrie’s core belief in the progressive good of the ordinary people is equaled 

by his admiration for their collective courage and strength. Frederick Turner also sees 

Guthrie in a tradition; - the tradition of “artist [s] who have taken America seriously.” 

By this Turner means, those artists “whose lines and syllables are public acts insisting 

upon the very best from us, ‘necessary affirmations’ affirmations” (as the Chilean 

poet Pablo Neruda called them) of the worth and dignity of all persons and of this 

country as uniquely fitted to allow their expression” (Turner “Just What in the Hell 

has Gone Wrong Here Anyway?” 36). Always one to unflinchingly assail the 

callousness of the bosses and a government that has forgotten its people Guthrie’s 

cricket is an anthem singer, a provocateur, seeking to “create and sustain new ways of 

keeping freedom from losing meaning” (Botstein Jefferson’s Children 223). The

following is an excerpt from one of Guthrie’s many journals, dated February 2, 1941:
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   Crickets don’t eat houses down. Crickets just hang around to sing that the 

damn thing’s a falling down. He’ll be there a long time singing about it. You 

get to where every time you see a cricket you think of the house about to fall 

down. But he didn’t bring it down. Then the other bugs that really brought 

the house down will run off somewhere and they’ll say, Look at that god 

damn cricket, he was there all of th’ time! He’s th’ one! Get “im! He lives in 

rot an” filth all th” time! He causes it! He believes in it! He spreads it 

around! Get that bastardly son of a bitch! And the cricket don’t want to live 

nowheres else. He had to stay on the job and holler and sing that the house 

was rotting down. He had to stay. He couldn’t sing nowheres else. There 

wasn’t nothing to sing about nowheres else. So he stuck. He got blamed for 

all the rotten work. But he stayed.

     Finally one day over in the wood box behind the stove, or down in the 

barn by the manure pile in the sun—somebody thought that he was mean 

and hurting them, and squashed him under a shoe sole. But his relatives 

heard about it, and they sang about it. His brothers and his sisters heard 

about it and they sang about it. They stay around rotten barns and houses 

and sing about it.

     They sing the song called, the Song of the Singing Cricket.

              (Woody Guthrie Archives, WG-FA, MS Box 1, Folder 3.1) 
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Chapter Six:

Conclusion

Democratic Vistas

Not only does the cricket sing, but the cricket also speaks, announces, documents, and 

expresses - to borrow a line from Frederick Turner - “a fierce and steady devotion to 

America’s promise as a nation founded on the belief in the dignity and divinity of 

each of us” (“Just What the Hell has Gone Wrong Here Anyhow?” 36). Both 

Guthrie’s and Dewey’s love of country is evidenced by both men’s prolific body of 

work, which at its core, strove to advance the betterment of the people, and the 

realization of the democratic ideal. Both men surveyed the American landscape from 

their respective democratic vistas, each chronicling and advocating through their 

unique mediums of expression, a progressive vision of the future, one with a six-

string the other with a fountain pen. Dave Marsh, writing in the preface to Pastures of 

Plenty: The Unpublished Writings of an American Folk Hero, offers the following 

insight: 

Activism wasn’t just a matter of rallies and speeches and theoretical jargon. 

It was a way to build a new world […]. Guthrie lived in a community 

suffused with socialism, in which whatever of its principles could be 

enacted without state power were put into practice. Most important, Woody 

Guthrie wrote his greatest songs and stories while living among people who 
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believed in and worked toward a high and mighty goal outside of 

themselves. In many ways, that goal and such work is the subject of all his 

writing […] .We, who not only don’t live in such a world but are so totally 

estranged from any long-term vision of the future, can barely imagine what 

it would mean to live as though such principles and goals were realistic and 

attainable. We’re inclined to deny the possibility that it existed […]. 

(Pastures of Plenty xxi - xxii)

Part of Marsh’s observation, concerning the inclination to deny the existence of the 

possibility of such a vision, of such a sense of hope, can be found in disarmingly 

simple writings like the following by Guthrie, dated June 3, 1947: 

Something Wrong

I have traveled around this land enough to know there’s something wrong

And I aim to try to fix it if I can and I think I can

Yes, I’m aiming to try to fix it and I think I can.

I think I can and I think I can and I will die like a natural

man but I sure want to try to fix it if I can.

Rich folks waste more than us poor could use and most

feet never tasted new shoes

And I sure aim to try to fix things if I can and I think I can

Yes, I sure aim to do some fixing and I think I can.

(Born to Win 254)
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From Robert Westbrook’s, John Dewey and American Democracy, the following 

passages capture insightful glimpses into Dewey’s formulations and reconstructions 

of his democratic philosophical thought. Challenging philosophy to “surrender all 

pretension to be peculiarly concerned with ultimate reality,” Dewey seeks to align 

pragmatic thought with the service of human interest. “Philosophy,” Dewey points 

out, “recovers itself when it ceases to be a device for dealing with the problems of 

philosophers and becomes a method, cultivated by philosophers, for dealing with the 

problems of men” (138). Beyond the need for philosophical consistency, Dewey 

recognizes the larger need for a societal, democratic consistency. [Democracy was] 

“an absurdity,” Dewey asserts, “where faith in the individual as individual is 

impossible; and this faith is impossible when intelligence is regarded as a cosmic 

power, not an adjustment and application of individual tendencies […] .” “To put the 

intellectual center of gravity,” Dewey continues, “in the objective cosmos outside of 

men’s own experiments and tests, and then invite the application of individual 

intelligence to the determination of society is to invite chaos” (Westbrook 149). 

Dewey is articulating key elements of his overall vision of democracy and education: 

democracy as way of living, and education as life-long growth. “If democracy be a 

serious, important choice and predilection,” Dewey declares, “it must in time justify 

itself by generating its own child of wisdom, to be justified in turn by its children, 

better institutions of life” (149). Westbrook then adds to the idea by stating that “he, 

(Dewey) thought […] that it was time for Americans to get to work on the better 
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institutions of life toward which it (Dewey’s line of thought) pointed” (Westbrook 

149). Dewey aimed to do some fixin’.

Far, far, indeed, Walt Whitman would say, stretch, in distance, do the likes of 

Dewey and Guthrie see our democratic Vistas. The line of continuity weaving 

throughout Guthrie’s works, from past, to present, to future, also animates Dewey’s 

educational ideal and enlivens his vision of the democratic ideal. The antecedent of 

these ideas can in part be traced to Walt Whitman’s Democratic Vistas. The following 

passage is presented in length, for within it the identities and works of both Dewey 

and Guthrie are foreseen and illuminated within the larger canvas of Whitman’s 

vision of an America. From Democratic Vistas Whitman writes:

Before proceeding further, it were perhaps well to discriminate on certain 

points. Literature tills its crops in many fields, and some may flourish, while 

others lag. Why I say in these Vistas has its main bearing on imaginative 

literature, especially poetry, the stock of all. In the department of science, 

and the specialty of journalism, there appear, in these States, promises, 

perhaps fulfillments, of highest, earnestness, reality, and life. These of 

course, are modern. But in the region of imaginative, spinal and essential 

attributes, something equivalent to creation is, for our age and lands, 

imperatively demanded. For not only is it not enough that the new blood, 

new frame of democracy shall be vivified and held together merely by 

political means, superficial suffrage,, legislation, &c., but it is clear to me 

that unless it goes deeper, gets at least as firm and as warm a hold in men’s 
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heart’s, emotions, and belief, as in their days, feudalism or ecclesiasticism, 

and inaugurates its own perennial sources, welling from the center forever, 

its strength will be defective, its growth doubtful, and its main charm 

wanting. I suggest therefore, the possibility, should some two or three really 

original American poets, (perhaps artists or lecturers,) arise mounting the 

horizon like planets, stars of the first magnitude, that, from their eminence, 

fusing contributions, races, far localities, &c., together they would give 

more compaction and more identity, (the quality to-day most needed,) to 

these States, and all its Constitutions, legislative and judicial ties, and all its 

hitherto political, warlike, or materialistic experiences. As, for instance, 

there could hardly happen anything that would serve the States, with all 

their variety of origins, their diverse climes, cities, standards, &c., than 

possessing an aggregate of heroes, characters, exploits, sufferings, 

prosperity or misfortune, glory or disgrace, common to all, typical of all –

no less, but even greater would it be to possess the aggregation of a cluster 

of mighty poets, artists, teachers, fit for us, national expressers, 

comprehending and effusing for the men and women of the States, what is 

universal, native, common to all, inland and seaboard, northern and 

southern. (The Portable Walt Whitman 401-402)

We have two such “national expressers” in Dewey and Guthrie, each who has 

fused contributions of a diverse nation and given more compaction and identity to a 

nation of diversity. As evidenced by Dewey’s articulated ideas of artful living and 
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Guthrie’s artistically lived experience there exist the cornerstone of Dewey’s vision 

for democracy as a way of living, not merely as a mechanism for elections. Writing in 

1939 Dewey, at the age of eighty, wrote a concise reiteration of his philosophy of 

democracy and education entitled: “Creative Democracy – The Task Before Us.” As 

the title implies, the necessity of creativity, of art - full experience, is at the center of 

Dewey’s understanding of the democratic life. A creative democracy requires citizens 

free and capable of creative, artistic living; citizens who can educate others through 

their own experience and growth. Freedom, in this case, is an active creation and 

recreation of our understanding and of the social conditions in which we live. “Since 

the process of experience is capable of being educative,” Dewey states, “faith in 

democracy is all one with faith in experience and education” (Dewey “Creative 

Democracy-The Task Before Us” The Later Works, Vol. 14:1939-1941 229). Dewey 

goes on to call upon the qualities of the gadfly and the cricket by further explaining 

creative growth along the experiential continuum:

If one asks what is meant by experience in this connection my reply is that 

free interaction of individual human beings with surrounding conditions 

especially the human surroundings, which develops and satisfies need and 

desire by increasing knowledge of things as they are is the only solid ground 

for communication and sharing; all other communication means the 

subjection of some persons to the personal opinion of other persons. Need 

and desire-out of which grow purpose and direction of energy- go beyond 
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what exists, and hence beyond science. They continually open the way into 

the unexplored and unattained future. (“Creative Democracy” 229)

In the margins of Woody Guthrie’s 1940 draft of “God Blessed America”  - which 

would later become “This Land Is Your Land” - Guthrie jotted: “All you can write is 

what you see” (from Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 472). Given an understanding of 

the history of that particular song and an understanding of Guthrie’s life and life 

work, one can interpret Guthrie’s marginalia as a beautifully concise paraphrasing of 

Dewey’s statement in “Creative Democracy.” Guthrie expresses and personifies the 

idea of an individual in free interaction with his surroundings, human or otherwise, 

always attentive to the life experiences of himself and of others, and instinctively 

open to learning from all that is around him. What Guthrie was able to see, and 

therefore write about, was Americans as they are. Guthrie possessed an awareness, a 

consciousness, of his self which enabled him to perceive beyond self and the 

previously known. Guthrie’s music and words gave voice to an alienated segment of 

the populace. Guthrie’s songs and words shed light on the issues and struggles 

confronting the poor and the working poor of the nation so that others may see and 

“feel the human calamites” (Rousseau 224). Guthrie voices a recognition and trust in 

the completeness of an experience as a source of knowledge. The past is not 

jettisoned nor abandoned in this reconstruction of experience. Quite the contrary, the 

overlap of the past with the new is the interaction wherein meaning is assigned to 

experiences. Guthrie captures the idea when he writes:

             There’s a feeling in music and it carries you back down the road you have
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          traveled and makes you travel it again –

            Or it takes you back down the road somebody else has come and you can

          look out across the world from the hill they were standing on.

             Music is the language of the mind that travels – that carries the pass key

          to the laws of time and space where distance is at least understood and

             Visioning works with marvelous clearness.

          (Pastures of Plenty 105-106) 

     Being solidly grounded in experience, knowledge, and empathy, Guthrie 

cultivated and contributed to what Leon Botstein refers to as “the imaginative world 

in which each individual can find a place and effectively fight the battle against 

deadening conformity” (Jefferson’s Children 223). As depicted in the overview of 

Guthrie’s works presented earlier in Chapter Five, Guthrie’s work reveals a continuity 

of experience showing a “direction of energy” coupled with an insatiable desire for 

learning and being “continually open” to the “unexplored and unattained future.” 

Guthrie can be seen as an individual who “carried on day by day” - in Dewey’s terms 

- a democratic way of life which “expanded the contacts, the exchanges, the 

communications, the interactions by which experience is steadied while it is also 

enlarged and enriched” (Dewey “Creative Democracy” 229, 230).  Guthrie was an 

individual who was creatively engaging in, and educating for, in Dewey’s words , a 

“freer and more humane experience in which all share and to which all contribute” 

(Dewey 230). For each of us the potential exists to transform any experience, any 

material, into something full of meaning. To learn, to experience, to live, to create, to 
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teach in an engaged and artful way, these are the outcomes, the hallmarks of Dewey’s 

stated educational philosophy and Guthrie’s expressed experience.  

Many Schools of Learning

Dewey’s aforementioned reference to a “democratic way of life which expands the 

contacts, exchanges, communications, and interactions by which experience is 

steadied while it is also enlarged and enriched” (“Creative Democracy” 229) extends 

the work of the schoolhouse far beyond its customary walls. Robert Westbrook 

captures Dewey’s conceptualization of this understanding when he states: “The 

democratic voice had to reach “all the agencies and influences that shape 

disposition,” for “every place in which men habitually meet – shop, club, factory, 

saloon, church, political caucus – is perforce a school house, even though not so 

labeled” (Westbrook John Dewey and American Democracy 192). Westbrook 

continues:

These schoolhouses were, however, even tougher places for a democrat to 

teach in than the conventional classroom because the task here was less to 

make minds than to change them, and in an environment not conducive to 

democratic debate. One had to convince one’s fellow citizens, many of them 

lacking in “sympathetic character,” to construct the institutions of moral 

democracy and to do so without resorting to undemocratic means […]. 

(John Dewey and American Democracy 192)

An example of just how tough a place a democrat might have to teach in, and how 

lacking in sympathetic character some of one’s fellow citizens may be, is detailed in 
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Guthrie’s autobiography, Bound for Glory.  The first example of a tough schoolhouse 

was located in San Francisco “down along old Fifth and Main, Skid, one of the 

skiddiest of all Skid Rows” (Guthrie 256). Guthrie had just met up with long-time 

friend and singing partner, Gilbert “Cisco” Houston, and the two decided to go into a 

few of the saloons along the Skid and play music for coins and drinks. The United 

States was already involved in the war in Europe and was on this particular day on the 

eve of war with Japan. Guthrie and Cisco sang an assortment of cowboy, country, and 

ballad tunes and then started to improvise lyrics to older melodies. Seeing that many 

of the patrons in the bar were soldiers and sailors the two singers spontaneously 

created songs about the war effort.

Well, it’s rainin’ on th’ Skid Row,

Stormin’ down in Birmin’ham

Rainin’ on th’ Skid Row,

Stormin’ down in Birmin’ham

But there ain’t no stormy weather

Gonna stop these boys of Uncle Sam!

Lord, its stormy on that ocean

Windy on th’ deep blue sea

Boy’s its stormy on th’ ocean

Windy on th’ deep blue sea

I’m gonna bake them Nazis a chicken

Loaded full of TNT!
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I woke up this mornin’

Seen what the paper said

Yes, boys, I woke up this mornin’

Seen what the papers said

Them Japanese had bombed Pearl Harbor

And war had been declared.

(Guthrie 260-261)

More war songs were improvised and the beer and the tips poured in until a loud 

shout from the doorway announced a “big fight” outside. Guthrie and Cisco, with 

their guitars slung over their shoulders, ran outside to see what was going on. An 

angry mob of men had started smashing the windows of stores owned by Japanese -

Americans. Boisterously instigating one another and the converging crowd to “git the 

Japs” and “to beat the hell out of all of ‘em,” the thugs were starting to move across 

the street to attack several Japanese who had gathered in a store for protection. 

Guthrie and Cisco, along with several of their soldier friends from the saloon, moved 

ahead of the mob and stood together in front of the targeted store. “You mangy little 

honky-tonk guitar-playin’ sot,” one of the mob snarled at Guthrie, “I’ll come over 

there an’ bust that music box over yore bastardly head!”  “You’re a sneakin’ fifth 

column sonofabitch!” Tryin’ ta pertect them skunk Japs agin’ native-borned 

American citizens” (264, 265, 266, 267)! Guthrie and Cisco stood at the store front 

defying the mob and declaring that they “ain’t a movin’” and encouraging the 

onlookers to gather around and to “squeeze together.” As the mob drew closer more 
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and more of the onlookers came to the store front to stand together against the 

“thugs.” Guthrie and Cisco started to sing:

We will fight together

We shall not be moved

We will fight together

We shall not be moved

Just like a tree

That’s planted by the water

We

Shall not

Be moved.

(Bound for Glory 267)

The angry mob attacked Guthrie, Cisco, and the gathered crowd, pushing, 

shoving, and “sailing cuss words of a million filthy, low-down, ratty kind.” 

“Everyone stood there singing as loud and as clear and as rough-sounding as a war 

factory hammering” (268). Then, just as quickly as the incident had started it was 

over. The thugs “skidded away in between the cars, and got lost in the crowds along 

the walk, and hit the alleys and disappeared” (268).

Tough schoolhouses were also to be found aboard the World War II Liberty ships 

of the Merchant Marine. Guthrie joined the Merchant Marine in June of 1943 and 

served until July, 1944. His first ship, the S. S. William B. Travis, was torpedoed and 
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eventually sunk off the coast of Tunisia. The second ship Guthrie served on was the 

Liberty ship S. S. William Floyd. Although not struck by torpedoes the ship and the 

small convoy it was part of were under submarine attack for three consecutive days 

during the return voyage. The S. S. Sea Porpoise was the third, and final ship, Guthrie 

would serve on. At the mid-point of the Atlantic crossing the massive convoy of ships 

was attacked by German submarines. The attack lasted several hours. The constant 

blare of the ship’s alarms, the deafening thud, thud, thud of the depth charges, and the 

random blast from an exploding ship had intensified to the point where all but the 

crewmen serving on the ship’s bridge and weapons were ordered below deck. While 

six hundred men crowded together in the number three hold, “Woody stood in the 

center of the hold, quietly tuning his guitar” (Longhi Woody, Cisco, and Me 228). 

Cisco Houston and Jim Longhi picked up their guitars and joined Guthrie in the 

center of the hold; the crew became silent while the three tuned their instruments. 

Guthrie began by stating that he’d “like to start off with a little song I helped write 

which I think is appropriate to the occasion – it’s called “The Sinking of the Reuben 

James.”  The irony was not missed by the crew. Jim Longhi then tells how Guthrie 

spoke to the men:

It’s about a U. S. destroyer protecting a convoy like ours […] and how the 

Nazi U-boats torpedoed it and sent it to the bottom of the sea. It’s a cheerful 

little tune that goes rippling along nice and easy. A roar of laughter came 

from the soldiers. You guys join in the chorus, which goes, “Tell me, what 

were their names?  Tell me, what were their names? Did you have a friend 
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on the good Reuben James? And remember to sing loud, because our 

scientist have discovered that loud singing sends out sound waves that 

confuse the Nazi U- boats and causes them to shoot crooked. So to save 

your behinds and in memory of the men who went down on the Reuben 

James, let’s hear it loud and clear. (Longhi 228, 229)

Jim Longhi goes to describe how “after an hour and a half of Woody Guthrie 

against Hitler, we stopped for a smoke. Suddenly we heard the sound of a glorious 

Negro chorus” (230). On board the segregated Sea Porpoise were fifty African 

American soldiers. During the torpedo attack they had gathered in the ship’s tiled 

toilet deck. The group’s leader and staff sergeant was a preacher from Georgia. 

Guthrie had lead the white soldiers from the third hold and stood outside the doors 

listening to the voices ring out, “On Judgment Day – Lord – Lord – on that Judgment 

Day!”  After asking the staff sergeant and his men to join him and the others in the 

number three hold Guthrie was confronted by the deeper irony of going to war for 

freedom while simultaneously denying the freedom of his own countrymen. After a 

rousing version of “John Henry,” Guthrie handed the staff sergeant his guitar on 

which Guthrie had written, “This machine kills fascists.”  The power and meaning of 

the experience is captured in the following excerpt from Woody, Cisco, and Me:

The leader held the guitar in front of him and read softly, “This machine 

kills fascists.” Then, with both hands he raised the guitar above his head for 

all to see and said, “Brothers, it says on this here guitar, “This machine kills 
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fascists.’ His voice rose. “An’ let this be our scripture for this meeting. We 

know what a fascist is, don’t we?” “A fascist is the same as a Nazi! And we 

know what a Nazi is, don’t we?

“Yes! Yes! The men chorused back.

“Make slaves of everybody!”

“Slaves! That’s right!” The men’s anger began to rise.

“An’ we know what slaves is, don’t we!” We’ve seen the boss slavers, 

haven’t we?”

“Yes, Lord! You know we have, Lord!”

“An’ we know that Nazis is the king of the boss slavers, don’t we?”

“We know that, Lord! We know that!” “An’ we know that after we win this 

war, when the king of slavery is dead” –  “when the king of slavery is dead, 

things is gonna change for the people of Israel!”                             

 “Change! Change!” The men cried out.

“And for everybody, Lord. For Everybody!”

The guitar still held above his head, like a weapon, he cried out, “An’ the 

walls will come tumbling’ down!” (Longhi 231, 232, 233)
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Guthrie and the group of black and white soldiers received word that it “was 

against the rules for black soldiers to fraternize with white soldiers. Guthrie then 

proceeded to challenge the rule with the ship’s command. After several layers of 

officers and systemic responses that amounted to variations of “rules are rules,” and 

“I didn’t make the rules,” Guthrie replied to the Colonel of military personnel on 

board ship, “seems like the rules nobody made are the hardest ones to break” 

(Woody, Cisco, and Me 236). Somewhat exasperated, and perhaps, as argued by Jim 

Longhi, partially swayed by the example of the racially integrated Benny Goodman 

Band the colonel “invited everybody to the to the number-three hold” for what 

Guthrie announced as a “double treat: the Benny Goodman Guthrie Trio plus the 

hotdamndest American chorus you guys ever heard! The cheering [and singing] was 

so loud,” Longhi says, “nobody […] seemed to hear the depth charges” (237-238). 

Later, after the crew had returned to their quarters, Longhi asked Guthrie what made 

him go down there and sing. “Logic,” Guthrie said, “We joined this Merchant Marine 

to kill fascist. This machine [Guthrie’s guitar] kills fascist, but it won’t do it unless 

somebody plays it” (238). 

Guthrie as Educator

Guthrie, like Dewey asserts in his My Pedagogic Creed, realized the dignity of his 

calling. As an educator, Guthrie would no doubt agree with Dewey that it is “the 

educator’s responsibility to “ see equally two things: First, that the problem grows out 

of the conditions of the experience being had in the present, and that it is within the 
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range of the capacity of students; and, secondly, that it is such that it arouses in the 

learner an active quest for information and for production of new ideas and from 

which could arouse in the learner an active quest for information and for production 

of new ideas” (Dewey Experience and Education 79). Guthrie’s long-time friend and 

fellow musician Pete Seeger shares a brief and personal insight into Guthrie’s 

influence. Writing in the article “Woody Guthrie: Lessons He Taught Us” Seeger 

says:

Woody taught us a lot. Of course, he always claimed that he could not 

theorize, that he couldn’t keep up with our booklearning. He’d bow out of an 

argument rather than get tangled up in four-syllable words. But he had a 

number of sound theories about song writing, and I only wish we had been 

able to learn them better. Because we need more songs written today, of the 

kind Woody could have written.

Seeger then goes on to say:

   Woody was not adverse to having his songs  sung on the Hit Parade, but to 

my knowledge he never wrote a song with the Hit Parade in mind. He 

considered most commercial music men as slick people who didn’t really 

know what folks wanted, but who foisted their own ideas of music upon the 

country. He thought of them the way an Oklahoma farmer thought of Wall 

Street bankers. […]  He’d write and sing them [songs] himself, and 
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mimeograph copies from time to time, and trust that if he put together a which 

hit the spot, people would take it up as their own. 

Seeger concludes his reflection with an abbreviated version of the scientific method:

   Each “unsuccessful” song was not a waste of time, moreover. He could 

learn from it. Woody understood the old axiom: “There is no such thing as an 

unsuccessful experiment.” (Reason: you get either a positive or a negative 

result. In either case you learn.) Hence out of the many attempts he made, he 

learned enough to write good songs. (14-15)

      Guthrie had a keen ability to “utilize the situation” at hand and lead the learner on 

“to grasp the relation,” the meaning, the significance of the moment. For Guthrie, 

there existed an active, creative capacity to “form purposes” from seemingly arbitrary 

happenings, and to “select and arrange means for their realization” into an “intelligent 

activity” (Experience and Education 84) Needless to say, while discussing Guthrie in 

an educative context, the emphasis is on the personal method, more than any 

technical method of instruction. Just as the classrooms in which Guthrie taught are 

not labeled as such, nor is the less than obvious indirect instruction he incorporated 

readily recognized. Furthermore, it is important to re-emphasize that the beginning 

and end points of where the uniquely engaged quality of Guthrie’s life experience.

Guthrie’s highly personal style of communicating, combined with his insatiable love 

for learning, found release and expression through his music, words, and drawings. 

Ronald Lee Zigler, in his article: “John Dewey, Eros, Ideals, and Collateral Learning: 
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Toward a Descriptive Model of the Exemplary Teacher,” refers to a fusion of 

personal elements, like that of Guthrie, as part of the “personal method” of a teacher 

and what may be his or her subtle, tacit or inadvertent influence.”(280). “It is through 

this influence,” Zigler continues, “that a teacher brings into the classroom his or her 

“mark making qualities”- qualities  that shape the social and emotional climate of the 

classroom and constitute the essential ingredient behind the transmission of ideas” 

(280). Dewey places more than a passing reference to the importance of the 

interactions between life-long-learning, collateral learning, and indirect instruction. 

Writing in Experience and Education, Dewey asserts: 

Perhaps the greatest of all pedagogical fallacies is the notion that a person 

learns only the particular thing he is studying at the time. Collateral learning

in the way of formation of enduring attitudes, of likes and dislikes, may be 

and often is much more important than the spelling lesson or lesson in 

geography or history that is learned. For these attitudes are fundamentally 

what count in the future. The most important attitude that can be formed is 

that of desire to go on learning. (48)

Later in the same paragraph Dewey reiterates the centrality of the individuals’ own 

experience as the key to a personal basis of, and for, philosophy. Dewey writes:

We often see persons who have had little schooling and in whose case the 

absence of set schooling proves to be a positive asset. They have at least 

retained their native common sense and power of judgment, and its exercise 

in the actual conditions of living has given them the precious gift of ability 
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to learn from the experiences they have. What avail is it to win prescribed 

amounts of information about geography and history, to win ability to read 

and write, if in the process the individual loses his own soul: loses his 

appreciation of things worth while, of the values to which these things are 

relative; if he loses desire to apply what he has learned and, above all, loses 

the ability to extract meaning from his future experiences as they occur? 

(48-49)

For Guthrie, “to lose the ability to extract meaning from his future experiences” 

would entail losing contact with the people. “What about this word “contact,” Guthrie 

asks, “with the people? Is it a place, a condition, or a state of mind? Does an 

education cut you loose from your people” (Woody Guthrie Songbook 39)?  

Guthrie’s reference library was the road, the street, the docks, the alleys, the ash cans. 

Guthrie’s desire to learn is drawn from the folks who wash dishes, pour hot iron, cut 

wheat, and assemble cars. Conversely, this contact is the source material which 

allows Guthrie to impart to others their own desire to learn, to grow.  Writing in 1947, 

Guthrie offers another word of affirmation and thanks to his teachers, and the 

classrooms that he attends, in the following passage called “I’m Not the Man”:

It is you, you see, not me only, but more you than me, that this world is 

hungry to hear about and to find. I am not trying to catch my own beats and 

my own rhythms as much as I’m trying to catch the roll and the sway, and 

the up and down movements and motions of your common wasted words 

that you toss off into your winds more and sure than the petals of any flower 
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from any limb or stem. You are so full of new life seeds that you spray the 

winds with your words. I catch one or two of your deeper words here and 

there but you catch more words about me than I catch about you, and the 

way you say your thoughts is deeper and finer, greater in every respect than 

anything my line has ever snagged and landed. (Born to Win 176)

Guthrie, like Dewey, took issue with learning solely as a didactic encounter. In 

Suzanne Rice’s article: “Dewey’s Conception of “Virtue” and its Educational 

Implications,” the prospect of “a potential danger in merely [emphasis in original] 

giving didactic instruction” is addressed. “Dewey’s concern,” Rice points out, “is 

that, taught didactically, students may learn to exhibit the conventions of morality, 

while lacking that which is more genuine and substantive” (Rice 361 ). “A [learner] 

who has cultivated only the appearance of virtue,” Rice states, “will be ill-prepared to 

develop the keen sensitivity and capacity for reflection and judgment that more 

mature virtue requires” (361). Much of Guthrie’s songs and writings are pointed 

criticisms of the merely symbolic display of morality. Returning once again to 

Guthrie’s “This Land Is Your Land,” the song creates an environment of the 

imagination, an experiential landscape of the country, and the reflections of a life 

lived within the society which offers both promise and problems. The following 

excerpt is from the draft version of “God Blessed America,” later to be renamed 

“This Land Is Your Land.” Of particular interest are verses 3 and 5, cited below, 

which are seldom, if ever sung or printed. 
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“God Blessed America”

Verse 3

Was a big high wall there that tried to stop me

A sign was painted said; Private Property.

But on the back side it didn’t say nothing

God blessed America for me.

Verse 5

One bright sunny morning in the shadow of the steeple

By the Relief Office I saw my people

As they stood hungry, I stood there wondering if

God blessed America for me. 

Refrain:

This land is your land, this land is my land

From California to the New York Island,

From the Redwood Forest, to the Gulf Stream waters,

God blessed America for me.

(Klein Woody Guthrie: A Life 472)

There is no “narrow mechanistic rule following,” or “hollow verbal authority,” in 

the words of Timothy Smith, in Guthrie’s lyrics. Likewise, Guthrie does not isolate 

the moral implication of his words from the relation to the experience. Smith’s claim 
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that “efforts to teach virtues as explicit lessons apart from their relation to the 

experience of those who are to learn them, rob their meaning of vital personal 

significance, and ultimately reduce their social worth” (Smith “Dewey on Virtue” 

366). This point, Rice stresses, reinforces Dewey’s idea of all education as moral in 

nature “to the extent that it enables students to participate more actively and 

meaningfully in social life” (Rice “Dewey’s conception of Virtue” 361). Guthrie’s 

roaming and rambling through America’s diamond deserts and waving wheat fields 

are at once immediate encounters with the land, the environment, and with the 

equally grand social context. Guthrie, like Dewey, would have us, as Rice states, 

“consider the educational potential of all our institutions” (363). Such an educational 

potential, Jim Garrison adds, offers to “unify the real and the ideal” and strives to 

convene creative and critical conversations in the spirit of democratic pluralism” 

(Garrison “The Crossroads of Poetry and Prophecy” par. 20).  The goal of teaching in 

this context, Garrison goes on to say, “is to educate aesthetically creative [emphasis 

added] and morally responsible citizens […]” (par. 20). Teaching in the context 

Garrison speaks of, and as spoken of throughout this study, entails the understanding 

of the artistry of teaching, learning, and living. 

     Near the end of How We Think Dewey writes about the attitude of the artist and 

the implications of an artistic attitude upon teaching. In effect, Dewey’s 

considerations serve as a reflective pause, a prompt to look back over the work of this 

study. The first consideration Dewey presents is that a teacher’s “claim to rank as an 

artist is measured by his ability to foster the attitude of the artist in those who study 
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with him.” Next, Dewey addresses the need for the teaching of “skill, mastery of 

technique, and the training of facility” to be elaborated upon so that “[…] 

enlargement of mental vision, power of increased discrimination of final values, a 

sense of ideas –for principles—accompanies this training […].” In closing, Dewey 

says of the artistic attitude and the artistic teacher, “To nurture inspiring aim and 

executive means into harmony with each other is at once the difficulty and the reward 

of the teacher” (How We Think 220, 221).

I sing the song “This Land Is Your Land” differently than I did five, ten, twenty, 

even thirty some odd (I can now say forty) years ago. While new ideas were being 

attached and attributed to the singing experience along the way, none compare to the 

significant reconstruction of meaning which has transpired since the research process 

for this study began. The song has now been “re-acquired in a vital way and has 

become a moving [emphasis in original] idea” (Dewey Moral Principles in Education

2). At the center of the song now is what Dewey takes to be the very task of 

democracy itself: “The task of democracy,” Dewey writes, “is forever that of creation 

of a freer and more humane experience in which all share and to which all contribute” 

(“Creative Democracy: The Task Before Us” 230). This “task,” this “creation,” finds 

its full and enjoyed experience through the realization of the bold idea, and creative 

teaching, of a land truly being made for, of, and by, you and me. 
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